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Used ~1500 functional email addresses

~ 1000 badged users



~ 1800 proposal users

1st call

2nd call

last call

(non regional users)

DOE review
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survery 
open 01/17/08
closed 02/12/08

total number of responses 392
(in three announcements)


77 responders did not
specify name


answers


Number of Responses


Date


39464.8145833333


39464.8145833333


39464.8166666667


39464.8180555556


39464.81875


39464.8194444444


39464.8201388889


39464.8208333333


39464.8208333333


39464.8208333333


39464.825


39464.8277777778


39464.8291666667


39464.8333333333


39464.8340277778


39464.8465277778


39464.8472222222


39464.8479166667


39464.8513888889


39464.8548611111


39464.8569444444


39464.8638888889


39464.8659722222


39464.8708333333


39464.8736111111


39464.8875


39464.89375


39464.9180555556


39464.93125


39464.9472222222


39464.9479166667


39465.0055555556


39465.1138888889


39465.1604166667


39465.1951388889


39465.2152777778


39465.2152777778


39465.2173611111


39465.2208333333


39465.2215277778


39465.225


39465.2263888889


39465.2298611111


39465.2354166667


39465.2444444444


39465.2611111111


39465.2611111111


39465.2993055556


39465.3326388889


39465.4506944444


39465.5888888889


39465.6118055556


39465.6263888889


39465.6444444444


39465.6493055556


39465.6527777778


39465.6555555556


39465.6631944444


39465.6673611111


39465.6763888889


39465.6777777778


39465.6840277778


39465.6895833333


39465.6972222222


39465.7013888889


39465.7055555556


39465.7076388889


39465.7076388889


39465.7083333333


39465.71875


39465.7256944444


39465.7277777778


39465.7326388889


39465.7340277778


39465.7444444444


39465.7465277778


39465.75


39465.7666666667


39465.7791666667


39465.7805555556


39465.7909722222


39465.7916666667


39465.7986111111


39465.8048611111


39465.8069444444


39465.8173611111


39465.85625


39465.8618055556


39465.9034722222


39465.90625


39465.90625


39465.9138888889


39465.9375


39465.9375


39465.9506944444


39465.9861111111


39466.0215277778


39466.0291666667


39466.1076388889


39466.1368055556


39466.1965277778


39466.775


39466.8444444444


39468.1208333333


39468.1277777778


39468.6715277778


39468.7152777778


39468.7381944444


39468.7451388889


39468.7756944444


39468.9243055556


39468.9409722222


39468.9694444444


39469.0090277778


39469.6534722222


39469.7034722222


39469.7118055556


39469.7319444444


39469.7944444444


39469.8361111111


39469.9340277778


39470.0444444444


39470.6055555556


39470.8305555556


39470.8479166667


39471.1041666667


39471.1465277778


39471.1645833333


39471.1916666667


39471.98125


39472.0715277778


39473.175


39474.1590277778


39474.1604166667


39474.1604166667


39474.1652777778


39474.1659722222


39474.2069444444


39474.21875


39474.2833333333


39474.5965277778


39474.5993055556


39474.6222222222


39474.65


39474.6673611111


39474.6819444444


39474.6930555556


39474.7097222222


39474.7861111111


39474.7979166667


39474.8020833333


39474.8076388889


39474.8173611111


39474.8215277778


39474.8222222222


39474.8277777778


39474.8347222222


39474.8472222222


39474.85


39474.8631944444


39474.8673611111


39474.8798611111


39474.8819444444


39474.8916666667


39474.9097222222


39474.9256944444


39474.9368055556


39474.9402777778


39474.9590277778


39474.99375


39475.0090277778


39475.0590277778


39475.0597222222


39475.0652777778


39475.0673611111


39475.06875


39475.0701388889


39475.0722222222


39475.0729166667


39475.0756944444


39475.0791666667


39475.0826388889


39475.0923611111


39475.1034722222


39475.1194444444


39475.1340277778


39475.1388888889


39475.14375


39475.1597222222


39475.1708333333


39475.1965277778


39475.2597222222


39475.2840277778


39475.5708333333


39475.5729166667


39475.5798611111


39475.5798611111


39475.5847222222


39475.5972222222


39475.6326388889


39475.6381944444


39475.6541666667


39475.6548611111


39475.6659722222


39475.6756944444


39475.6805555556


39475.6833333333


39475.6861111111


39475.6895833333


39475.6909722222


39475.6916666667


39475.6986111111


39475.7013888889


39475.7027777778


39475.7104166667


39475.7138888889


39475.7145833333


39475.7263888889


39475.7354166667


39475.7368055556


39475.7375


39475.7430555556


39475.7458333333


39475.7527777778


39475.7736111111


39475.7743055556


39475.7756944444


39475.7861111111


39475.7972222222


39475.8020833333


39475.8090277778


39475.8138888889


39475.8291666667


39475.8395833333


39475.8402777778


39475.8541666667


39475.8576388889


39475.8694444444


39475.8701388889


39475.8784722222


39475.8791666667


39475.8791666667


39475.9166666667


39475.9173611111


39475.9236111111


39475.9256944444


39475.9381944444


39475.9444444444


39475.9590277778


39475.9645833333


39476.0368055556


39476.0368055556


39476.0756944444


39476.1743055556


39476.2444444444


39476.5388888889


39476.6166666667


39476.6388888889


39476.7472222222


39476.7944444444


39476.8430555556


39477.8006944444


39477.8013888889


39477.9569444444


39478.0583333333


39479.1104166667


39479.6388888889


39479.9923611111


39480.9805555556


39480.9840277778


39480.9875


39480.9909722222


39481.0298611111


39481.0333333333


39481.0430555556


39481.0486111111


39481.0694444444


39481.1340277778


39481.1611111111


39481.1736111111


39481.1847222222


39481.2916666667


39481.3173611111


39481.3180555556


39481.4409722222


39481.5958333333


39481.6972222222


39481.7097222222


39481.7909722222


39481.8305555556


39481.8395833333


39481.8583333333


39481.8611111111
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39482.7166666667


39482.7590277778


39482.7701388889


39482.8715277778


39482.9354166667


39483.0118055556


39483.0631944444


39483.1069444444


39484.6986111111


39484.7111111111


39484.7180555556


39484.9236111111


39486.7534722222


39486.8680555556


39490





Question 1


			Name (First and Last):


			Answer Options						Response Count


									315


						answered question			315


						skipped question			77


			Number			Response Date			Response Text


			1			01/17/2008 19:33:00			Tracy Arakaki


			2			01/17/2008 19:33:00			Linda Brinen


			3			01/17/2008 19:36:00			Christine Phillips


			4			01/17/2008 19:38:00			cintyu wong


			5			01/17/2008 19:39:00			David Singer


			6			01/17/2008 19:40:00			Alexis T. Bell


			7			01/17/2008 19:41:00			Daniel Briggs


			8			01/17/2008 19:42:00			Alex Mayer


			9			01/17/2008 19:42:00			Ekaterina Bazilevskaya


			10			01/17/2008 19:42:00			Farrel Lytle


			11			01/17/2008 19:48:00			BRENDA TORRES


			12			01/17/2008 19:52:00			Andreas Kuglstatter


			13			01/17/2008 19:54:00			Amy Kendall


			14			01/17/2008 20:00:00			Anna Bezryadina


			15			01/17/2008 20:01:00			Brenda Broers


			16			01/17/2008 20:19:00			Xiangjin Xie


			17			01/17/2008 20:20:00			Frank Whitby


			18			01/17/2008 20:21:00			Cheryl Kreinbring


			19			01/17/2008 20:26:00			Benjamin Watts


			20			01/17/2008 20:31:00			Frank Huggins


			21			01/17/2008 20:34:00			Daniel Strawn


			22			01/17/2008 20:44:00			Daniel Minor


			23			01/17/2008 20:47:00			Andrew WArren


			24			01/17/2008 20:54:00			Gerald Stubbs


			25			01/17/2008 20:58:00			David Bushnell


			26			01/17/2008 21:18:00			Daniel Hummer


			27			01/17/2008 21:27:00			David Bronfenbrenner


			28			01/17/2008 22:02:00			Donghui Lu


			29			01/17/2008 22:21:00			Erica Saphire


			30			01/17/2008 22:44:00			cathie condron


			31			01/17/2008 22:45:00			Allison Ray


			32			01/18/2008 00:08:00			Anoop Sendamarai


			33			01/18/2008 02:44:00			Ruihua He


			34			01/18/2008 03:51:00			C. David Stout


			35			01/18/2008 04:41:00			Charles Eigenbrot


			36			01/18/2008 05:10:00			Jay Stasser


			37			01/18/2008 05:10:00			William Scott


			38			01/18/2008 05:13:00			Lieh Low


			39			01/18/2008 05:18:00			Bryan Sutton


			40			01/18/2008 05:19:00			Rajesh Chopdekar


			41			01/18/2008 05:24:00			Martina Ralle


			42			01/18/2008 05:26:00			Xuan Zhao


			43			01/18/2008 05:31:00			Ricardo Zednik


			44			01/18/2008 05:39:00			Rachel Kurtz


			45			01/18/2008 05:52:00			Thomas Stout


			46			01/18/2008 06:16:00			Robert Szilagyi


			47			01/18/2008 06:16:00			Sam Fleischman


			48			01/18/2008 07:11:00			Sam Webb


			49			01/18/2008 07:59:00			Pendar Ardalan


			50			01/18/2008 10:49:00			Elizabeth Blackburn


			51			01/18/2008 14:08:00			Susan Amrose


			52			01/18/2008 14:41:00			C. Raman


			53			01/18/2008 15:02:00			Linda Young


			54			01/18/2008 15:28:00			Stephen Aller


			55			01/18/2008 15:35:00			todd green


			56			01/18/2008 15:40:00			Chi-Lin TSai


			57			01/18/2008 15:44:00			Sue Roberts


			58			01/18/2008 15:55:00			Nathaniel Gilbert


			59			01/18/2008 16:01:00			Matthew Bibee


			60			01/18/2008 16:14:00			Joseph Long


			61			01/18/2008 16:16:00			Jason Parsons


			62			01/18/2008 16:25:00			Wei-Sheng Lee


			63			01/18/2008 16:33:00			Ron stenkamp


			64			01/18/2008 16:44:00			Samuel Pazicni


			65			01/18/2008 16:50:00			Kate Tufano


			66			01/18/2008 16:56:00			William Evans


			67			01/18/2008 16:59:00			Jasquelin Pena


			68			01/18/2008 16:59:00			Irimpan Mathews


			69			01/18/2008 17:00:00			Sarah Hayes


			70			01/18/2008 17:15:00			Marianne Lee


			71			01/18/2008 17:25:00			Ray Nagatani


			72			01/18/2008 17:28:00			Leslie Baker


			73			01/18/2008 17:35:00			John Hoang


			74			01/18/2008 17:37:00			Travis Harris


			75			01/18/2008 17:52:00			Zhenfeng Liu


			76			01/18/2008 17:55:00			Inna Vishik


			77			01/18/2008 18:00:00			Xiaoe Yang


			78			01/18/2008 18:24:00			Bin Liu


			79			01/18/2008 18:42:00			Nelson Rivera


			80			01/18/2008 18:44:00			Mark Burkhardt


			81			01/18/2008 18:59:00			Hope Ishii


			82			01/18/2008 19:00:00			Timothy Stemmler


			83			01/18/2008 19:10:00			Michael Kristo


			84			01/18/2008 19:19:00			Heather Pinkett


			85			01/18/2008 19:22:00			Yung-Jin Hu


			86			01/18/2008 19:37:00			Harry Noller


			87			01/18/2008 20:33:00			Hongjun Liang


			88			01/18/2008 20:41:00			Susannah Scott


			89			01/18/2008 21:41:00			Brittany Nelson-Cheeseman


			90			01/18/2008 21:45:00			Dennis Nordlund


			91			01/18/2008 21:45:00			Samuel Wilson


			92			01/18/2008 21:56:00			Monika Sommerhalter


			93			01/18/2008 22:30:00			Wayne Lukens


			94			01/18/2008 22:30:00			Stefanie Gravano


			95			01/18/2008 22:49:00			MC Choi


			96			01/18/2008 23:40:00			Tim Fothergill


			97			01/19/2008 00:31:00			Walter Weare


			98			01/19/2008 00:42:00			Trevor Willey


			99			01/19/2008 02:35:00			Donglai Feng


			100			01/19/2008 03:17:00			Todd Hufnagel


			101			01/19/2008 04:43:00			John Lee


			102			01/19/2008 18:36:00			Douglas Rees


			103			01/19/2008 20:16:00			Vittal Yachandra


			104			01/21/2008 02:54:00			Juana Rudati


			105			01/21/2008 03:04:00			Mike Toney


			106			01/21/2008 16:07:00			Todd Holyoak


			107			01/21/2008 17:10:00			Jeff Graf


			108			01/21/2008 17:43:00			William Vining


			109			01/21/2008 17:53:00			Chris Jozwiak


			110			01/21/2008 18:37:00			Rebecca Fenn


			111			01/21/2008 22:11:00			Charles Knobler


			112			01/21/2008 22:35:00			Lars Naslund


			113			01/21/2008 23:16:00			Ethan Merritt


			114			01/22/2008 00:13:00			Susumu Yamamoto


			115			01/22/2008 15:41:00			Martha Lopez


			116			01/22/2008 16:53:00			Oleg Zadvornyy


			117			01/22/2008 17:05:00			Maria Amaya


			118			01/22/2008 17:34:00			Joel Ager


			119			01/22/2008 19:04:00			Steven Sun


			120			01/22/2008 20:04:00			John Stegemeier


			121			01/22/2008 22:25:00			Liang Tang


			122			01/23/2008 01:04:00			James Hein


			123			01/23/2008 14:32:00			Edwin Pozharski


			124			01/23/2008 19:56:00			David Barondeau


			125			01/23/2008 20:21:00			Rob Moore


			126			01/24/2008 02:30:00			Masaki Ikeda


			127			01/24/2008 03:31:00			Makoto Hashimoto


			128			01/24/2008 03:57:00			Michael Nesson


			129			01/24/2008 04:36:00			Hirohito Ogasawara


			130			01/24/2008 23:33:00			Oana Marcu


			131			01/25/2008 01:43:00			Mary Shillito


			132			01/26/2008 04:12:00			James Penner-Hahn


			133			01/27/2008 03:49:00			Benjamin


			134			01/27/2008 03:51:00			Michael Chan


			135			01/27/2008 03:51:00			Erik Debler


			136			01/27/2008 03:58:00			Alexis Templeton


			137			01/27/2008 03:59:00			Axel Brunger


			138			01/27/2008 04:58:00			Chul


			139			01/27/2008 05:15:00			Geza Kurcczveil


			140			01/27/2008 06:48:00			Christopher Kim


			141			01/27/2008 14:19:00			Jon Chorover


			142			01/27/2008 14:23:00			John Elmer


			143			01/27/2008 14:56:00			byron freelon


			144			01/27/2008 15:36:00			Donald Blumenthal


			145			01/27/2008 16:01:00			Anando Devadoss


			146			01/27/2008 16:22:00			Jonathan Stahlman


			147			01/27/2008 16:38:00			David Goldenberg


			148			01/27/2008 17:02:00			Bruce Gates


			149			01/27/2008 18:52:00			Bauer Eric


			150			01/27/2008 19:09:00			Blaine Moooers


			151			01/27/2008 19:15:00			Thomas Borch


			152			01/27/2008 19:23:00			Ritimukta Sarangi


			153			01/27/2008 19:37:00			Sheryl Tsai


			154			01/27/2008 19:43:00			Alexandra Zidovska


			155			01/27/2008 19:44:00			Crina Nimigean


			156			01/27/2008 19:52:00			Gregory Lush


			157			01/27/2008 20:02:00			Yan Poon


			158			01/27/2008 20:20:00			Irene Goldthorpe


			159			01/27/2008 20:24:00			Dave Belanger


			160			01/27/2008 20:43:00			Kyle Shen


			161			01/27/2008 20:49:00			Cathrine Frandsen


			162			01/27/2008 21:07:00			Sharon Leitch


			163			01/27/2008 21:10:00			John Peters


			164			01/27/2008 21:24:00			Jesse Ward


			165			01/27/2008 21:50:00			GERALD LUCOVSKY


			166			01/27/2008 22:13:00			Roger Prince


			167			01/27/2008 22:29:00			Brandy Toner


			168			01/27/2008 22:34:00			Jeffrey Rack


			169			01/27/2008 23:01:00			Michael Blank


			170			01/27/2008 23:51:00			Chris Chidsey


			171			01/28/2008 00:13:00			Jarod Younker


			172			01/28/2008 01:25:00			Nancy Horton


			173			01/28/2008 01:26:00			Ning Sun


			174			01/28/2008 01:34:00			Kaye Savage


			175			01/28/2008 01:37:00			Kelly Gaffney


			176			01/28/2008 01:39:00			Martin Sagermann


			177			01/28/2008 01:41:00			James Halpert


			178			01/28/2008 01:44:00			Zahid HASAN


			179			01/28/2008 01:45:00			Yan Yin


			180			01/28/2008 01:49:00			Mike McGehee


			181			01/28/2008 01:54:00			Jessica L. Vey


			182			01/28/2008 01:59:00			Steven Volkman


			183			01/28/2008 02:13:00			Yuriy Tolmachev


			184			01/28/2008 02:29:00			Robert Morton


			185			01/28/2008 02:52:00			Que Anh Nguyen


			186			01/28/2008 03:13:00			Xin Li


			187			01/28/2008 03:20:00			Xuan Zhao


			188			01/28/2008 03:27:00			Theanne Schiros


			189			01/28/2008 03:50:00			Stephan Hruszkewycz


			190			01/28/2008 04:06:00			Nancy Ru


			191			01/28/2008 04:43:00			Xie,Winson


			192			01/28/2008 06:14:00			Frank Bridges


			193			01/28/2008 06:49:00			Qingping Xu


			194			01/28/2008 13:42:00			Michele McDonald


			195			01/28/2008 13:45:00			Gregory Beaucage


			196			01/28/2008 13:55:00			David Lodowski


			197			01/28/2008 13:55:00			Jon Paggett


			198			01/28/2008 14:02:00			Quyen Hoang


			199			01/28/2008 14:20:00			Jeremy Cook


			200			01/28/2008 15:11:00			Lori K. Sanders


			201			01/28/2008 15:19:00			C. Martin Lawrence


			202			01/28/2008 15:42:00			Gerald Huffman


			203			01/28/2008 15:43:00			Melanie Beazley


			204			01/28/2008 15:59:00			Abhijit Mishra


			205			01/28/2008 16:13:00			Gnana Sutha Siluvai


			206			01/28/2008 16:20:00			Guy Vigers


			207			01/28/2008 16:24:00			Kathleen Nasta


			208			01/28/2008 16:28:00			eric brecht


			209			01/28/2008 16:33:00			James groves


			210			01/28/2008 16:35:00			Shuyun Zhou


			211			01/28/2008 16:36:00			Andrzej Weichsel


			212			01/28/2008 16:46:00			Heinz Frei


			213			01/28/2008 16:50:00			Tom Hostetler


			214			01/28/2008 16:52:00			Juana Acrivos


			215			01/28/2008 17:03:00			Juyoung Ha


			216			01/28/2008 17:08:00			Graeme Card


			217			01/28/2008 17:09:00			Haiyan Zhao


			218			01/28/2008 17:26:00			sonoko kanai


			219			01/28/2008 17:39:00			NALINI SUNDARAM


			220			01/28/2008 17:41:00			Juan Maldonado


			221			01/28/2008 17:42:00			Colleen Hansel


			222			01/28/2008 17:50:00			Arturas Vailionis


			223			01/28/2008 17:54:00			Yasuhiro Oshima


			224			01/28/2008 18:04:00			Corie Ralston


			225			01/28/2008 18:34:00			sebastian doniach


			226			01/28/2008 18:35:00			Bill Schlotter


			227			01/28/2008 18:37:00			Petra Verdino


			228			01/28/2008 18:52:00			Janay MacNaughton


			229			01/28/2008 19:08:00			Jan Abendroth


			230			01/28/2008 19:15:00			Li Tai Fang


			231			01/28/2008 19:25:00			isao ogino


			232			01/28/2008 19:32:00			Holger Wille


			233			01/28/2008 19:54:00			Robert Root


			234			01/28/2008 20:09:00			Konstantin Korotkov


			235			01/28/2008 20:10:00			Kuo-Hsiang Tang


			236			01/28/2008 20:30:00			Ganesaratnam Balendiran


			237			01/28/2008 20:35:00			William Montfort


			238			01/28/2008 20:52:00			Jeremy Murray


			239			01/28/2008 20:53:00			Jane DeWitt


			240			01/28/2008 21:05:00			Charles L. Troxel


			241			01/28/2008 21:06:00			Erik Farquhar


			242			01/28/2008 21:06:00			Juergen Bosch


			243			01/28/2008 22:00:00			Alondra Schweizer


			244			01/28/2008 22:01:00			Ya-Hsien Sun


			245			01/28/2008 22:10:00			Ryan Todd


			246			01/28/2008 22:13:00			nikki dellas


			247			01/28/2008 22:31:00			Stephen Kelly


			248			01/28/2008 22:40:00			Oleg Alexeev


			249			01/28/2008 23:01:00			Brenda Porta


			250			01/28/2008 23:09:00			Tim Fothergill


			251			01/29/2008 00:53:00			Stewart Turley


			252			01/29/2008 00:53:00			Yu Chen


			253			01/29/2008 01:49:00			Dave Wilson


			254			01/29/2008 04:11:00			Sam Fleischman


			255			01/29/2008 05:52:00			Glenn waychunas


			256			01/29/2008 12:56:00			ian wilson


			257			01/29/2008 14:48:00			Jong-Mi Lee


			258			01/29/2008 15:20:00			Kirstin Purdy


			259			01/29/2008 17:56:00			Trevor Willey


			260			01/29/2008 19:04:00			Ben Kocar


			261			01/29/2008 20:14:00			Ipsheeta Furtado


			262			01/30/2008 19:13:00			Adam Tenderholt


			263			01/30/2008 19:14:00			Linda Barr


			264			01/30/2008 22:58:00			Robyn Stanfield


			265			01/31/2008 01:24:00			Ting Guo


			266			02/01/2008 02:39:00			Shilpa Sambashivan


			267			02/01/2008 15:20:00			Joe Kline


			268			02/01/2008 23:49:00			Robert Savinelli


			269			02/02/2008 23:32:00			Nicholas Pingitore


			270			02/02/2008 23:37:00			Michael Chabinyc


			271			02/02/2008 23:42:00			Peter Strasser


			272			02/02/2008 23:47:00			Darin Cowart


			273			02/03/2008 00:43:00			Nathan Schmidt


			274			02/03/2008 00:48:00			Robert Scott


			275			02/03/2008 01:02:00			john moreau


			276			02/03/2008 01:10:00			hemant b


			277			02/03/2008 01:40:00			Yuji Arai


			278			02/03/2008 03:13:00			Andrei Tkachuk


			279			02/03/2008 03:52:00			Edward Snell


			280			02/03/2008 04:10:00			Robert Coridan


			281			02/03/2008 04:26:00			Dan Dessau


			282			02/03/2008 07:00:00			Ming-Daw Tsai


			283			02/03/2008 07:37:00			Ghee Hwee Lai


			284			02/03/2008 07:38:00			Hideaki Moriyama


			285			02/03/2008 10:35:00			Kushol Gupta


			286			02/03/2008 14:18:00			Amy Rosenzweig


			287			02/03/2008 16:44:00			Beth Weinman


			288			02/03/2008 17:02:00			Brian Grady


			289			02/03/2008 18:59:00			Alan Pelton


			290			02/03/2008 19:56:00			David Tierney


			291			02/03/2008 20:09:00			Michael S. McCormick


			292			02/03/2008 20:36:00			wenbing yun


			293			02/03/2008 20:40:00			Michael D. Ward


			294			02/04/2008 10:31:00			Tina Tran


			295			02/04/2008 13:31:00			Martial Taillefert


			296			02/04/2008 15:45:00			george gauss


			297			02/04/2008 16:35:00			Tracy Power


			298			02/04/2008 16:43:00			Gyorgy Snell


			299			02/04/2008 16:44:00			Gregory Lush


			300			02/04/2008 16:47:00			Mark Wilson


			301			02/04/2008 16:52:00			William G. Durrer


			302			02/04/2008 17:12:00			Grace Chiang


			303			02/04/2008 18:13:00			Reha Celikel


			304			02/04/2008 18:29:00			Mahesh Samant


			305			02/04/2008 20:55:00			Adam Fiedler


			306			02/04/2008 22:27:00			Joseph Chen


			307			02/05/2008 00:17:00			Michael Nesson


			308			02/05/2008 01:31:00			Juan Noveron


			309			02/05/2008 02:34:00			Suphannee Pongkitwitoon


			310			02/06/2008 16:46:00			Vince LiCata


			311			02/06/2008 17:04:00			James Schweppe


			312			02/06/2008 17:14:00			Peter Larson


			313			02/06/2008 22:10:00			Demet Arac-Ozkan


			314			02/08/2008 18:05:00			Parthasarathy Sampathkumar


			315			02/08/2008 20:50:00			Michael Maroney


			392			02/12/2008 00:00:00			survey closed
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survery 
open 01/17/08
closed 02/12/08

total number of responses 392
(in three announcements)


77 responders did not
specify name


answers


Number of Responses


Date





Question 2


			Primary affiliation:


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			government lab						14.3%			56


			research institute						9.7%			38


			research intensive academic institution						64.0%			251


			undergraduate academic institution						3.8%			15


			industry						6.1%			24


			Other or not specified						2.0%			8


									answered question			386


									skipped question			6


			Number			Response Date			Other (please specify)


			1			01/28/2008 15:53:00			federal government agency


			2			01/28/2008 23:01:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			3			02/04/2008 16:35:00			Fine Arts Conservator, associated with Stanford's Cantor Museum


			4			02/05/2008 02:34:00			Ph.D. graduate student








Question 2


			





Primary affiliation:





Question 3


			Material Science/Chemical Sciences


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						23.5%			92


			1 (low)						10.2%			40


			2						4.8%			19


			3 (medium)						11.0%			43


			4						11.7%			46


			5 (high)						38.8%			152


									answered question			363


									skipped question			29


									expectation value			2.94


									not interested			23.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 3


			





Material Science/Chemical Sciences





Question 4


			Molecular and Environmental Interface Science


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						31.1%			122


			1 (low)						15.8%			62


			2						7.9%			31


			3 (medium)						15.6%			61


			4						9.9%			39


			5 (high)						19.6%			77


									answered question			356


									skipped question			36


									expectation value			2.16


									not interested			31.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 4


			





Molecular and Environmental Interface Science





Question 5


			Structural Molecular Biology/Life Sciences


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						18.6%			73


			1 (low)						13.0%			51


			2						6.9%			27


			3 (medium)						8.7%			34


			4						6.1%			24


			5 (high)						46.7%			183


									answered question			364


									skipped question			28


									expectation value			3.11


									not interested			18.6%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 5


			





Structural Molecular Biology/Life Sciences





Question 6


			Ultrafast Science


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						36.0%			141


			1 (low)						17.1%			67


			2						9.4%			37


			3 (medium)						16.6%			65


			4						9.7%			38


			5 (high)						11.2%			44


									answered question			349


									skipped question			43


									expectation value			1.81


									not interested			36.0%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 6


			





Ultrafast Science





Question 7


			Nanoscience Science


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						26.8%			105


			1 (low)						10.5%			41


			2						6.4%			25


			3 (medium)						15.8%			62


			4						17.6%			69


			5 (high)						23.0%			90


									answered question			357


									skipped question			35


									expectation value			2.56


									not interested			26.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 7


			





Nanoscience Science





Question 8


			Macromolecular Crystallography


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						23.5%			92


			1 (low)						17.1%			67


			2						6.9%			27


			3 (medium)						9.9%			39


			4						4.3%			17


			5 (high)						38.3%			150


									answered question			359


									skipped question			33


									expectation value			2.69


									not interested			23.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 8


			





Macromolecular Crystallography





Question 9


			Photoemission Spectroscopy


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						36.7%			144


			1 (low)						16.6%			65


			2						8.9%			35


			3 (medium)						16.3%			64


			4						7.4%			29


			5 (high)						14.0%			55


									answered question			349


									skipped question			43


									expectation value			1.83


									not interested			36.7%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 9


			





Photoemission Spectroscopy





Question 10


			Spectromicroscopy/Imaging


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						29.8%			117


			1 (low)						12.2%			48


			2						6.4%			25


			3 (medium)						16.6%			65


			4						15.8%			62


			5 (high)						19.1%			75


									answered question			358


									skipped question			34


									expectation value			2.34


									not interested			29.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 10


			





Spectromicroscopy/Imaging





Question 11


			Time Resolved Techniques


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						24.7%			97


			1 (low)						12.0%			47


			2						8.7%			34


			3 (medium)						19.4%			76


			4						15.1%			59


			5 (high)						20.2%			79


									answered question			354


									skipped question			38


									expectation value			2.48


									not interested			24.7%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 11


			





Time Resolved Techniques





Question 12


			X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						16.3%			64


			1 (low)						7.1%			28


			2						7.7%			30


			3 (medium)						13.3%			52


			4						16.6%			65


			5 (high)						39.0%			153


									answered question			362


									skipped question			30


									expectation value			3.24


									not interested			16.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 12


			





X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy





Question 13


			X-ray Scattering


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						17.1%			67


			1 (low)						7.1%			28


			2						5.9%			23


			3 (medium)						18.4%			72


			4						15.8%			62


			5 (high)						35.7%			140


									answered question			361


									skipped question			31


									expectation value			3.16


									not interested			17.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 13


			





X-ray Scattering





Question 14


			Detector/Instrument/Beamline Component Development


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						28.1%			110


			1 (low)						13.8%			54


			2						6.6%			26


			3 (medium)						19.1%			75


			4						16.8%			66


			5 (high)						15.6%			61


									answered question			355


									skipped question			37


									expectation value			2.30


									not interested			28.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 14


			





Detector/Instrument/Beamline Component Development





Question 15


			Select the beamlines you have used


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			01-04						7.3%			26


			01-05						14.5%			52


			02-01						13.4%			48


			02-02						0.8%			3


			02-03						16.8%			60


			07-01						17.0%			61


			07-02						9.8%			35


			07-03						12.0%			43


			10-01						9.2%			33


			10-02						15.4%			55


			08-01						2.5%			9


			08-02						3.4%			12


			09-01						25.7%			92


			09-02						26.8%			96


			09-03						9.8%			35


			12-01						0.0%			0


			12-02						2.2%			8


			06-02						13.1%			47


			05-01						3.1%			11


			05-02						2.0%			7


			05-04						5.3%			19


			11-01						22.6%			81


			11-02						12.8%			46


			11-03						15.6%			56


			04-01						6.7%			24


			04-02						14.5%			52


			04-03						5.3%			19


			13						0.3%			1


			N/A						8.7%			34


									answered question			358


									skipped question			34








Question 15


			





Select the beamlines you have used


Select the beamlines you have used before at SSRL





Question 16


			Please provide other areas of user scientific interest, experimental techniques or additional comments.


			Answer Options						Response Count


									61																					User scientific interest


						answered question			61																					semiconducting polymers


						skipped question			331																					structural characterization of catalysts on amorphous supports


																														in-situ phase change/chemical reaction studies of material structure


																														air sensitive in situ experiments in inert or reactive atmosphere


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					imaging of integrated circuits with x-ray microscope


			1			01/17/2008 19:46:00			Used SPPS, intend to use LCLS																					transition metal oxides -- d-state splitting and Jahn-Teller effects


			2			01/17/2008 20:29:00			semiconducting polymers																					surface science, environmental science


			3			01/17/2008 20:36:00			XAFS Spectroscopy																					environmental science, oceanography, low-temperature geochemistry, environmental quality, civil and environmental engineering


			4			01/17/2008 20:56:00			fiber diffraction																					environmental transport and speciation of metal contaminants


			5			01/17/2008 21:28:00			Area Detectors																					microphase separation transition of a biomedical model of segmented polyurethane block copolymers


			6			01/17/2008 22:23:00			SAXS 4-2																					dynamic state of protein structures


			7			01/18/2008 06:24:00			structural characterization of catalysts on amorphous supports, insitu studies, environmental transport and speciation of metal contaminants																					Enzyme structure and mechanism


			8			01/18/2008 14:44:00			I have also collaborated with the SSRL beam line staff to setup a 3D-single crystal microspectrophotometer for directly observing spectral signatures of the protein crystal that is under investigation.																					Membrane protein crystallography


			9			01/18/2008 15:04:00			LCLS- soon																					metallobiochemistry and metal site structure protein function connections


			10			01/18/2008 15:31:00			Small angle x-ray scattering will be of future use, as more information is obtainable in the dynamic state of protein structures.  At present, static x-ray crystal stucture only capture snapshots of the molecular.  Small angle scattering will bridge the g																					zinc compounds that mimic the active site of zinc metalloproteins


			11			01/18/2008 16:17:00			I have an interest in XRD																					structure of proteins that take part in the platelet aggregation in human blood.


			12			01/18/2008 16:34:00			I don't remember exactly, but I've used several of the macromolecular crystallography lines (1-?, 7-?, 9-?, 11-?).  I apologize.  It's a lot like remembering room numbers.  I don't do that.  I remember the algorithm for how to get there instead.																					liquid crystals


			13			01/18/2008 17:02:00			low energy XAS																					fossil energy


			14			01/18/2008 17:02:00			Enzyme structure and mechanism																					development of artificial photosynthetic systems


			15			01/18/2008 17:17:00			neutron diffraction
microfocus beamline


			16			01/18/2008 20:04:00			Collaboration on development of beamlines for large unit cell crystals (ribosomes).																					Experimental techniques


			17			01/18/2008 20:42:00			air-sensitive materials, in situ experiments (inert or reactive atmosphere)																					SPPS user


			18			01/18/2008 21:49:00			XAS
XPS
XES
SAXS
Imaging
STXM
Diffraction from Liquids																					LCLS


			19			01/22/2008 17:09:00			I am a nurse, actually, and I work with my interdisciplinary team in the SSRL.																					FEL


			20			01/22/2008 21:05:00			beam line development																					Photocathode development for LCLS and nanolithography applications


			21			01/23/2008 01:18:00			imaging of integrated circuits with x-ray microscope																					Ultrafast x-ray measurements, microscopy on nanomaterials, general characterization of materials.


			22			01/23/2008 17:08:00			SPPS user


			23			01/24/2008 23:36:00			FEL																					beam line development


			24			01/25/2008 23:08:00			A program to automatically move the sample where you program it to
fluorescence detectors on both sides of the cryostat 180 degrees apart from each other																					Area Detectors


			25			01/27/2008 14:21:00			microfocused XRD																					electrical signals from BPMs


			26			01/27/2008 14:57:00			I am also interested in SAXS measurements on liquid crystal samples.


			27			01/27/2008 17:05:00			using various spectroscopic methods (IR, NMR) and TEM in concert with EXAFS and XANES characterization of catalysts (dispersed on solid supports, often in the functioning state)																					development of beamlines for large unit cell crystals (ribosomes).


			28			01/27/2008 18:55:00			XAFS, XANES, Partial Fluorescence Yield																					3D-single crystal microspectrophotometer


			29			01/27/2008 19:45:00			Membrane protein crystallography																					microfocus XRD beamline


			30			01/27/2008 20:35:00			Macromolecular crystallography


			31			01/27/2008 21:09:00			Interested in metallobiochemistry and metal site structure protein function connections.																					Diffraction from Liquids


			32			01/27/2008 21:32:00			I've taken measurements on the X-ray emission spectra of several zinc compounds at beamline 6-2. These compounds are meant to mimic the active site of zinc metalloproteins. It would be great to one day get high enough flux in order to look at actual zinc																					SAX of liquid crystatls


			33			01/27/2008 21:52:00			transition metal oxides -- d-state splitting and Jahn-Teller effects																					X-ray fiber diffraction


			34			01/27/2008 22:31:00			environmental science, oceanography, low-temperature geochemistry, environmental quality, civil and environmental engineering																					Time-dependent small angle x-ray scattering


			35			01/27/2008 23:56:00			TXRF


			36			01/28/2008 01:40:00			x-ray microprobe with u-XRF, u-XAS
STXM																					automatically move the sample, fluorescence detectors on both sides of the cryostat


			37			01/28/2008 01:48:00			I have been using electrical signals from BPMs.																					low energy XAS


			38			01/28/2008 07:51:00			surface science, environmental science																					XAFS Spectroscopy


			39			01/28/2008 13:52:00			John Pople's beamline																					using various spectroscopic methods (IR, NMR) and TEM in concert with EXAFS and XANES characterization


			40			01/28/2008 15:50:00			We have conducted C NEXAFS studies at ALS and NSLS, STXM at NSLS, and SAXS at ANL.We are also active in various electron microscopy methods and Mossbauer spectroscopy.  Our primary research focus is fossil energy.																					XAFS, XANES, Partial Fluorescence Yield


			41			01/28/2008 16:24:00			For Cu L-Edge data collection using Beamline 10-1																					photon-in/photon-out X-ray spectroscopy


			42			01/28/2008 16:32:00			Glovebox above 8-2 is handy.  Could be organized.																					time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds


			43			01/28/2008 16:34:00			GIXS																					X-Ray fluorescence


			44			01/28/2008 16:54:00			I am interested in photon-in/photon-out X-ray spectroscopy, and in emerging time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds. These techniques are particularly important for the development of artificial photosynthetic systems.																					Electron spectroscopy


			45			01/28/2008 17:43:00			Photocathode development for LCLS and nanolithography applications																					X-ray emission spectra of zinc compounds at beamline 6-2. High enough flux to look at actual zinc metalloproteins using this technique, but that would require about 10^4 times the flux in order to get comparable signal/noise. Therefore, I'd be interested


			46			01/28/2008 19:35:00			X-ray fiber diffraction


			47			01/28/2008 20:33:00			Need to collect data from micro crystals. The data collected using 9-1 for some crystals we have diffract only to 2.7angstroms resolution with high Rsymm.																					TXRF


			48			01/28/2008 22:02:00			Also tested 12-2																					x-ray microprobe with u-XRF, u-XAS
STXM


			49			01/28/2008 22:05:00			small-angle x-ray scattering


			50			01/28/2008 22:35:00			I am interested in in-situ phase change/chemical reaction studies of material structure																					C NEXAFS studies at ALS and NSLS, STXM at NSLS, and SAXS at ANL


			51			01/28/2008 23:06:00			Transition metal XAFS and XRD analyses


			52			01/31/2008 01:26:00			Ultrafast x-ray measurements, microscopy on nanomaterials, general characterization of materials.																					GIXS


			53			02/01/2008 15:29:00			SAXS and NEXAFS


			54			02/03/2008 00:50:00			X-ray microprobe/nanoprobe																					experiments in 1000 to 2000 eV


			55			02/03/2008 17:06:00			Also used Jumbo when it was active (3-?)

I would also say that I think there are experiments that could be done from 1000 to 2000 eV that there doesn't seem to be a place to do.


			56			02/03/2008 19:58:00			Early, as an independent investigator, I submitted proposals to SSRL. I was never granted beamtime against those proposals.


			57			02/04/2008 16:38:00			Not sure which beamline was used


			58			02/04/2008 16:59:00			Electron spectroscopy and other surface science techniques.


			59			02/04/2008 18:18:00			3-D crystallographic structure of the biological
molecules. Particular interest on the structure of
proteins that take part in the platelet aggregation in human blood.


			60			02/05/2008 02:38:00			My research experiment is in a topic of "Time resolved synchrotron small angle X-ray scattering for microphase separation transition of a biomedical model of segmented polyurethane block copolymers".


			61			02/06/2008 17:18:00			X-Ray fluorescence imaging of fossil specimens








Question 17


			High Resolution Photoemission Beam Line


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						50.8%			199


			1 (low)						12.8%			50


			2						5.1%			20


			3 (medium)						12.0%			47


			4						6.6%			26


			5 (high)						12.8%			50


									answered question			341


									skipped question			51


									expectation value			1.49


									not interested			50.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 17


			





High Resolution Photoemission Beam Line





Question 18


			Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced Spectroscopy Beam Line


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						45.2%			177


			1 (low)						9.4%			37


			2						4.8%			19


			3 (medium)						15.3%			60


			4						10.2%			40


			5 (high)						15.1%			59


									answered question			345


									skipped question			47


									expectation value			1.81


									not interested			45.2%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 18


			





Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced Spectroscopy Beam Line





Question 19


			Improved Facilities for X-ray Scattering and Diffraction


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						22.4%			88


			1 (low)						4.8%			19


			2						4.1%			16


			3 (medium)						13.3%			52


			4						14.0%			55


			5 (high)						41.3%			162


									answered question			357


									skipped question			35


									expectation value			3.16


									not interested			22.4%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 19


			





Improved Facilities for X-ray Scattering and Diffraction





Question 20


			Improved Detectors, Multi-Element, High Count Rate, Energy-Dispersive Detector


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						28.3%			111


			1 (low)						4.3%			17


			2						3.6%			14


			3 (medium)						15.6%			61


			4						14.8%			58


			5 (high)						33.4%			131


									answered question			347


									skipped question			45


									expectation value			2.84


									not interested			28.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 20


			





Improved Detectors, Multi-Element, High Count Rate, Energy-Dispersive Detector





Question 21


			Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line for Materials Science


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						39.8%			156


			1 (low)						12.8%			50


			2						6.4%			25


			3 (medium)						13.8%			54


			4						13.3%			52


			5 (high)						14.0%			55


									answered question			346


									skipped question			46


									expectation value			1.90


									not interested			39.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 21


			





Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line for Materials Science





Question 22


			Heating Laser, Time Resolved/Materials Dynamics Facilities


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						51.5%			202


			1 (low)						14.8%			58


			2						8.2%			32


			3 (medium)						9.7%			38


			4						6.6%			26


			5 (high)						9.2%			36


									answered question			343


									skipped question			49


									expectation value			1.33


									not interested			51.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 22


			





Heating Laser, Time Resolved/Materials Dynamics Facilities





Question 23


			Reorganization/Optimization of Scattering Facilities


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						51.3%			201


			1 (low)						12.5%			49


			2						7.7%			30


			3 (medium)						15.8%			62


			4						5.9%			23


			5 (high)						6.9%			27


									answered question			340


									skipped question			52


									expectation value			1.33


									not interested			51.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 23


			





Reorganization/Optimization of Scattering Facilities





Question 24


			Undergraduate Research Initiatives


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						43.1%			169


			1 (low)						13.5%			53


			2						9.7%			38


			3 (medium)						20.7%			81


			4						7.1%			28


			5 (high)						5.9%			23


									answered question			340


									skipped question			52


									expectation value			1.53


									not interested			43.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 24


			





Undergraduate Research Initiatives





Question 25


			X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 200-1500 eV


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						45.4%			178


			1 (low)						11.7%			46


			2						7.1%			28


			3 (medium)						13.8%			54


			4						10.2%			40


			5 (high)						11.7%			46


									answered question			340


									skipped question			52


									expectation value			1.67


									not interested			45.4%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 25


			





X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 200-1500 eV





Question 26


			X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 1.5-15 keV


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						41.3%			162


			1 (low)						10.7%			42


			2						5.4%			21


			3 (medium)						11.2%			44


			4						12.0%			47


			5 (high)						19.4%			76


									answered question			351


									skipped question			41


									expectation value			2.00


									not interested			41.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 26


			





X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 1.5-15 keV





Question 27


			Please provide other initiatives and/or any comments.


			Answer Options						Response Count


									19


						answered question			19


						skipped question			373																					Other initiatives


																														directly investigate the structure of protein radicals.


																														implement electronic spectroscopy at the macromolecular crystallography beam lines.


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					microfocus x-ray source for macromolecular crystallography.


			1			01/18/2008 05:29:00			I would like to see BL 6-2 detangled to become dedicated to ONE thing only.																					high energy single crystal diffraction in order to decrease protein crystal damage


			2			01/18/2008 14:48:00			It would help a great deal if we can directly investigate the structure of protein radicals.  One way to accomplish this is to have additional spectroscopic components such as electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy interface at the beam line.  The s																					microfocus for small crystals


			3			01/18/2008 17:52:00			more time for basic XAS experiments
controlled environment sample stages


			4			01/18/2008 20:26:00			A new-generation x-ray detector is being developed at Fermilab (in conjunction with the Swiss synchrotron, apparently. It would be great to implement this detector at SSRL as soon as it becomes available.																					BL 6-2 detangled to become dedicated to ONE thing only.


			5			01/19/2008 08:37:00			Too much time and resources are being allocated to justify the production, i.e., not enough papers result from the time allocated to users. This makes it very difficult for me to petition Congress for more resources for SSRL.																					have additional spectroscopic components such as EPR, resonance Raman spectroscopy interface at the beam line.


			6			01/27/2008 15:46:00			Improved facilities for time-resolved SAXS of biological samples in the millisecond time domain that use minimal quantities of sample.																					new-generation x-ray detector from Fermilab and Swiss synchrotron


			7			01/27/2008 22:33:00			Spatially-resolved XAS measurements, at low and high energies, is central to my research																					controlled environment sample stages


			8			01/28/2008 13:57:00			microfocus x-ray source for macromolecular crystallography.																					Improve biological sample preparation facilities


			9			01/28/2008 16:55:00			I am interested in photon-in/photon-out X-ray spectroscopy, and in emerging time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds. These techniques are particularly important for the development of artificial photosynthetic systems.																					Further facilities and capabilities for in-situ studies of material reactions and phase changes


			10			01/28/2008 20:12:00			Automatic SAXS beamline for biological sciences																					Automation of Mat Sci beam lines


			11			01/28/2008 20:54:00			Vert high energy single crystal diffraction in order to decrease protein crystal damage																					improvements in energy dispersive detectors (count rates) to speed up data collection


			12			01/28/2008 21:08:00			microfocus for small crystals																					improved detectors for PX


			13			01/28/2008 22:37:00			Further facilities and capabilities for in-situ studies of material reactions and phase changes


			14			01/30/2008 00:50:00			Improve biological sample preparation facilities																					more time for basic XAS experiments


			15			02/01/2008 15:35:00			Automation of Mat Sci beam lines would be nice																					spatially-resolved XAS measurements, at low and high energies


			16			02/02/2008 23:37:00			Energy dispersive detectors (count rates) often are a limitation. Improvements would be relatively inexpensive compared to 500mA initiative and would speed up data collection.																					time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds


			17			02/03/2008 17:07:00			It doesn't quite fit, but a XAS line for low energies (which is what my comment was before) say 800-2500 eV																					photon-in/photon-out X-ray spectroscopy,


			18			02/04/2008 16:39:00			analysis related to art manufacture and deterioration																					XAS line for low energies say 800-2500 eV


			19			02/04/2008 16:47:00			imrpoved detectors for PX


																														Improved facilities for time-resolved SAXS of biological samples in the millisecond time domain that use minimal quantities of sample.


																														Automatic SAXS beamline for biological sciences


																														analysis related to art manufacture and deterioration


																														not enough papers result from the time allocated to users. This makes it very difficult for me to petition Congress for more resources for SSRL.








Question 28


			500 mA Operation


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						45.9%			180


			1 (low)						4.6%			18


			2						1.8%			7


			3 (medium)						14.3%			56


			4						8.9%			35


			5 (high)						24.5%			96


									answered question			350


									skipped question			42


									expectation value			2.09


									not interested			45.9%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 28


			





500 mA Operation





Question 29


			Top-off Injection


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						38.0%			149


			1 (low)						2.8%			11


			2						1.8%			7


			3 (medium)						14.5%			57


			4						14.8%			58


			5 (high)						28.1%			110


									answered question			350


									skipped question			42


									expectation value			2.49


									not interested			38.0%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 29


			





Top-off Injection





Question 30


			Beam Line Staffing


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						24.5%			96


			1 (low)						2.6%			10


			2						2.3%			9


			3 (medium)						18.9%			74


			4						18.9%			74


			5 (high)						32.9%			129


									answered question			353


									skipped question			39


									expectation value			3.04


									not interested			24.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 30


			





Beam Line Staffing





Question 31


			User Support after 5pm, during off-hours, weekends, holidays


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						17.6%			69


			1 (low)						3.3%			13


			2						6.1%			24


			3 (medium)						26.0%			102


			4						19.1%			75


			5 (high)						27.8%			109


									answered question			354


									skipped question			38


									expectation value			3.09


									not interested			17.6%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 31


			





User Support after 5pm, during off-hours, weekends, holidays





Question 32


			Upgrades to Beam Line Control and Data Acquisition Software


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						16.3%			64


			1 (low)						1.5%			6


			2						3.6%			14


			3 (medium)						18.9%			74


			4						24.2%			95


			5 (high)						35.5%			139


									answered question			355


									skipped question			37


									expectation value			3.40


									not interested			16.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 32


			





Upgrades to Beam Line Control and Data Acquisition Software





Question 33


			Automation of/Remote Data Collection


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						17.6%			69


			1 (low)						4.8%			19


			2						6.1%			24


			3 (medium)						13.0%			51


			4						17.9%			70


			5 (high)						40.6%			159


									answered question			354


									skipped question			38


									expectation value			3.30


									not interested			17.6%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 33


			





Automation of/Remote Data Collection





Question 34


			Future Beam Line Upgrades


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						19.6%			77


			1 (low)						1.5%			6


			2						0.8%			3


			3 (medium)						19.9%			78


			4						20.2%			79


			5 (high)						38.0%			149


									answered question			344


									skipped question			48


									expectation value			3.33


									not interested			19.6%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 34


			





Future Beam Line Upgrades





Question 35


			New Instrumentation (CCD, Multi-element Fluorescence Detector)


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						22.4%			88


			1 (low)						1.5%			6


			2						2.3%			9


			3 (medium)						14.5%			57


			4						22.4%			88


			5 (high)						36.7%			144


									answered question			344


									skipped question			48


									expectation value			3.23


									not interested			22.4%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 35


			





New Instrumentation (CCD, Multi-element Fluorescence Detector)





Question 36


			Online/Off-site Safety Training


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						23.7%			93


			1 (low)						10.5%			41


			2						11.2%			44


			3 (medium)						26.8%			105


			4						14.5%			57


			5 (high)						13.3%			52


									answered question			349


									skipped question			43


									expectation value			2.38


									not interested			23.7%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 36


			





Online/Off-site Safety Training





Question 37


			Timing Mode


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						55.1%			216


			1 (low)						11.5%			45


			2						6.1%			24


			3 (medium)						15.1%			59


			4						7.9%			31


			5 (high)						4.3%			17


									answered question			348


									skipped question			44


									expectation value			1.22


									not interested			55.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 37


			





Timing Mode





Question 38


			Improve brightness


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						29.6%			116


			1 (low)						5.1%			20


			2						4.1%			16


			3 (medium)						25.3%			99


			4						17.9%			70


			5 (high)						18.1%			71


									answered question			347


									skipped question			45


									expectation value			2.51


									not interested			29.6%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 38


			





Improve brightness





Question 39


			Increasing beam stability from accelerator


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						25.8%			101


			1 (low)						1.8%			7


			2						6.4%			25


			3 (medium)						21.9%			86


			4						20.2%			79


			5 (high)						24.0%			94


									answered question			349


									skipped question			43


									expectation value			2.81


									not interested			25.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 39


			





Increasing beam stability from accelerator





Question 40


			More detailed comments from reviewers on proposals


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						38.0%			149


			1 (low)						11.7%			46


			2						11.7%			46


			3 (medium)						21.7%			85


			4						11.0%			43


			5 (high)						5.9%			23


									answered question			348


									skipped question			44


									expectation value			1.73


									not interested			38.0%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 40


			





More detailed comments from reviewers on proposals





Question 41


			Report oversubscription and average rating or cut-off rating per beamline


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						40.3%			158


			1 (low)						7.1%			28


			2						7.4%			29


			3 (medium)						22.7%			89


			4						14.5%			57


			5 (high)						7.9%			31


									answered question			349


									skipped question			43


									expectation value			1.88


									not interested			40.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 41


			





Report oversubscription and average rating or cut-off rating per beamline





Question 42


			Additional comments on SSRL operations:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									16


						answered question			16


						skipped question			376


																														Additional comments on SSRL operations


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					User support should be one "Operator" 24 hours/day every day as it is now.


			1			01/17/2008 19:42:00			The beamline staff are great!																					equipment is useless if there are no people to maintain it


			2			01/17/2008 20:17:00			User support should be one "Operator" 24 hours/day every day as it is now.
Don't take him away.																					Blu-Ice + SAM desperately needs automation.


			3			01/17/2008 20:33:00			equipment is useless if there are n people to maintain it!																					Why are we still waiting for 500 mA??


			4			01/17/2008 22:24:00			seems like I already get pretty detailed comments from reviewers																					Adding more servers for remote data processing and structure determination would help a great deal.


			5			01/18/2008 05:58:00			Why are we still waiting for 500 mA??  Blu-Ice + SAM desperately needs automation.  The utility of automated screening is lost when one still needs to stay up all night to manually set-up data collections, for which all of the parameters are already autom																					In order to keep up with the progress in macromolecular crystallography, not only does SSRL require additional funding, but also more detailed comments from reviewers on the proposals submitted.  Cursory or incomplete comments are seldom useful in making


			6			01/18/2008 14:55:00			The equipment and the support staff at SSRL are the best I have ever seen at a synchrotron facility.  I have pretty much been to all the synchrotron sources in the planet and have collected data.  In my opinion, none of the other sources can match the ent																					I would like to encourage finer-grained scheduling on the crystallography lines. Since remote-access works so well, it should be possible to request for instance "4 hours of beamtime whenever a slot opens up;  I need XX hours advance notice"


			7			01/18/2008 20:29:00			Our experience with SSRL operations is extremely positive.  It is an outstanding facility.																					Perhaps sharing of short-time slots ? Sometimes 2-4 hours are enough for a project, so when people ship crystals in cassettes and they can stay for say 2-3 weeks at SSRL (hoping for some extra beamtime) one could perhaps jump onto a beamline during daytim


			8			01/18/2008 22:34:00			The comments that I have received on proposals have been useful and sufficiently detailed to help in the preparation of other proposls																					SSRL should focus on advances in sensitivity/resolution of its spectroscopy beamlines.


			9			01/21/2008 23:27:00			I would like to encourage finer-grained scheduling on the crystallography lines. Since remote-access works so well, it should be possible to request for instance "4 hours of beamtime whenever a slot opens up;  I need XX hours advance notice"																					"Increasing beam stability from accelerator" would be my definite #1 interest. Our group lost about two shifts during our last visit, with one beam dump lasting ~5 hours. As you can imagine, this is very frustrating to users who get maybe 2 trips per year


			10			01/27/2008 15:49:00			My experience with the beamline staff and other personnel at SSRL has been excellent.																					usually the beamline performance is great, but we were collecting data before the holiday shutdown and there was a pretty significant problem (since fixed) with the ring stability


			11			01/27/2008 21:39:00			"Increasing beam stability from accelerator" would be my definite #1 interest. Our group lost about two shifts during our last visit, with one beam dump lasting ~5 hours. As you can imagine, this is very frustrating to users who get maybe 2 trips per year


			12			01/27/2008 22:16:00			Wonderful - first class																					Praises from users


			13			01/28/2008 17:01:00			Our experience in terms of operation has been extremely positive. SSRL should focus on advances in sensitivity/resolution of its spectroscopy beamlines.																					Things work really well at SSRL, so it's hard to imagine many improvements.


			14			01/28/2008 20:56:00			Things work really well at SSRL, so it's hard to imagine many improvements.																					Wonderful - first class


			15			01/28/2008 21:17:00			Perhaps sharing of short-time slots ? Sometimes 2-4 hours are enough for a project, so when people ship crystals in cassettes and they can stay for say 2-3 weeks at SSRL (hoping for some extra beamtime) one could perhaps jump onto a beamline during daytim																					The equipment and the support staff at SSRL are the best I have ever seen at a synchrotron facility.  I have pretty much been to all the synchrotron sources in the planet and have collected data.  In my opinion, none of the other sources can match the ent


			16			02/06/2008 17:22:00			Great staff																					Our experience with SSRL operations is extremely positive.  It is an outstanding facility.


																														The beamline staff are great!


																														My experience with the beamline staff and other personnel at SSRL has been excellent.


																														The comments that I have received on proposals have been useful and sufficiently detailed to help in the preparation of other proposals


																														Our experience in terms of operation has been extremely positive.








Question 43


			Email Notifications (Deadlines, Forms)


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						15.3%			60


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.5%			2


			2 (dissatisfied)						1.3%			5


			3 (neutral)						11.0%			43


			4 (satisfied)						37.8%			148


			5 (very satisfied)						34.2%			134


									answered question			356


									skipped question			36


									expectation value			3.58


									not interested			15.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 43


			





Email Notifications (Deadlines, Forms)





Question 44


			Online User Resources


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						12.8%			50


			1 (very dissatisfied)						1.0%			4


			2 (dissatisfied)						2.0%			8


			3 (neutral)						16.3%			64


			4 (satisfied)						39.8%			156


			5 (very satisfied)						28.1%			110


									answered question			357


									skipped question			35


									expectation value			3.54


									not interested			12.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 44


			





Online User Resources





Question 45


			Shift Duration/Scheduling


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						15.1%			59


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.8%			3


			2 (dissatisfied)						2.0%			8


			3 (neutral)						15.8%			62


			4 (satisfied)						42.6%			167


			5 (very satisfied)						23.7%			93


									answered question			356


									skipped question			36


									expectation value			3.41


									not interested			15.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 45


			





Shift Duration/Scheduling





Question 46


			Accelerator/Beamline performance


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						12.5%			49


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.5%			2


			2 (dissatisfied)						1.0%			4


			3 (neutral)						12.0%			47


			4 (satisfied)						47.7%			187


			5 (very satisfied)						26.3%			103


									answered question			355


									skipped question			37


									expectation value			3.61


									not interested			12.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 46


			





Accelerator/Beamline performance





Question 47


			Experiment-related user support by beamline staff


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						13.3%			52


			1 (very dissatisfied)						1.0%			4


			2 (dissatisfied)						2.0%			8


			3 (neutral)						6.9%			27


			4 (satisfied)						31.4%			123


			5 (very satisfied)						45.4%			178


									answered question			356


									skipped question			36


									expectation value			3.78


									not interested			13.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 47


			





Experiment-related user support by beamline staff





Question 48


			Administrative User support by facility staff


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						13.8%			54


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.3%			1


			2 (dissatisfied)						0.5%			2


			3 (neutral)						6.9%			27


			4 (satisfied)						36.2%			142


			5 (very satisfied)						42.3%			166


									answered question			354


									skipped question			38


									expectation value			3.79


									not interested			13.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 48


			





Administrative User support by facility staff





Question 49


			Frequency of Scheduled Fills


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						17.9%			70


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.3%			1


			2 (dissatisfied)						1.8%			7


			3 (neutral)						20.4%			80


			4 (satisfied)						40.1%			157


			5 (very satisfied)						19.6%			77


									answered question			352


									skipped question			40


									expectation value			3.23


									not interested			17.9%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 49


			





Frequency of Scheduled Fills





Question 50


			Lab Prep Space


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						30.4%			119


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.8%			3


			2 (dissatisfied)						5.6%			22


			3 (neutral)						19.4%			76


			4 (satisfied)						33.2%			130


			5 (very satisfied)						10.7%			42


									answered question			350


									skipped question			42


									expectation value			2.56


									not interested			30.4%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 50


			





Lab Prep Space





Question 51


			Stockroom Inventory


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						43.1%			169


			1 (very dissatisfied)						1.0%			4


			2 (dissatisfied)						8.2%			32


			3 (neutral)						22.2%			87


			4 (satisfied)						18.4%			72


			5 (very satisfied)						7.1%			28


									answered question			352


									skipped question			40


									expectation value			1.93


									not interested			43.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 51


			





Stockroom Inventory





Question 52


			On-site Food Resources


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						23.5%			92


			1 (very dissatisfied)						4.3%			17


			2 (dissatisfied)						17.9%			70


			3 (neutral)						31.1%			122


			4 (satisfied)						17.6%			69


			5 (very satisfied)						5.6%			22


									answered question			353


									skipped question			39


									expectation value			2.32


									not interested			23.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 52


			





On-site Food Resources





Question 53


			Stanford Guest House


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						39.3%			154


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.5%			2


			2 (dissatisfied)						1.5%			6


			3 (neutral)						5.4%			21


			4 (satisfied)						24.5%			96


			5 (very satisfied)						28.8%			113


									answered question			354


									skipped question			38


									expectation value			2.62


									not interested			39.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 53


			





Stanford Guest House





Question 54


			Specific or additional comments on user experience:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									33


						answered question			33


						skipped question			359																					Additional comments on user experience


																														The SMB web pages are really badly organized!


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					The SSRL web site is horrible to navigate. Poorly intuitive organization.


			1			01/17/2008 19:37:00			Why is it so hard to find some of the basic USEFUL items on the SMB pages?  They are really badly organized!


			2			01/17/2008 19:43:00			The guesthouse is great, but it would be nice if there were a cafeteria that had better hours...																					SSRL needs a modern proposal system


			3			01/17/2008 20:19:00			the guest house is becoming too expensive.																					I've been chastised for not using proper online forms that don't exist.  Perhaps an online schedule would be useful that allows for detector changes and so on.


			4			01/17/2008 20:35:00			it is often difficult to get a room at the guesthouse


			5			01/17/2008 21:25:00			Both the administrative and user support staff here have been extremely helpful in solving problems and making our beamtime run smoothly. They should be commended for their commitment.																					the guest house is becoming too expensive.


			6			01/17/2008 22:25:00			Lisa Dunn is always very helpful.																					it is often difficult to get a room at the guesthouse


			7			01/18/2008 04:55:00			The SSRL web site is horrible to navigate. Poorly intuitive organization.																					It is annoying to be unable to get guest house time because it's full of people who are not associated with SLAC.  However the staff there try to be as helpful as possible with this.


			8			01/18/2008 05:36:00			SSRL needs a modern proposal system																					Rooms at the Guest House are more elaborate and more expensive than we would like.


			9			01/18/2008 06:30:00			I've been chastised for not using proper online forms that don't exist.  Perhaps an online schedule would be useful that allows for detector changes and so on.																					As fas as the Guesthouse goes: there should be rooms with multiple SINGLE beds so that people in different can share a room. The reservation experience has been very frustrating, with rudely asked questions beyond what should be necessary to divulge.


			10			01/18/2008 14:58:00			Notably, Lisa Dunn has done a magnificent job of running the administration aspects, including beam time notification, assignment, orchestration, etc.  This is an incredibly important achievement and she needs to be commended for this.																					There needs to be more double rooms at the Guest House!


			11			01/18/2008 17:35:00			It is annoying to be unable to get guest house time because it's full of people who are not associated with SLAC.  However the staff there try to be as helpful as possible with this.																					The Guest House has been a very major convenience when running experiments around the clock.  I can not say enough how Guest House has boosted the productivity and effectiveness of my use of beamlines when visiting from out of town.


			12			01/18/2008 17:59:00			different glove sizes in the clean room would be great																					Guest House was sold out


			13			01/19/2008 08:39:00			Too much time is being allocated to groups that don't produce very much.																					Stanford Guest House prices are high.


			14			01/19/2008 17:13:00			Rooms at the Guest House are more elaborate and more expensive than we would like.
Support by the administrative staff (Knotts/Dunn/Robleto) has been excellent.																					The guest house rarely have vacancies.


			15			01/19/2008 18:45:00			usually the beamline performance is great, but we were collecting data before the holiday shutdown and there was a pretty significant problem (since fixed) with the ring stability																					Regarding the Guest house Beamline guests should have a priority versus Football Game or other Stanford events - at least one room per group should be blocked to allow somebody for quick access close to the beamline.


			16			01/20/2008 23:57:00			I am really impressed by the efficient management by  facility staff (Kathy, Michelle, Jackie) as well as beam line scientists (Donghui, Rob).  I think the scale of user honor bar can be expanded a bit.																					Guest house is great, but occasionally it is hard to get a reservation. Perhaps some additional rooms could be reserved for SSRL use on busy weekends. Alternatively a SSRL wait list could be developed to give users preference for filling cancelled reserva


			17			01/21/2008 03:03:00			As fas as the Guesthouse goes: there should be rooms with multiple SINGLE beds so that people in different can share a room. The reservation experience has been very frustrating, with rudely asked questions beyond what should be necessary to divulge.


			18			01/22/2008 17:12:00			Everyone is very helpful																					it would be nice if there were a cafeteria that had better hours.


			19			01/27/2008 17:10:00			Wish you had more reliable support regarding cylinder gas ordering and storage.																					Weekend and evening food service would be an additional convenience.


			20			01/27/2008 19:00:00			There needs to be more double rooms at the Guest House!																					Food in cafeteria is quite good. I just wish it were open longer hours so we would not have to waste time going off-site to obtain food at night (dinnertime) or on weekends.


			21			01/27/2008 19:17:00			The Guest House has been a very major convenience when running experiments around the clock.  I can not say enough how Guest House has boosted the productivity and effectiveness of my use of beamlines when visiting from out of town.

Weekend and evening																					Should try to make it so that a car is not necessary ; food times and choices are too limited for that to happen.


			22			01/27/2008 22:34:00			I conducted research at SSRL as a guest of an SSRL beamline scientist so did not deal directly with many of these issues


			23			01/28/2008 00:29:00			This is the best facility to collect data																					different glove sizes in the clean room would be great


			24			01/28/2008 02:07:00			Guest House was sold out																					I think the scale of user honor bar can be expanded a bit.


			25			01/28/2008 16:39:00			Sanford Guest House prices are high.																					Wish you had more reliable support regarding cylinder gas ordering and storage.


			26			01/28/2008 17:09:00			Work at SSRL has been very productive for us. One area where improvement is needed is assistance for first time EXAFS users for getting access to curve fitting software. It has not been easy for us to get the best combination of programs from  data reduct																					Stockroom equipments are often broken, and not fixed for a long time.


			27			01/28/2008 19:21:00			The guest house rarely have vacancies. Stockroom equipments are often broken, and not fixed for a long time.


			28			01/28/2008 21:20:00			Regarding the Guest house Beamline guests should have a priority versus Football Game or other Stanford events - at least one room per group should be blocked to allow somebody for quick access close to the beamline.																					Too much time is being allocated to groups that don't produce very much.


			29			01/28/2008 22:41:00			The staff is wonderful and very helpful.


			30			01/30/2008 19:23:00			Food in cafeteria is quite good. I just wish it were open longer hours so we would not have to waste time going off-site to obtain food at night (dinnertime) or on weekends.																					assistance for first time EXAFS users for getting access to curve fitting software. It has not been easy for us to get the best combination of programs from  data reduction to final fit.


			31			02/01/2008 15:48:00			Guest house is great, but occasionally it is hard to get a reservation. Perhaps some additional rooms could be reserved for SSRL use on busy weekends. Alternatively a SSRL wait list could be developed to give users preference for filling cancelled reserva


			32			02/03/2008 17:11:00			Should try to make it so that a car is not necessary ; food times and choices are too limited for that to happen.

I think overall the support is very good at SSRL in terms of people.  Stockroom is a problem.

One always wants more beamtime then one g																					One thing that I do appreciate that it is possible to show up the morning of when the time starts and you can be ready to go as soon as the beamline is ready, if you are an experienced user.  An inexperienced user should probably show up the day before, a


			33			02/08/2008 20:58:00			Our experience on BL 9-3 is much better than our experience on BL 7-3.


																														Our experience on BL 9-3 is much better than our experience on BL 7-3.


																														Praises from users


																														Support by the administrative staff (Knotts/Dunn/Robleto) has been excellent.


																														Both the administrative and user support staff here have been extremely helpful in solving problems and making our beamtime run smoothly. They should be commended for their commitment.


																														Lisa Dunn is always very helpful.


																														Notably, Lisa Dunn has done a magnificent job of running the administration aspects, including beam time notification, assignment, orchestration, etc.  This is an incredibly important achievement and she needs to be commended for this.


																														I am really impressed by the efficient management by  facility staff (Kathy, Michelle, Jackie) as well as beam line scientists (Donghui, Rob).


																														This is the best facility to collect data


																														The staff is wonderful and very helpful.








Question 55


			Please indicate your interest in the following potential workshop topics. You may select multiple interests.


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			High-resolution photoemission spectroscopy						21.6%			69


			Small-angle X-ray scattering (biological/material focus)						47.5%			152


			RIXS and advanced spectroscopy						18.4%			59


			Detector improvement, energy dispersive detector						14.4%			46


			Time-resolved facilities						30.3%			97


			STXM microscopy						18.1%			58


			High-pressure experiments and related techniques						8.4%			27


			Synchrotron radiation techniques for undergraduates						16.6%			53


			Instrumentation/automation/software development						23.4%			75


			Beam time proposal writing workshop						22.2%			71


			Scientific advocacy						11.3%			36


			XAS sample prep and data collection						30.0%			96


			NEXAS/EXAFS data analysis						38.8%			124


			Specialized macromolecular crystallography workshops						35.0%			112


									answered question			320


									skipped question			72








Summary Statistics


			Page 1


			Current and Past User Science:												Proposed Scientific Facilities/Initiatives												SSRL Operations												User Experience												Workshops


						average			N/A									average			N/A									average			N/A									average			N/A


			Structural Molecular Biology/Life sciences			3.11			19%						Improved Facilities for X-ray Scattering and Diffraction			3.16			22%						Upgrades to Beam Line Control and Data Acquisition Software			3.40			16%						Administrative User support by facility staff			3.79			14%						Small-angle X-ray scattering (biological/material focus)			48%


			Material Science/Chemical Sciences			2.94			23%						Multi-Element, High Count Rate, Energy-Dispersive Detector			2.84			28%						Future Beam Line Upgrades			3.33			20%						Experiment related user support by beamline staff			3.78			13%						NEXAS/EXAFS data analysis			39%


			Nanoscience Science			2.56			27%																		Automation of/Remote Data Collection			3.30			18%						Accelerator/Beamline performance			3.61			13%						Specialized macromolecular crystallography workshops			35%


			Molecular and Environmental Interface Science			2.16			31%						X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 1.5-15 keV			2.00			41%						New Instrumentation (CCD, Multi-element Fluorescence Detector)			3.23			22%						Email Notifications (Deadlines, Forms)			3.58			15%						Time-resolved facilities			30%


			Ultrafast Science			1.81			36%						Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line for Materials Science			1.90			40%						User Support after 5 pm, during off-hours, weekends, holidays			3.09			18%						Online User Resources			3.54			13%						XAS sample prep and data collection			30%


															Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced Spectroscopy Beam Line			1.81			45%						Beam Line Staffing			3.04			24%						Shift Duration/Scheduling			3.41			15%						Instrumentation/automation/software development			23%


			Current and Past Experimental Technique:												X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 200-1500 eV			1.67			45%						Increasing beam stability from accelerator			2.81			26%						Frequency of Scheduled Fills			3.23			18%						Beam time proposal writing workshop			22%


						average			N/A																																										High-resolution photoemission spectroscopy			22%


			X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy			3.24			16%						Undergraduate Research Initiatives			1.53			43%						Improve brightness			2.51			30%						Stanford Guest House			2.62			39%						RIXS and advanced spectroscopy			18%


			X-ray Scattering			3.16			17%						High Resolution Photoemission Beam Line			1.49			51%						Top-off Injection			2.49			38%						Lab Prep Space			2.56			30%						STXM microscopy			18%


			Macromolecular Crystallography			2.69			23%						Reorganization/Optimization of Scattering Facilities			1.33			51%						Online/Off-site Safety Training			2.38			24%						On-site Food Resources			2.32			23%						Synchrotron radiation techniques for undergraduates			17%


			Time Resolved Techniques			2.48			25%						Heating Laser, Time Resolved/Materials Dynamics Facilities			1.33			52%																														Detector improvement, energy dispersive detector			14%


			Spectromicroscopy/Imaging			2.34			30%																		500 mA Operation			2.09			46%						Stockroom Inventory			1.93			43%						Scientific advocacy			11%


			Detector/Instrument/Beamline Component Development			2.30			28%																		Oversubscription and average rating or cut-off rating per beamline			1.88			40%																		High-pressure experiments and related techniques			8%


			Photoemission Spectroscopy			1.83			37%																		More detailed comments from reviewers on proposals			1.73			38%


																											Timing Mode			1.22			55%








Question 56


			Share your suggestions and comments regarding furture workshops:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									27


						answered question			27


						skipped question			365


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					Suggestions regarding future workshops


			1			01/17/2008 19:52:00			Accelerator physics																					More hands on workshops


			2			01/18/2008 03:59:00			How the JCSG group implements high-throughput, automated structure determination.																					Hands on operation


			3			01/18/2008 06:20:00			Go Wayne and Riti!																					Procedures on crystallographic data reduction/processing using various software on data collected at SSRL


			4			01/18/2008 06:31:00			More hands on workshops																					macromolecular crystallography workshops (theory and practice) between June and August (not Sept-Oct).


			5			01/18/2008 14:13:00			Very interested in an EXAFS group or workshop.																					high-throughput, automated structure determination


			6			01/18/2008 15:08:00			Ultrafast imaging																					data analysis workshop on a more regular offering throughout the year or in the summer - I'd send students.


			7			01/18/2008 16:37:00			I have no opinion on these.																					Microfocus ?


			8			01/18/2008 17:03:00			Time-resolved studies and inelastic spectroscopy are the "new" areas and will likely be the areas of increased activity.  Workshops and initiative to capture these technique in SSRL's portfolio will be of great value to the continued relevance and impact																					ultrahigh resolution X-ray crystallography


			9			01/24/2008 05:06:00			I suggest science based workshops. For example, catalysis research using synchrotron techniques which can involve scattering, spectroscopy, microscopy etc.


			10			01/27/2008 15:03:00			I think the synchrotron related techniques for undergraduates is a GREAT idea.  Wow!!! This would go a long way in helping produce future synchrotron scientists, creating some political longevity for synchrotron support, and enlarging the pipeline of sync																					Workshops on NEXAS/EXAFS DATA ANALYSIS


			11			01/27/2008 19:29:00			There should be an LCLS related workshop.																					Very interested in an EXAFS group or workshop.


			12			01/27/2008 19:58:00			Assessment of samples while being heated.


			13			01/28/2008 01:32:00			My students would like to participate in macromolecular crystallography workshops to learn the theory and practice, however, can only attend if they occur between June and August (not Sept-Oct).


			14			01/28/2008 06:26:00			Need to evaluate  the effects of focused beams and high beam intensity on detector linearity and the effective repeatability for EXAFS and other spectroscopies.																					Time-resolved studies and inelastic spectroscopy


			15			01/28/2008 19:44:00			Please provide more than 50% hands on trsining.																					Ultrafast imaging


			16			01/28/2008 20:58:00			I'd like the data analysis workshop on a more regular offering throughout the year or in the summer - I'd send students.																					LCLS related workshop


			17			01/28/2008 21:12:00			Continuation of the present program of annual workshops and summer schools is good.																					future use and power of the free electron X-ray laser


			18			01/28/2008 21:21:00			Microfocus ?


			19			01/28/2008 22:44:00			Workshop on in-situ experiment and cell design and execution would be nice to see.																					Accelerator physics


			20			01/29/2008 00:59:00			ultrahigh resolution X-ray crystallography


			21			01/29/2008 04:19:00			Hands on operation																					synchrotron related techniques for undergraduates


			22			01/30/2008 19:28:00			If there were some way to encourage more mixing of speakers and attendees during mixers. It is easier for beginners to talk during a mixer than to speak up and ask questions during sessions, so I would like more 'mixing'.


			23			02/03/2008 17:14:00			It is too expensive for me to come to a workshop; you are looking at (with food/lodging etc.) $1000 or so.  

Also, my personal opinion is for newcomers to be paired with someone who is experienced; workshops to me are not worth the investment of time o																					science based workshops: catalysis research using synchrotron techniques


			24			02/04/2008 16:51:00			Workshops that emphasize the future use and power of the free electron X-ray laser may be timely.


			25			02/04/2008 18:26:00			Procedures on crystallographic data reduction/processing using various software on data collected at SSRL																					Assessment of samples while being heated.


			26			02/05/2008 01:34:00			Workshops on NEXAS/EXAFS DATA ANALYSIS																					Workshop on in-situ experiment and cell design and execution would be nice to see.


			27			02/05/2008 02:47:00			maybe the work shop online (or web conference or online live conference) might help further facilitate people who are interested in the work shop but live far away.


																														on effects of focused beams and high beam intensity on detector linearity and the effective repeatability for EXAFS and other spectroscopies.


																														encourage more mixing of speakers and attendees during mixers


																														Also, my personal opinion is for newcomers to be paired with someone who is experienced; workshops to me are not worth the investment of time or money.  It is much better to just do your samples, and have someone right there (one to one) who shows you wha


																														maybe the work shop online (or web conference or online live conference) might help further facilitate people who are interested in the work shop but live far away.


																														It is too expensive for me to come to a workshop; you are looking at (with food/lodging etc.) $1000 or so.








Question 57


			Please comment on your experience regarding last year's users meetings and workshops:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									35


						answered question			35


						skipped question			357


																														Last year's users meeting


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					I liked the format of highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of each beam-line and the capabilities available on each beam-line to get more information about the materials.  Simple and concise.


			1			01/17/2008 20:20:00			I always enjoy the users meeting


			2			01/17/2008 20:41:00			none attended																					Comment on the workshop 'Introduction to the synchrotron radiation techniques' last year: The audience was very limited partly because it was hold on Sunday and its advertisement was not enough. It would be nice to have a workshop on Stanford campus on we


			3			01/17/2008 22:26:00			SAXS portion of summer school could have used a section on using pre-existing pdbs with SAXS data																					LACK OF TRAINING FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS REGARDING DATA ANALYSIS


			4			01/18/2008 06:20:00			it was hard work, but fun :o)


			5			01/18/2008 06:31:00			I enjoyed the users meeting but did not attend a workshop.																					The xas short course for structural molecular biology applications was the best course


			6			01/18/2008 16:22:00			I have not attended a user's meeting in a few years so I have no comment.																					The current program of periodic XAS workshops focussing on biologically relevant aspects is good, given staffing/funding constraints, moreso in view of the increasing focus of the corresponding NSLS workshop on materials science.


			7			01/18/2008 16:37:00			I didn't attend any.


			8			01/18/2008 17:21:00			very useful but the workshop could be more extensive and well prepared Eg. softwares compatibility with Mac


			9			01/18/2008 22:37:00			Best meeting that I have attended. Uniformly interesting talks, especially the keynote address!																					very favorable for microfocused techniques workshop


			10			01/18/2008 22:47:00			I really liked how basic the users' conference was last year.  I liked the format of highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of each beam-line and the capabilities available on each beam-line to get more information about the materials.  Simple and conc


			11			01/22/2008 00:33:00			I would like to make a comment on the workshop 'Introduction to the synchrotron radiation techniques' last year. The audience was very limited partly because it was hold on Sunday and its advertisement was not enough. It would be nice to have a workshop o																					The last years users meeting had too many workshops (parallel)  which made it somewhat hard to attend all the interesting talks.


			12			01/22/2008 17:12:00			Did not attend


			13			01/24/2008 23:41:00			excellent SSRL user meeting in 2007																					very useful but the workshop could be more extensive and well prepared Eg. softwares compatibility with Mac


			14			01/25/2008 23:12:00			The user meeting was very interesting and a lot of fun
The xas short course for structural molecular biology applications was the best course it was very helpful and interesting, I wish I could forget all I learned and go again


			15			01/27/2008 19:19:00			I attended a Biological Small-angle X-ray Scattering Workshop which was an excellent experience.																					I attended a Biological Small-angle X-ray Scattering Workshop which was an excellent experience.


			16			01/27/2008 19:29:00			The last years users meeting had too many workshops (parallel)  which made it somewhat hard to attend all the interesting talks.																					SAXS portion of summer school could have used a section on using pre-existing pdbs with SAXS data


			17			01/27/2008 19:50:00			N/A																					The SSRL Scattering Workshop this past year was excellent, and I plan to attend again if the event is held. I hope that even more detail in experimental techniques and their applications, and data analysis and interpretation can be given.


			18			01/27/2008 19:58:00			Great


			19			01/28/2008 03:04:00			I didn't attend any.																					several times I wanted to attend sessions that were simultaneous and had to make hard choices about which ones to go to.


			20			01/28/2008 06:26:00			I was away so didn't attend


			21			01/28/2008 15:58:00			very favorable for microfocused techniques workshop


			22			01/28/2008 16:36:00			Did not attend


			23			01/28/2008 17:12:00			The users meeting is useful because it gives an opportunity to meet colleagues and share experiences at particular beamlines or on shared scientific interests that otherwise would not happen.


			24			01/28/2008 19:44:00			Great


			25			01/28/2008 21:12:00			The current program of periodic XAS workshops focussing on biologically relevant aspects is good, given staffing/funding constraints, moreso in view of the increasing focus of the corresponding NSLS workshop on materials science.


			26			01/28/2008 21:21:00			N/A


			27			01/28/2008 22:44:00			Overall it was very interesting and well organized.


			28			01/29/2008 04:19:00			Informative


			29			01/29/2008 22:29:00			The SSRL Scattering Workshop this past year was excellent, and I plan to attend again if the event is held. I hope that even more detail in experimental techniques and their applications, and data analysis and interpretation can be given.


			30			01/30/2008 19:28:00			Excellent. Information was really helpful. One problem though was that several times I wanted to attend sessions that were simultaneous and had to make hard choices about which ones to go to.


			31			02/03/2008 17:14:00			I have never been to a workshop.


			32			02/04/2008 16:51:00			N/A


			33			02/04/2008 18:26:00			I have not attended any of them


			34			02/05/2008 01:34:00			LACK OF TRAINING FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS REGARDING DATA ANALYSIS


			35			02/08/2008 21:00:00			Was unable to attend








Question 58


			Sending an Email to your Representative


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			Yes						49.7%			195


			Maybe						18.6%			73


			No						20.2%			79


			N/A						11.5%			45


									answered question			347


									skipped question			45








Question 58


			





Sending an Email to your Representative


Sending an Email to your Representative (224 contacts)





Question 59


			Mailing a Letter to your Representative


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			Yes						28.8%			113


			Maybe						28.3%			111


			No						30.4%			119


			N/A						12.5%			49


									answered question			343


									skipped question			49


									skipped question added to NO








Question 59


			





Mailing a Letter to your Representative


Mailing a Letter to your Representative (186)





Question 60


			Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			Yes						7.7%			30


			Maybe						26.3%			103


			No						53.1%			208


			N/A						13.0%			51


									answered question			341


									skipped question			51


									skipped question added to NO








Question 60


			





Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice


Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice


Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice (113)





Question 61


			Arranging a Group Visit to your Local Congressional Office


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			Yes						4.1%			16


			Maybe						22.4%			88


			No						60.5%			237


			N/A						13.0%			51


									answered question			341


									skipped question			51


									skipped question added to NO








Question 61


						Yes


						Maybe


						No


						N/A





Arranging a Group Visit to your Local Congressional Office


Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice


Arranging a Group Visit to your Local Congressional Office (86)


0.0765306122


0.262755102


0.5306122449


0.1301020408





Question 62


			Participating in Advocacy Activities in Washington, D.C.


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			Yes						5.9%			23


			Maybe						23.0%			90


			No						58.2%			228


			N/A						13.0%			51


									answered question			341


									skipped question			51


									skipped question added to NO








Question 62


						Yes


						Maybe


						No


						N/A





Participating in Advocacy Activities in Washington, D.C.


Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice


Participating in Advocacy Activities in Washington, D.C. (93)


0.0765306122


0.262755102


0.5306122449


0.1301020408





Question 63


			If you selected ‘yes’ or ‘maybe’ for any of the above questions please provide your name, institution and email address below:

User Name:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									226


						answered question			226


						skipped question			166


			Number			Response Date			Response Text


			1			01/17/2008 19:38:00			Linda Brinen


			2			01/17/2008 19:42:00			cintyu


			3			01/17/2008 19:44:00			Christine Phillips


			4			01/17/2008 19:44:00			Vivan Cody


			5			01/17/2008 19:44:00			David Singer


			6			01/17/2008 19:46:00			Alexis T. Bell


			7			01/17/2008 19:48:00			Daniel Briggs


			8			01/17/2008 19:49:00			Ekaterina Bazilevskaya


			9			01/17/2008 19:53:00			Alex Mayer


			10			01/17/2008 19:55:00			Daniel Gewirth


			11			01/17/2008 20:00:00			Amy Kendall


			12			01/17/2008 20:22:00			Farrel Lytle


			13			01/17/2008 20:26:00			Frank Whitby


			14			01/17/2008 20:28:00			Xiangjin Xie


			15			01/17/2008 20:31:00			Cheryl


			16			01/17/2008 20:37:00			I am not an american, Ihave no representatives here!


			17			01/17/2008 20:42:00			Frank Huggins


			18			01/17/2008 20:55:00			Andrew Warren


			19			01/17/2008 21:01:00			Gerald Stubbs


			20			01/17/2008 21:03:00			David Bushnell


			21			01/17/2008 21:27:00			Daniel Hummer


			22			01/17/2008 21:32:00			David Bronfenbrenner


			23			01/17/2008 21:50:00			Emily Scott


			24			01/17/2008 22:27:00			Erica Ollmann Saphire


			25			01/17/2008 22:51:00			Cathie Condron


			26			01/17/2008 23:17:00			Donghui Lu


			27			01/18/2008 02:52:00			Ruihua He


			28			01/18/2008 04:00:00			C. David Stout


			29			01/18/2008 04:56:00			eigenbro


			30			01/18/2008 05:14:00			Jay Stasser


			31			01/18/2008 05:24:00			Rajesh Chopdekar


			32			01/18/2008 05:33:00			Martina Ralle


			33			01/18/2008 05:38:00			Ricardo Zednik


			34			01/18/2008 05:54:00			Yayoi Takamura


			35			01/18/2008 06:20:00			Robert Szilagyi


			36			01/18/2008 06:32:00			Sam Fleischman


			37			01/18/2008 07:15:00			Sam Webb


			38			01/18/2008 14:14:00			Susan Amrose


			39			01/18/2008 15:00:00			C. S. Raman


			40			01/18/2008 15:10:00			Linda Young


			41			01/18/2008 15:36:00			Steve Aller


			42			01/18/2008 15:41:00			todd green


			43			01/18/2008 15:49:00			Chi-Lin Tsai


			44			01/18/2008 15:49:00			Sue Roberts


			45			01/18/2008 16:00:00			Nathaniel Gilbert


			46			01/18/2008 16:11:00			Matthew Bibee


			47			01/18/2008 16:22:00			Joseph Long


			48			01/18/2008 16:23:00			Jason Parsons


			49			01/18/2008 16:27:00			Hector H Hernandez


			50			01/18/2008 16:34:00			Wei-Sheng Lee


			51			01/18/2008 16:38:00			stenkamp


			52			01/18/2008 16:49:00			Samuel Pazicni


			53			01/18/2008 16:55:00			Julie Hoy


			54			01/18/2008 16:55:00			Kate Tufano


			55			01/18/2008 17:04:00			William J Evans


			56			01/18/2008 17:09:00			Irimpan Mathews


			57			01/18/2008 17:09:00			Sarah Hayes


			58			01/18/2008 17:22:00			chan


			59			01/18/2008 17:29:00			Ray Nagatani


			60			01/18/2008 17:45:00			Travis Harris


			61			01/18/2008 17:45:00			John Hoang


			62			01/18/2008 18:00:00			Inna Vishik


			63			01/18/2008 18:01:00			Peggy O'Day


			64			01/18/2008 18:30:00			Liu Bin


			65			01/18/2008 18:48:00			Nelson Rivera


			66			01/18/2008 19:05:00			Hope Ishii


			67			01/18/2008 19:05:00			Timothy Stemmler


			68			01/18/2008 19:28:00			Yung-Jin Hu


			69			01/18/2008 20:32:00			Harry Noller


			70			01/18/2008 20:39:00			Hongjun Liang


			71			01/18/2008 20:46:00			Susannah Scott


			72			01/18/2008 21:47:00			Brittany Nelson-Cheeseman


			73			01/18/2008 21:51:00			Samuel Wilson


			74			01/18/2008 21:54:00			Dennis Nordlund


			75			01/18/2008 22:38:00			Wayne Lukens


			76			01/18/2008 22:47:00			Stefanie Gravano


			77			01/18/2008 23:45:00			Tim Fothergill


			78			01/19/2008 01:48:00			Trevor Willey


			79			01/19/2008 02:36:00			Donglai Feng


			80			01/19/2008 03:21:00			Todd Hufnagel


			81			01/19/2008 04:49:00			John Lee


			82			01/19/2008 10:45:00			Robert Root


			83			01/19/2008 18:48:00			Douglas Rees


			84			01/20/2008 23:59:00			Gey-Hong Gweon


			85			01/21/2008 06:53:00			Daniel Garcia


			86			01/21/2008 16:13:00			Todd Holyoak


			87			01/21/2008 17:18:00			Jeff Graf


			88			01/21/2008 17:55:00			William Vining


			89			01/21/2008 18:47:00			Rebecca Fenn


			90			01/21/2008 23:30:00			Ethan Merritt


			91			01/22/2008 00:35:00			Susumu Yamamoto


			92			01/22/2008 15:49:00			M. Laura


			93			01/22/2008 17:13:00			Maria Amaya


			94			01/22/2008 19:09:00			Steven Sun


			95			01/22/2008 19:54:00			xiaoe yang


			96			01/22/2008 22:25:00			Alys Peisley


			97			01/22/2008 22:32:00			Liang Tang


			98			01/23/2008 01:21:00			Michael Bajura


			99			01/23/2008 14:39:00			Edwin Pozharski


			100			01/23/2008 20:02:00			David Barondeau


			101			01/24/2008 03:40:00			Makoto Hashimoto


			102			01/25/2008 01:48:00			Mary Shillito


			103			01/26/2008 04:18:00			James Penner-Hahn


			104			01/27/2008 03:57:00			chan


			105			01/27/2008 04:02:00			Alexis Templeton


			106			01/27/2008 04:03:00			Axel Brunger


			107			01/27/2008 05:05:00			Chul Kim


			108			01/27/2008 06:38:00			Carol Cho


			109			01/27/2008 06:59:00			Christopher Kim


			110			01/27/2008 14:27:00			Jon Chorover


			111			01/27/2008 15:04:00			Byron Freelon


			112			01/27/2008 15:52:00			Donald Blumenthal


			113			01/27/2008 16:44:00			David Goldenberg


			114			01/27/2008 17:12:00			Bruce Gates


			115			01/27/2008 19:01:00			Eric Bauer


			116			01/27/2008 19:20:00			Blaine Mooers


			117			01/27/2008 19:25:00			Thomas Borch


			118			01/27/2008 19:30:00			Ritimukta Sarangi


			119			01/27/2008 19:42:00			Sheryl Tsai


			120			01/27/2008 19:51:00			crina Nimigean


			121			01/27/2008 19:59:00			Gregory Lush


			122			01/27/2008 20:06:00			Yan Poon


			123			01/27/2008 20:37:00			Daniel Minor


			124			01/27/2008 20:49:00			Kyle Shen


			125			01/27/2008 21:46:00			Jesse Ward


			126			01/27/2008 21:55:00			Gerald Lucovsky


			127			01/27/2008 22:17:00			Roger Prince


			128			01/27/2008 22:36:00			Brandy Toner


			129			01/27/2008 22:42:00			Jeffrey Rack


			130			01/27/2008 23:05:00			Michael Blank


			131			01/28/2008 00:20:00			Jarod M. Younker


			132			01/28/2008 00:30:00			Pamela Riggs-Gelasco


			133			01/28/2008 01:32:00			Nancy Horton


			134			01/28/2008 01:43:00			Kaye Savage


			135			01/28/2008 01:44:00			Kelly Gaffney


			136			01/28/2008 01:49:00			Zahid Hasan


			137			01/28/2008 01:57:00			Yan Yin


			138			01/28/2008 01:58:00			Jessica Vey


			139			01/28/2008 01:59:00			Michael McGehee


			140			01/28/2008 02:09:00			Steven Volkman


			141			01/28/2008 02:17:00			Worawat Meevasana


			142			01/28/2008 02:38:00			Robert


			143			01/28/2008 03:05:00			Que Anh Nguyen


			144			01/28/2008 03:33:00			theanne


			145			01/28/2008 03:57:00			Stephan Hruszkewycz


			146			01/28/2008 04:49:00			Winson Xie


			147			01/28/2008 06:27:00			B_BRIDGES


			148			01/28/2008 13:48:00			Michele McDonald


			149			01/28/2008 13:56:00			Marjolein van der Meulen


			150			01/28/2008 14:00:00			David Lodowski


			151			01/28/2008 14:03:00			Jon Paggett


			152			01/28/2008 14:09:00			Quyen Hoang


			153			01/28/2008 15:08:00			Gregory Beaucage


			154			01/28/2008 15:16:00			Lori K. Sanders


			155			01/28/2008 15:27:00			C. Martin Lawrence


			156			01/28/2008 15:46:00			Mikio Tanabe


			157			01/28/2008 15:58:00			Gerald Huffman


			158			01/28/2008 16:24:00			Guy Vigers


			159			01/28/2008 16:52:00			Andrzej Weichsel


			160			01/28/2008 17:12:00			hostetler


			161			01/28/2008 17:14:00			Heinz Frei


			162			01/28/2008 17:16:00			Haiyan Zhao


			163			01/28/2008 17:49:00			Colleen Hansel


			164			01/28/2008 17:50:00			Juan Maldonado


			165			01/28/2008 17:53:00			Yingge Wang


			166			01/28/2008 18:40:00			sebastian doniach


			167			01/28/2008 18:43:00			Bill Schlotter


			168			01/28/2008 18:46:00			Enoch Baldwin


			169			01/28/2008 19:07:00			Petra Verdino


			170			01/28/2008 19:07:00			Leremy Colf


			171			01/28/2008 19:22:00			Li Tai Fang


			172			01/28/2008 19:24:00			Douglas Juers


			173			01/28/2008 19:26:00			Andrea Foster


			174			01/28/2008 19:30:00			isao ogino


			175			01/28/2008 19:39:00			Holger Wille


			176			01/28/2008 19:45:00			Jauna V Acrivos


			177			01/28/2008 19:59:00			Robert Root


			178			01/28/2008 20:15:00			Konstantin Korotkov


			179			01/28/2008 20:20:00			Kuo-Hsiang Tang


			180			01/28/2008 20:57:00			Tom Poulos


			181			01/28/2008 21:13:00			Erik Farquhar


			182			01/28/2008 21:30:00			Monica Barney


			183			01/28/2008 22:12:00			Ya-Hsien Sun


			184			01/28/2008 22:16:00			Ryan Todd


			185			01/28/2008 22:44:00			Stephen Kelly


			186			01/28/2008 23:16:00			Tim Fothergill


			187			01/29/2008 01:54:00			Dave Wilson


			188			01/29/2008 04:20:00			Sam Fleischman


			189			01/29/2008 05:59:00			Glenn waychunas


			190			01/29/2008 13:07:00			dr ian a wilson


			191			01/29/2008 19:08:00			Benjamin Kocar


			192			01/30/2008 00:57:00			Charles Knobler


			193			01/30/2008 19:19:00			Adam Tenderholt


			194			01/30/2008 19:30:00			Linda Barr


			195			01/31/2008 01:33:00			Ting Guo


			196			02/01/2008 15:57:00			Joe Kline


			197			02/01/2008 23:55:00			Robert Savinelli


			198			02/02/2008 23:41:00			Nicholas E. Pingitore Jr.


			199			02/02/2008 23:42:00			Michael Chabinyc


			200			02/03/2008 00:03:00			freymann


			201			02/03/2008 00:50:00			Nathan Schmidt


			202			02/03/2008 01:08:00			john moreau


			203			02/03/2008 01:47:00			Yuji Arai


			204			02/03/2008 03:57:00			Edward Snell


			205			02/03/2008 04:14:00			Robert Coridan


			206			02/03/2008 04:32:00			Dan Dessau


			207			02/03/2008 07:45:00			Hideaki Moriyama


			208			02/03/2008 10:38:00			Kushol Gupta


			209			02/03/2008 16:51:00			Beth Weinman


			210			02/03/2008 17:14:00			Brian Grady


			211			02/03/2008 19:06:00			Alan R. Pelton


			212			02/03/2008 20:16:00			Michael S. McCormick


			213			02/03/2008 20:45:00			Michael D. Ward


			214			02/04/2008 16:52:00			Mark Wilson


			215			02/04/2008 16:53:00			Gregory Lush


			216			02/04/2008 17:20:00			William G. Durrer


			217			02/04/2008 17:59:00			Grace Chiang


			218			02/04/2008 18:28:00			Varughes


			219			02/05/2008 00:31:00			Michael Nesson


			220			02/05/2008 01:35:00			Juan Noveron


			221			02/05/2008 02:49:00			Suphannee Pongkitwitoon


			222			02/06/2008 16:54:00			Vince LiCata


			223			02/06/2008 17:10:00			James J Schweppe


			224			02/06/2008 17:26:00			Peter l. Larson


			225			02/06/2008 22:25:00			Demet Arac-Ozkan


			226			02/08/2008 21:01:00			Michael Maroney








Question 64


			User Institution:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									222																					User Institution


						answered question			222


						skipped question			170																					29			Stanford University


																														11			UC Berkeley


																														9			SSRL


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					9			University of Texas at El Paso


			1			01/17/2008 19:38:00			UCSF																					7			UC Davis


			2			01/17/2008 19:42:00			MIT																					6			Massachusetts Institute of Technology


			3			01/17/2008 19:44:00			MIT																					6			UC San Francisco


			4			01/17/2008 19:44:00			Hauptman_Woodward Medical Research Inst																					6			Vanderbilt University


			5			01/17/2008 19:44:00			Stanford University																					5			Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory


			6			01/17/2008 19:46:00			University of California, Berkeley																					5			The Scripps Research Institute


			7			01/17/2008 19:48:00			UC Berkeley																					5			UC Santa Barbara


			8			01/17/2008 19:49:00			Penn State																					5			University of Arizona


			9			01/17/2008 19:53:00			Stanford University																					5			University of Michigan


			10			01/17/2008 19:55:00			Hauptman-Woodward Institute																					4			Montana State University


			11			01/17/2008 20:00:00			Vanderbilt University																					4			The Pennsylvania State University


			12			01/17/2008 20:22:00			The EXAFS Company																					4			UC Merced


			13			01/17/2008 20:26:00			University of Utah																					4			UC Santa Cruz


			14			01/17/2008 20:28:00			Stanford University																					4			University of Kansas


			15			01/17/2008 20:31:00			Kreinbring																					3			Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute


			16			01/17/2008 20:42:00			Univ Kentucky																					3			Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory


			17			01/17/2008 20:55:00			University of Central Florida																					3			UC Irvine


			18			01/17/2008 21:01:00			Vanderbilt University																					3			UC Los Angeles


			19			01/17/2008 21:03:00			Stanford University																					3			University of Illinois


			20			01/17/2008 21:27:00			Pennsylvania State University																					3			University of Utah


			21			01/17/2008 21:32:00			UC Berkeley																					3			University of Washington


			22			01/17/2008 21:50:00			University of Kansas																					2			California Institute of Technology


			23			01/17/2008 22:27:00			The Scripps Research Institute																					2			Cornell University


			24			01/17/2008 22:51:00			ssrl																					2			Johns Hopkins University


			25			01/17/2008 23:17:00			Stanford University																					2			Louisiana State University


			26			01/18/2008 02:52:00			Stanford University																					2			MD Anderson


			27			01/18/2008 04:00:00			Scripps Research																					2			North Carolina State University


			28			01/18/2008 04:56:00			Genentech																					2			Texas A&M University


			29			01/18/2008 05:14:00			University of Michigan																					2			The Ohio State University


			30			01/18/2008 05:24:00			University of California, Berkeley																					2			U.S. Geological Survey


			31			01/18/2008 05:33:00			Oregon Health & Science University																					2			University of Colorado


			32			01/18/2008 05:38:00			Stanford University																					2			University of Kentucky


			33			01/18/2008 05:54:00			UC Davis																					2			University of Minnesota - Twin Cities


			34			01/18/2008 06:20:00			Montana State University																					2			University of Nebraska - Lincoln


			35			01/18/2008 06:32:00			University of California Santa Barbara																					2			University of Oklahoma


			36			01/18/2008 07:15:00			SSRL																					1			Argonne National Laboratory


			37			01/18/2008 14:14:00			UC-Berkeley																					1			Array BioPharma


			38			01/18/2008 15:00:00			University of Texas - Medical School																					1			Black Hills Institute of Geological Research


			39			01/18/2008 15:10:00			Argonne National Laboratory																					1			Brandeis University


			40			01/18/2008 15:36:00			The Scripps Research Institute																					1			Case Western Reserve University


			41			01/18/2008 15:41:00			university of alabama at birmingham																					1			Chapman University


			42			01/18/2008 15:49:00			Texas A&M University																					1			Clemson University


			43			01/18/2008 15:49:00			University of Arizona																					1			College of Charleston


			44			01/18/2008 16:00:00			LSU																					1			College of Natrual Resources and Environmental Science,zhejiang university


			45			01/18/2008 16:11:00			Stanford University																					1			Colorado State University


			46			01/18/2008 16:22:00			N. Carolina State Univ.																					1			Fudan University, Department of Physics, China


			47			01/18/2008 16:23:00			University of Texas at El Paso																					1			Genentech


			48			01/18/2008 16:27:00			Massachusetts Institute of Technology																					1			Harvard University


			49			01/18/2008 16:34:00			Stanford University																					1			Iowa State University


			50			01/18/2008 16:38:00			university of washington																					1			Kreinbring


			51			01/18/2008 16:49:00			University of Michigan																					1			Los Alamos National Laboratory


			52			01/18/2008 16:55:00			Iowa State University																					1			Mentor Corporation


			53			01/18/2008 16:55:00			Stanford University																					1			Morton


			54			01/18/2008 17:04:00			Lawrence Livermore Natl Lab																					1			NDC


			55			01/18/2008 17:09:00			Stanford University																					1			New York University


			56			01/18/2008 17:09:00			University of Arizona																					1			NIST


			57			01/18/2008 17:22:00			The Ohio State University																					1			Northwestern University


			58			01/18/2008 17:29:00			UCSF																					1			Ohio University, Department of Chemistry


			59			01/18/2008 17:45:00			Montana State University																					1			Oregon Health & Science University


			60			01/18/2008 17:45:00			UCLA																					1			Oregon State University, Dept. Biochem/Biophys.


			61			01/18/2008 18:00:00			Stanford University																					1			PARC


			62			01/18/2008 18:01:00			UC Merced																					1			Princeton University


			63			01/18/2008 18:30:00			The Scripps Research Institute																					1			San Jose' State University


			64			01/18/2008 18:48:00			University of California, Merced																					1			Scripps Research


			65			01/18/2008 19:05:00			LLNL																					1			SLAC


			66			01/18/2008 19:05:00			Wayne State University																					1			The EXAFS Company


			67			01/18/2008 19:28:00			Lawrence Berkeley National Lab																					1			Tyco Electronics


			68			01/18/2008 20:32:00			UCSC																					1			University of Alabama at Birmingham


			69			01/18/2008 20:39:00			UCSB																					1			University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences


			70			01/18/2008 20:46:00			UC Santa Barbara																					1			University of Central Florida


			71			01/18/2008 21:47:00			University of California - Berkeley																					1			University of Cincinnati


			72			01/18/2008 21:51:00			Stanford University																					1			University of Hamburg


			73			01/18/2008 21:54:00			SSRL																					1			University of Maryland - Baltimore


			74			01/18/2008 22:38:00			LBNL																					1			University of Massachusetts


			75			01/18/2008 22:47:00			Tyco Electronics																					1			University of Pennsylvania


			76			01/18/2008 23:45:00			MD Anderson																					1			University of Southern California


			77			01/19/2008 01:48:00			Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory																					1			Wayne State University


			78			01/19/2008 02:36:00			Department of Physics, Fudan University, China																					1			Whitman College


			79			01/19/2008 03:21:00			Johns Hopkins University																					1			Yonsei University, Department of Physics


			80			01/19/2008 04:49:00			UCSF																					1			YY Labs, Inc.


			81			01/19/2008 10:45:00			University of California, Merced


			82			01/19/2008 18:48:00			Caltech


			83			01/20/2008 23:59:00			UC Santa Cruz


			84			01/21/2008 06:53:00			University of California, Berkeley


			85			01/21/2008 16:13:00			Univ. of Kansas Med. Center


			86			01/21/2008 17:18:00			LBNL


			87			01/21/2008 17:55:00			UC Berkeley


			88			01/21/2008 18:47:00			Stanford University


			89			01/21/2008 23:30:00			University of Washington


			90			01/22/2008 00:35:00			SSRL


			91			01/22/2008 15:49:00			UTEP


			92			01/22/2008 17:13:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			93			01/22/2008 19:09:00			SSRL


			94			01/22/2008 19:54:00			College of Natrual Resources and Environmental Science,zhejiang university


			95			01/22/2008 22:25:00			Stanford University


			96			01/22/2008 22:32:00			University of Kansas


			97			01/23/2008 01:21:00			University of Southern California (Arlington, VA office)


			98			01/23/2008 14:39:00			University of Maryland - Baltimore


			99			01/23/2008 20:02:00			Texas A&M University


			100			01/25/2008 01:48:00			UCI


			101			01/26/2008 04:18:00			University of Michigan


			102			01/27/2008 03:57:00			The Ohio State University


			103			01/27/2008 04:02:00			University of Colorado


			104			01/27/2008 04:03:00			Stanford Univ.


			105			01/27/2008 05:05:00			Department of Physics, Yonsei University


			106			01/27/2008 06:38:00			University of California, San Francisco


			107			01/27/2008 06:59:00			Chapman University


			108			01/27/2008 14:27:00			University of Arizona


			109			01/27/2008 15:04:00			UC Berkeley, LBNL


			110			01/27/2008 15:52:00			University of Utah


			111			01/27/2008 16:44:00			University of Utah


			112			01/27/2008 17:12:00			UC Davis


			113			01/27/2008 19:01:00			Los Alamos National Laboratory


			114			01/27/2008 19:20:00			University of Oklahoma Health Sciences


			115			01/27/2008 19:25:00			Colorado State University


			116			01/27/2008 19:30:00			SSRL


			117			01/27/2008 19:42:00			UC Irvine


			118			01/27/2008 19:51:00			UCDavis


			119			01/27/2008 19:59:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			120			01/27/2008 20:06:00			California Institute of Technology


			121			01/27/2008 20:37:00			UCSF


			122			01/27/2008 20:49:00			Cornell University


			123			01/27/2008 21:46:00			University of Michigan


			124			01/27/2008 21:55:00			NC State University


			125			01/27/2008 22:36:00			University of Minnesota - Twin Cities


			126			01/27/2008 22:42:00			Department of chemistry, Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701


			127			01/27/2008 23:05:00			Stanford University


			128			01/28/2008 00:20:00			The Pennsylvania State University


			129			01/28/2008 00:30:00			College of Charleston


			130			01/28/2008 01:32:00			University of Arizona


			131			01/28/2008 01:43:00			Vanderbilt University


			132			01/28/2008 01:44:00			Stanford University


			133			01/28/2008 01:49:00			Princeton University


			134			01/28/2008 01:57:00			YY Labs, Inc.


			135			01/28/2008 01:58:00			MIT


			136			01/28/2008 01:59:00			Stanford University/ SLAC


			137			01/28/2008 02:09:00			University of California, Berkeley


			138			01/28/2008 02:17:00			Stanford University


			139			01/28/2008 02:38:00			Morton


			140			01/28/2008 03:05:00			U.C. Berkeley


			141			01/28/2008 03:33:00			SSRL


			142			01/28/2008 03:57:00			Johns Hopkins University


			143			01/28/2008 04:49:00			Stanford University


			144			01/28/2008 06:27:00			UCSC


			145			01/28/2008 13:48:00			Vanderbilt University


			146			01/28/2008 13:56:00			Cornell University


			147			01/28/2008 14:00:00			Case Western Reserve University


			148			01/28/2008 14:03:00			University of Michigan


			149			01/28/2008 14:09:00			Brandeis University


			150			01/28/2008 15:08:00			University of Cincinnati


			151			01/28/2008 15:16:00			University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign


			152			01/28/2008 15:27:00			Montana State University


			153			01/28/2008 15:46:00			Vandetbilt University Medical Center


			154			01/28/2008 15:58:00			University of Kentucky


			155			01/28/2008 16:24:00			Array BioPharma


			156			01/28/2008 16:52:00			Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721


			157			01/28/2008 17:12:00			ssrl


			158			01/28/2008 17:14:00			Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory


			159			01/28/2008 17:16:00			University of Kansas


			160			01/28/2008 17:49:00			Harvard University


			161			01/28/2008 17:50:00			Stanford University


			162			01/28/2008 17:53:00			Stanford University


			163			01/28/2008 18:40:00			stanford univ


			164			01/28/2008 18:43:00			University of Hamburg


			165			01/28/2008 18:46:00			UC Davis


			166			01/28/2008 19:07:00			The Scripps Research Institute


			167			01/28/2008 19:07:00			Stanford


			168			01/28/2008 19:22:00			UCLA


			169			01/28/2008 19:24:00			Whitman College


			170			01/28/2008 19:26:00			U.S. Geological Survey


			171			01/28/2008 19:30:00			University of California, Davis


			172			01/28/2008 19:39:00			UCSF


			173			01/28/2008 19:45:00			San Jose' State University


			174			01/28/2008 19:59:00			University of California, Merced


			175			01/28/2008 20:15:00			University of Washington


			176			01/28/2008 20:57:00			UCI


			177			01/28/2008 21:13:00			University of Minnesota


			178			01/28/2008 21:30:00			SSRL


			179			01/28/2008 22:12:00			Stanford University


			180			01/28/2008 22:16:00			Massachusetts Institute of Technology


			181			01/28/2008 22:44:00			Stanford University


			182			01/28/2008 23:16:00			MD Anderson


			183			01/29/2008 01:54:00			UC Davis


			184			01/29/2008 04:20:00			University of California, Santa Barbara


			185			01/29/2008 05:59:00			LBNL


			186			01/29/2008 13:07:00			the scripps research inst.


			187			01/29/2008 19:08:00			Stanford University


			188			01/30/2008 00:57:00			UCLA


			189			01/30/2008 19:19:00			Stanford University


			190			01/30/2008 19:30:00			Montana State University


			191			01/31/2008 01:33:00			UC Davis


			192			02/01/2008 15:57:00			NIST


			193			02/01/2008 23:55:00			University of California Santa Barbara


			194			02/02/2008 23:41:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			195			02/02/2008 23:42:00			PARC


			196			02/03/2008 00:03:00			northwestern university


			197			02/03/2008 00:50:00			University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign


			198			02/03/2008 01:08:00			u.s. geological survey


			199			02/03/2008 01:47:00			Clemson University


			200			02/03/2008 03:57:00			Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute


			201			02/03/2008 04:14:00			Univ. of Illinois, UC


			202			02/03/2008 04:32:00			University of Colorado


			203			02/03/2008 07:45:00			U. of NE - Lincoln


			204			02/03/2008 10:38:00			University of Pennsylvania


			205			02/03/2008 16:51:00			Vanderbilt University


			206			02/03/2008 17:14:00			University of Oklahoma


			207			02/03/2008 19:06:00			NDC


			208			02/03/2008 20:16:00			Massachusetts Institute of Technology


			209			02/03/2008 20:45:00			New York University (formerly University of Minnesota)


			210			02/04/2008 16:52:00			University of Nebraska-Lincoln


			211			02/04/2008 16:53:00			UT El Paso


			212			02/04/2008 17:20:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			213			02/04/2008 17:59:00			Mentor Corporation


			214			02/04/2008 18:28:00			University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences


			215			02/05/2008 00:31:00			Oregon State University, Dept. Biochem/Biophys.


			216			02/05/2008 01:35:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			217			02/05/2008 02:49:00			The Pennsylvania State University


			218			02/06/2008 16:54:00			Louisiana State University


			219			02/06/2008 17:10:00			University of California, Santa Cruz


			220			02/06/2008 17:26:00			Black Hills Institute of Geological Research


			221			02/06/2008 22:25:00			Stanford Uni


			222			02/08/2008 21:01:00			University of Massachusetts








Question 65


			Email Address:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									226


						answered question			226


						skipped question			166


			Number			Response Date			Response Text


			1			01/17/2008 19:38:00			brinen@cmp.ucsf.edu


			2			01/17/2008 19:42:00			cywong@mit.edu


			3			01/17/2008 19:44:00			cmp_chem@mit.edu


			4			01/17/2008 19:44:00			cody@hwi.buffalo.edu


			5			01/17/2008 19:44:00			dmsinger@stanford.edu


			6			01/17/2008 19:46:00			bell@cchem.berkeley.edu


			7			01/17/2008 19:48:00			dnb23@berkeley.edu


			8			01/17/2008 19:49:00			eab204@psu.edu


			9			01/17/2008 19:53:00			acmayer@stanford.edu


			10			01/17/2008 19:55:00			gewirth@hwi.buffalo.edu


			11			01/17/2008 20:00:00			amy.k.kendall@vanderbilt.edu


			12			01/17/2008 20:22:00			fwlytle@exafsco.com


			13			01/17/2008 20:26:00			frankw@biochem.utah.edu


			14			01/17/2008 20:28:00			xiexj@stanford.edu


			15			01/17/2008 20:31:00			cak@brandeis.edu


			16			01/17/2008 20:42:00			fhuggins@engr.uky.edu


			17			01/17/2008 20:55:00			awarren@mail.ucf.edu


			18			01/17/2008 21:01:00			gerald.stubbs@vanderbilt.edu


			19			01/17/2008 21:03:00			bushnell@stanford.edu


			20			01/17/2008 21:27:00			dhummer@geosc.psu.edu


			21			01/17/2008 21:32:00			bronfenb@berkeley.edu


			22			01/17/2008 21:50:00			eescott@ku.edu


			23			01/17/2008 22:27:00			erica@scripps.edu


			24			01/17/2008 22:51:00			condron@slac.stanford.edu


			25			01/17/2008 23:17:00			dhlu@stanford.edu


			26			01/18/2008 02:52:00			ruihuahe@stanford.edu


			27			01/18/2008 04:00:00			dave@scripps.edu


			28			01/18/2008 04:56:00			eigenbrot.c@gene.com


			29			01/18/2008 05:14:00			stasser@umich.edu


			30			01/18/2008 05:24:00			rajeshch@berkeley.edu


			31			01/18/2008 05:33:00			rallem@ohsu.edu


			32			01/18/2008 05:38:00			rzednik@stanford.edu


			33			01/18/2008 05:54:00			ytakamura@ucdavis.edi


			34			01/18/2008 06:20:00			szilagyi@montana.edu


			35			01/18/2008 06:32:00			sfleischman@chem.ucsb.edu


			36			01/18/2008 07:15:00			samwebb@slac.stanford.edu


			37			01/18/2008 14:14:00			samrose@berkeley.edu


			38			01/18/2008 15:00:00			c.s.raman@uth.tmc.edu


			39			01/18/2008 15:10:00			young@anl.gov


			40			01/18/2008 15:36:00			sgaller@scripps.edu


			41			01/18/2008 15:41:00			tgreen@uab.edu


			42			01/18/2008 15:49:00			ctsai@mail.chem.tamu.edu


			43			01/18/2008 15:49:00			sue-roberts@cox.net


			44			01/18/2008 16:00:00			ngilbe1@lsu.edu


			45			01/18/2008 16:11:00			mbibee@stanford.edu


			46			01/18/2008 16:22:00			jplong@ncsu.edu


			47			01/18/2008 16:23:00			jasongp@utep.edu


			48			01/18/2008 16:27:00			hecorh@mit.edu


			49			01/18/2008 16:34:00			leews@stanford.edu


			50			01/18/2008 16:38:00			stenkamp@u.washington.edu


			51			01/18/2008 16:49:00			pazicni@umich.edu


			52			01/18/2008 16:55:00			hoyj@iastate.edu


			53			01/18/2008 16:55:00			ktufano@stanford.edu


			54			01/18/2008 17:04:00			wjevans@llnl.gov


			55			01/18/2008 17:09:00			iimathew@slac.stanford.edu


			56			01/18/2008 17:09:00			shayes@email.arizona.edu


			57			01/18/2008 17:22:00			lee.1816@osu.edu


			58			01/18/2008 17:29:00			ray.nagatani@ucsf.edu


			59			01/18/2008 17:45:00			snakedog@gmail.com


			60			01/18/2008 17:45:00			johnh@seas.ucla.edu


			61			01/18/2008 18:00:00			ivishik@stanford.edu


			62			01/18/2008 18:01:00			poday@ucmerced.edu


			63			01/18/2008 18:30:00			liubin@scripps.edu


			64			01/18/2008 18:48:00			nrivera@ucmerced.edu


			65			01/18/2008 19:05:00			hope.ishii@llnl.gov


			66			01/18/2008 19:05:00			tstemmle@med.wayne.edu


			67			01/18/2008 19:28:00			YHu@lbl.gov


			68			01/18/2008 20:32:00			harry@nuvolari.ucsc.edu


			69			01/18/2008 20:39:00			hliang@chem.ucsb.edu


			70			01/18/2008 20:46:00			sscott@engineering.ucsb.edu


			71			01/18/2008 21:47:00			bbnelsonchee@Berkeley.edu


			72			01/18/2008 21:51:00			s4wilson@stanford.edu


			73			01/18/2008 21:54:00			nordlund@slac.stanford.edu


			74			01/18/2008 22:38:00			wwlukens@lbl.gov


			75			01/18/2008 22:47:00			stefanie.gravano@tycoelectronics.com


			76			01/18/2008 23:45:00			tfotherg@mdanderson.org


			77			01/19/2008 01:48:00			willey1@llnl.gov


			78			01/19/2008 02:36:00			dlfeng@fudan.edu.cn


			79			01/19/2008 03:21:00			hufnagel@jhu.edu


			80			01/19/2008 04:49:00			john.lee@ucsf.edu


			81			01/19/2008 10:45:00			rroot@ucmerced.edu


			82			01/19/2008 18:48:00			dcrees@caltech.edu


			83			01/20/2008 23:59:00			gweon@ucsc.edu


			84			01/21/2008 06:53:00			drgarcia@berkeley.edu


			85			01/21/2008 16:13:00			tholyoak@kumc.edu


			86			01/21/2008 17:18:00			jgraf@lbl.gov


			87			01/21/2008 17:55:00			wvining@berkeley.edu


			88			01/21/2008 18:47:00			becks@stanford.edu


			89			01/21/2008 23:30:00			merritt@u.washington.edu


			90			01/22/2008 00:35:00			susumu@slac.stanford.edu


			91			01/22/2008 15:49:00			mllopez2@utep.edu


			92			01/22/2008 17:13:00			mamaya@utep.edu


			93			01/22/2008 19:09:00			ssun@slac.stanford.edu


			94			01/22/2008 19:54:00			xyang581@yahoo.com


			95			01/22/2008 22:25:00			apeisley@stanford.edu


			96			01/22/2008 22:32:00			tangl@ku.edu


			97			01/23/2008 01:21:00			mbajura@isi.edu


			98			01/23/2008 14:39:00			epozhars@rx.umaryland.edu


			99			01/23/2008 20:02:00			barondeau@tamu.edu


			100			01/24/2008 03:40:00			hashimot@wyvern.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp


			101			01/25/2008 01:48:00			mshillit@uci.edu


			102			01/26/2008 04:18:00			jeph@umich.edu


			103			01/27/2008 03:57:00			chan@chemistry.ohio-state.edu


			104			01/27/2008 04:02:00			alexis.templeton@colorado.edu


			105			01/27/2008 04:03:00			brunger@stanford.edu


			106			01/27/2008 04:09:00			emeyer@dartmouth.edu


			107			01/27/2008 05:05:00			creativefe@phya.yonsei.ac.kr


			108			01/27/2008 06:38:00			carol.cho@ucsf.edu


			109			01/27/2008 06:59:00			cskim@chapman.edu


			110			01/27/2008 14:27:00			chorover@cals.arizona.edu


			111			01/27/2008 15:04:00			bkfreelon@lbl.gov


			112			01/27/2008 15:52:00			Don.Blumenthal@pharm.utah.edu


			113			01/27/2008 16:44:00			goldenberg@biology.utah.edu


			114			01/27/2008 17:12:00			bcgates@ucdavis.edu


			115			01/27/2008 19:01:00			bauer_eric@msn.com


			116			01/27/2008 19:20:00			blaine-mooers@ouhsc.edu


			117			01/27/2008 19:25:00			borch@colostate.edu


			118			01/27/2008 19:30:00			ritis@slac.stanford.edu


			119			01/27/2008 19:42:00			sctsai@uci.edu


			120			01/27/2008 19:51:00			cnimigean@ucdavis.edu


			121			01/27/2008 19:59:00			lush@utep.edu


			122			01/27/2008 20:06:00			ysp@caltech.edu


			123			01/27/2008 20:37:00			daniel.minor@ucsf.edu


			124			01/27/2008 20:49:00			kmshen@cornell.edu


			125			01/27/2008 21:46:00			wardjes@umich.edu


			126			01/27/2008 21:55:00			lucovsky@ncsu.edu


			127			01/27/2008 22:17:00			rcprince@hotmail.com


			128			01/27/2008 22:36:00			toner@umn.edu


			129			01/27/2008 22:42:00			rackj@ohio.edu


			130			01/27/2008 23:05:00			mablank@stanford.edu


			131			01/28/2008 00:20:00			jmy172@psu.edu


			132			01/28/2008 00:30:00			gelascop@cofc.edu


			133			01/28/2008 01:32:00			nhorton@u.arizona.edu


			134			01/28/2008 01:43:00			k.savage@vanderbilt.edu


			135			01/28/2008 01:44:00			kgaffney@slac.stanford.edu


			136			01/28/2008 01:49:00			mzhasan@princeton.edu


			137			01/28/2008 01:57:00			yanyin@YYLabs.com


			138			01/28/2008 01:58:00			jessvey@mit.edu


			139			01/28/2008 01:59:00			mmcgehee@stanford.edu


			140			01/28/2008 02:09:00			svolkman@eecs.berkeley.edu


			141			01/28/2008 02:17:00			non@stanford.edu


			142			01/28/2008 02:38:00			mortontec@bartnet.net


			143			01/28/2008 03:05:00			queanh@gmail.com


			144			01/28/2008 03:33:00			theanne@slac.stanford.edu


			145			01/28/2008 03:57:00			stephan@jhu.edu


			146			01/28/2008 04:49:00			winsonxie@gmail.com


			147			01/28/2008 06:27:00			bridges@physics.ucsc.edu


			148			01/28/2008 13:48:00			michele.d.mcdonald@vanderbilt.edu


			149			01/28/2008 13:56:00			mcv3@cornell.edu


			150			01/28/2008 14:00:00			LODOWSKI@GMAIL.COM


			151			01/28/2008 14:03:00			jonwp@umich.edu


			152			01/28/2008 14:09:00			quyen@brandeis.edu


			153			01/28/2008 15:08:00			beaucag@uc.edu


			154			01/28/2008 15:16:00			lksander@uiuc.edu


			155			01/28/2008 15:27:00			lawrence@chemistry.montana.edu


			156			01/28/2008 15:46:00			mikio.tanabe@vanderbilt.edu


			157			01/28/2008 16:24:00			gvigers@arraybiopharma.com


			158			01/28/2008 16:52:00			weichsel@email.arizona.edu


			159			01/28/2008 17:12:00			hostetler@slac.stanford.edu


			160			01/28/2008 17:14:00			HMFrei@lbl.gov


			161			01/28/2008 17:16:00			zhaohy06@gmail.com


			162			01/28/2008 17:49:00			hansel@seas.harvard.edu


			163			01/28/2008 17:50:00			jrmaldonado@stanford.edu


			164			01/28/2008 17:53:00			ygwang@stanford.edu


			165			01/28/2008 18:40:00			sxdwc@slac.stanford.edu


			166			01/28/2008 18:43:00			william.schlotter@desy.de


			167			01/28/2008 18:46:00			epbaldwin@ucdavis.edu


			168			01/28/2008 19:07:00			verdino@scripps.edu


			169			01/28/2008 19:07:00			leremy@stanford.edu


			170			01/28/2008 19:22:00			ltfang@ucla.edu


			171			01/28/2008 19:24:00			juersdh@whitman.edu


			172			01/28/2008 19:26:00			afoster@usgs.gov


			173			01/28/2008 19:30:00			iogino@ucdavis.edu


			174			01/28/2008 19:39:00			wille@cgl.ucsf.edu


			175			01/28/2008 19:45:00			jacrivos@athens.sjsu.edu


			176			01/28/2008 19:59:00			rroot@ucmerced.edu


			177			01/28/2008 20:15:00			kk27@u.washington.edu


			178			01/28/2008 20:20:00			jtang@chemistry.ohio-state.edu


			179			01/28/2008 20:39:00			pl_note@yahoo.com


			180			01/28/2008 20:57:00			poulos@uci.edu


			181			01/28/2008 21:13:00			farquhar@chem.umn.edu


			182			01/28/2008 21:30:00			monica_barney@hotmail.com


			183			01/28/2008 22:12:00			yssun@stanford.edu


			184			01/28/2008 22:16:00			rtodd@mit.edu


			185			01/28/2008 22:44:00			stkelly@stanford.edu


			186			01/28/2008 23:16:00			tfotherg@mdanderson.org


			187			01/29/2008 01:54:00			dave@alanine.ucdavis.edu


			188			01/29/2008 04:20:00			sfleisch@chem.ucsb.edu


			189			01/29/2008 05:59:00			gawaychunas@lbl.gov


			190			01/29/2008 13:07:00			wilson@scripps.edu


			191			01/29/2008 19:08:00			kocar@stanford.edu


			192			01/30/2008 00:57:00			knobler@chem.ucla.edu


			193			01/30/2008 19:19:00			a-tenderholt@stanford.edu


			194			01/30/2008 19:30:00			lbarr@chemistry.montana.edu


			195			01/31/2008 01:33:00			tguo@ucdavis.edu


			196			02/01/2008 15:57:00			rjkline10@gmail.com


			197			02/01/2008 23:55:00			rsavinelli@chem.ucsb.edu


			198			02/02/2008 23:41:00			nick@geo.utep.edu


			199			02/02/2008 23:42:00			mchabinyc@parc.com


			200			02/03/2008 00:03:00			freymann@northwestern.edu


			201			02/03/2008 00:50:00			nschmid2@uiuc.edu


			202			02/03/2008 01:08:00			jwmoreau@usgs.gov


			203			02/03/2008 01:47:00			yarai@clemson.edu


			204			02/03/2008 03:57:00			esnell@hwi.buffalo.edu


			205			02/03/2008 04:14:00			coridan@uiuc.edu


			206			02/03/2008 04:32:00			Dessau@Colorado.edu


			207			02/03/2008 07:45:00			hmoriyama2@unl.edu


			208			02/03/2008 10:38:00			kgupta@stwing.upenn.edu


			209			02/03/2008 16:51:00			beth.weinman@vanderbilt.edu


			210			02/03/2008 17:14:00			bpgrady@ou.edu


			211			02/03/2008 19:06:00			apfremont@yahoo.com


			212			02/03/2008 20:16:00			msm@mit.edu


			213			02/03/2008 20:45:00			mdw3@nyu.edu


			214			02/04/2008 16:52:00			mwilson13@unl.edu


			215			02/04/2008 16:53:00			lush@utep.edu


			216			02/04/2008 17:20:00			wdurrer@utep.edu


			217			02/04/2008 17:59:00			gchiang@mentorcorp.com


			218			02/04/2008 18:28:00			rcelikel@uams.edu


			219			02/05/2008 00:31:00			nessonm@onid.orst.edu


			220			02/05/2008 01:35:00			jcnoveron@yahoo.com


			221			02/05/2008 02:49:00			suphannee@psu.edu


			222			02/06/2008 16:54:00			licata@lsu.edu


			223			02/06/2008 17:10:00			schweppe@chemistry.ucsc.edu


			224			02/06/2008 17:26:00			plarson@bhigr.com


			225			02/06/2008 22:25:00			demeta@stanford.edu


			226			02/08/2008 21:01:00			mmaroney@chemistry.umass.edu








Question 66


			As an added incentive to provide your input, a random drawing of survey participants will be held for several SSRL prizes (a free night stay at the Guest House, SSRL baseball caps, SSRL/LCLS shirts, SSRL coffee mugs). If you wish to be part of the drawing


			Answer Options						Response Count


									262


						answered question			262


						skipped question			130


			Number			Response Date			Response Text


			1			01/17/2008 19:36:00			arakaki@u.washington.edu


			2			01/17/2008 19:38:00			brinen@cmp.ucsf.edu


			3			01/17/2008 19:42:00			cywong@mit.edu


			4			01/17/2008 19:45:00			cmp_chem@mit.edu


			5			01/17/2008 19:44:00			dmsinger@stanford.edu


			6			01/17/2008 19:49:00			dnb23@berkeley.edu


			7			01/17/2008 19:49:00			eab204@psu.edu


			8			01/17/2008 19:53:00			acmayer@stanford.edu


			9			01/17/2008 19:55:00			btorres2@miners.utep.edu


			10			01/17/2008 20:00:00			amy.k.kendall@vanderbilt.edu


			11			01/17/2008 20:06:00			broersb@ebs.ogi.edu


			12			01/17/2008 20:09:00			abezryad@physics.ucsc.edu


			13			01/17/2008 20:22:00			fwlytle@exafsco.com


			14			01/17/2008 20:27:00			frankw@biochem.utah.edu


			15			01/17/2008 20:28:00			xiexj@stanford.edu


			16			01/17/2008 20:31:00			cak@brandeis.edu


			17			01/17/2008 20:38:00			benjamin.watts@gmail.com


			18			01/17/2008 20:42:00			fhuggins@engr.uky.edu


			19			01/17/2008 20:56:00			awarren@mail.ucf.edu


			20			01/17/2008 21:01:00			gerald.stubbs@vanderbilt.edu


			21			01/17/2008 21:03:00			bushnell@stanford.edu


			22			01/17/2008 21:28:00			dhummer@geosc.psu.edu


			23			01/17/2008 21:32:00			bronfenb@berkeley.edu


			24			01/17/2008 21:50:00			eescott@ku.edu


			25			01/17/2008 22:27:00			erica@scripps.edu


			26			01/18/2008 00:16:00			anoop@chemistry.montana.edu


			27			01/18/2008 02:53:00			ruihuahe@stanford.edu


			28			01/18/2008 04:00:00			dave@scripps.edu


			29			01/18/2008 04:57:00			eigenbrot.c@gene.com


			30			01/18/2008 05:14:00			stasser@umich.edu


			31			01/18/2008 05:24:00			rajeshch@berkeley.edu


			32			01/18/2008 05:31:00			wgscott@chemistry.ucsc.edu


			33			01/18/2008 05:34:00			rallem@ohsu.edu


			34			01/18/2008 05:39:00			rzednik@stanford.edu


			35			01/18/2008 05:43:00			rekurtz@stanford.edu


			36			01/18/2008 05:44:00			rbsutton@utmb.edu


			37			01/18/2008 05:55:00			ytakamura@ucdavis.edu


			38			01/18/2008 06:20:00			szilagyirk@excite.com


			39			01/18/2008 06:33:00			sfleischman@chem.ucsb.edu


			40			01/18/2008 07:16:00			samwebb@slac.stanford.edu


			41			01/18/2008 08:05:00			pardalan@stanford.edu


			42			01/18/2008 14:14:00			samrose@berkeley.edu


			43			01/18/2008 15:00:00			c.s.raman@uth.tmc.edu


			44			01/18/2008 15:10:00			young@anl.gov


			45			01/18/2008 15:41:00			tgreen@uab.edu


			46			01/18/2008 15:49:00			sue-roberts@cox.net


			47			01/18/2008 15:50:00			ctsai@mail.chem.tamu.edu


			48			01/18/2008 16:00:00			ngilbe1@lsu.edu


			49			01/18/2008 16:06:00			mdmiller@stanford.edu


			50			01/18/2008 16:11:00			mbibee@stanford.edu


			51			01/18/2008 16:23:00			jasongp@utep.edu


			52			01/18/2008 16:35:00			leews@stanford.edu


			53			01/18/2008 16:49:00			pazicni@umich.edu


			54			01/18/2008 16:55:00			ktufano@stanford.edu


			55			01/18/2008 16:56:00			hoyj@iastate.edu


			56			01/18/2008 17:05:00			wjevans@llnl.gov


			57			01/18/2008 17:06:00			jpena@nature.berkeley.edu


			58			01/18/2008 17:10:00			choihj@stanford.edu


			59			01/18/2008 17:10:00			iimathew@slac.stanford.edu


			60			01/18/2008 17:10:00			shayes@email.arizona.edu


			61			01/18/2008 17:22:00			lee.1816@osu.edu


			62			01/18/2008 17:29:00			ray.nagatani@gmail.com


			63			01/18/2008 17:36:00			lbaker@uidaho.edu


			64			01/18/2008 17:45:00			snakedog@gmail.com


			65			01/18/2008 17:45:00			johnh@seas.ucla.edu


			66			01/18/2008 18:00:00			ivishik@stanford.edu


			67			01/18/2008 18:00:00			liuzf@caltech.edu


			68			01/18/2008 18:01:00			poday@ucmerced.edu


			69			01/18/2008 18:31:00			liubin@scripps.edu


			70			01/18/2008 18:36:00			ireenab@email.arizona.edu


			71			01/18/2008 18:48:00			nrivera@ucmerced.edu


			72			01/18/2008 19:05:00			hope.ishii@llnl.gov


			73			01/18/2008 19:06:00			tstemmle@med.wayne.edu


			74			01/18/2008 19:28:00			YHu@lbl.gov


			75			01/18/2008 20:33:00			harry@nuvolari.ucsc.edu


			76			01/18/2008 20:39:00			hliang@chem.ucsb.edu


			77			01/18/2008 20:46:00			sscott@engineering.ucsb.edu


			78			01/18/2008 21:47:00			bbnelsonchee@berkeley.edu


			79			01/18/2008 21:55:00			nordlund@slac.stanford.edu


			80			01/18/2008 22:02:00			monika.sommerhalter@csueastbay.edu


			81			01/18/2008 22:47:00			stefanie.gravano@tycoelectronics.com


			82			01/18/2008 23:45:00			tfotherg@mdanderson.org


			83			01/19/2008 00:35:00			wwweare@lbl.gov


			84			01/19/2008 01:48:00			willey1@llnl.gov


			85			01/19/2008 02:36:00			dlfeng@fudan.edu.cn


			86			01/19/2008 04:50:00			john.lee@ucsf.edu


			87			01/19/2008 10:57:00			rroo@ucmerced.edu


			88			01/20/2008 23:59:00			gweon@ucsc.edu


			89			01/21/2008 03:05:00			jrudati@xradia.com


			90			01/21/2008 04:24:00			dave.mckay@stanford.edu


			91			01/21/2008 06:54:00			drgarcia@berkeley.edu


			92			01/21/2008 16:14:00			tholyoak@kumc.edu


			93			01/21/2008 17:19:00			jgraf@lbl.gov


			94			01/21/2008 17:55:00			wvining@berkeley.edu


			95			01/21/2008 18:48:00			becks@stanford.edu


			96			01/21/2008 23:30:00			merritt@u.washington.edu


			97			01/22/2008 00:36:00			susumu@slac.stanford.edu


			98			01/22/2008 17:13:00			mamaya@utep.edu


			99			01/22/2008 17:36:00			JWAger@lbl.gov


			100			01/22/2008 17:36:00			olegz@chemistry.montana.edu


			101			01/22/2008 19:10:00			ssun@slac.stanford.edu


			102			01/22/2008 19:56:00			xyang581@yahoo.com


			103			01/22/2008 20:16:00			stege101@chapman.edu


			104			01/23/2008 01:20:00			jhein@usgs.gov


			105			01/23/2008 01:22:00			mbajura@isi.edu


			106			01/23/2008 14:39:00			epozhars@rx.umaryland.edu


			107			01/23/2008 20:02:00			barondeau@tamu.edu


			108			01/24/2008 02:44:00			m_ikeda@wyvern.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp


			109			01/24/2008 03:40:00			hashimot@wyvern.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp


			110			01/24/2008 04:19:00			yoshida@wyvern.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp


			111			01/25/2008 01:48:00			mshillit@uci.edu


			112			01/25/2008 23:13:00			cmk338@psu.edu


			113			01/26/2008 04:18:00			jeph@umich.edu


			114			01/27/2008 03:57:00			chan@chemistry.ohio-state.edu


			115			01/27/2008 03:58:00			erik@scripps.edu


			116			01/27/2008 04:02:00			alexis.templeton@colorado.edu


			117			01/27/2008 04:03:00			brunger@stanford.edu


			118			01/27/2008 04:09:00			emeyer@dartmouth.edu


			119			01/27/2008 05:06:00			creativefe@phya.yonsei.ac.kr


			120			01/27/2008 05:18:00			gezak22@hotmail.com


			121			01/27/2008 06:39:00			carol.cho@ucsf.edu


			122			01/27/2008 06:59:00			cskim@chapman.edu


			123			01/27/2008 14:27:00			chorover@cals.arizona.edu


			124			01/27/2008 14:28:00			elmer1@llnl.gov


			125			01/27/2008 15:05:00			bkfreelon@lbl.gov


			126			01/27/2008 15:53:00			Don.Blumenthal@pharm.utah.edu


			127			01/27/2008 16:08:00			anando@stanford.edu


			128			01/27/2008 16:44:00			goldenberg@biology.utah.edu


			129			01/27/2008 17:12:00			bcgates@ucdavis.edu


			130			01/27/2008 19:01:00			edbauer@lanl.gov


			131			01/27/2008 19:20:00			blaine-mooers@ouhsc.edu


			132			01/27/2008 19:25:00			borch@colostate.edu


			133			01/27/2008 19:30:00			ritis@slac.stanford.edu


			134			01/27/2008 19:42:00			sctsai@uci.edu


			135			01/27/2008 19:51:00			cnimigean@ucdavis.edu


			136			01/27/2008 20:07:00			ysp@caltech.edu


			137			01/27/2008 20:30:00			goldthorpe@stanford.edu


			138			01/27/2008 20:37:00			daniel.minor@ucsf.edu


			139			01/27/2008 20:49:00			kmshen@cornell.edu


			140			01/27/2008 21:15:00			sleitch@chem.umass.edu


			141			01/27/2008 21:47:00			wardjes@umich.edu


			142			01/27/2008 21:56:00			lucovsky@ncsu.edu


			143			01/27/2008 22:18:00			rcprince@hotmail.com


			144			01/27/2008 22:36:00			toner@umn.edu


			145			01/27/2008 23:05:00			mablank@stanford.edu


			146			01/28/2008 00:20:00			jmy172@psu.edu


			147			01/28/2008 00:30:00			gelascop@cofc.edu


			148			01/28/2008 00:47:00			zidovska@mrl.ucsb.edu


			149			01/28/2008 01:33:00			nhorton@u.arizona.edu


			150			01/28/2008 01:49:00			mzhasan@princeton.edu


			151			01/28/2008 01:59:00			jessvey@mit.edu


			152			01/28/2008 01:58:00			yanyin@YYLabs.com


			153			01/28/2008 02:06:00			naieta@mines.edu


			154			01/28/2008 02:09:00			pjlam@whoi.edu


			155			01/28/2008 02:10:00			svolkman@eecs.berkeley.edu


			156			01/28/2008 02:17:00			non@stanford.edu


			157			01/28/2008 02:39:00			mortontec@bartnet.net


			158			01/28/2008 03:05:00			queanh@gmail.com


			159			01/28/2008 03:49:00			ksryan@mit.edu


			160			01/28/2008 03:58:00			stephan@jhu.edu


			161			01/28/2008 04:13:00			nru@stanford.edu


			162			01/28/2008 04:50:00			winsonxie@gmail.com


			163			01/28/2008 05:53:00			slaine_koh@hotmail.com


			164			01/28/2008 06:27:00			bridges@physics.ucsc.edu


			165			01/28/2008 13:48:00			michele.d.mcdonald@vanderbilt.edu


			166			01/28/2008 14:00:00			lodowski@gmail.com


			167			01/28/2008 14:03:00			jonwp@umich.edu


			168			01/28/2008 14:10:00			quyen@brandeis.edu


			169			01/28/2008 14:25:00			jcook@med.wayne.edu


			170			01/28/2008 15:16:00			lksander@uiuc.edu


			171			01/28/2008 15:27:00			lawrence@chemistry.montana.edu


			172			01/28/2008 15:59:00			huffman@engr.uky.edu


			173			01/28/2008 15:59:00			ccfuller@usgs.gov


			174			01/28/2008 16:20:00			mbeazley@eas.gatech.edu


			175			01/28/2008 16:28:00			siluvaig@ebs.ogi.edu


			176			01/28/2008 16:37:00			ericbrecht@hotmail.com


			177			01/28/2008 16:36:00			jgroves@stanford.edu


			178			01/28/2008 16:41:00			lopezy@engr.sc.edu


			179			01/28/2008 16:52:00			weichsel@email.arizona.edu


			180			01/28/2008 16:54:00			wchwang@burnham.org


			181			01/28/2008 17:12:00			hostetler@slac.stanford.edu


			182			01/28/2008 17:14:00			grayum@slac.stanford.edu


			183			01/28/2008 17:30:00			skanai@gene.com


			184			01/28/2008 17:46:00			nalini@dave.ucsc.edu


			185			01/28/2008 17:50:00			hansel@seas.harvard.edu


			186			01/28/2008 17:50:00			jrmaldonado@stanford.edu


			187			01/28/2008 17:54:00			ygwang@stanford.edu


			188			01/28/2008 18:02:00			yoshima@stanford.edu


			189			01/28/2008 18:43:00			william.schlotter@desy.de


			190			01/28/2008 18:46:00			epbaldwin@ucdavis.edu


			191			01/28/2008 18:58:00			janaym@slac.stanford.edu


			192			01/28/2008 19:08:00			verdino@scripps.edu


			193			01/28/2008 19:23:00			thecalbear@gmail.com


			194			01/28/2008 19:26:00			afoster@usgs.gov


			195			01/28/2008 19:30:00			iogino@ucdavis.edu


			196			01/28/2008 19:39:00			wille@cgl.ucsf.edu


			197			01/28/2008 19:46:00			jacrivos@athens.sjsu.edu


			198			01/28/2008 20:00:00			rroot@ucmerced.edu


			199			01/28/2008 20:15:00			kk27@u.washington.edu


			200			01/28/2008 20:22:00			jtang@chemistry.ohio-state.edu


			201			01/28/2008 20:40:00			pl_note@yahoo.com


			202			01/28/2008 20:59:00			dewitt@sfsu.edu


			203			01/28/2008 21:13:00			farquhar@chem.umn.edu


			204			01/28/2008 21:22:00			jbosch@u.washington.edu


			205			01/28/2008 22:07:00			alondrab@stanford.edu


			206			01/28/2008 22:13:00			yssun@stanford.edu


			207			01/28/2008 22:16:00			rtodd@mit.edu


			208			01/28/2008 22:18:00			ndellas@gmail.com


			209			01/28/2008 22:45:00			stkelly@stanford.edu


			210			01/28/2008 22:49:00			alexeev@engr.sc.edu


			211			01/28/2008 23:16:00			tfotherg@mdanderson.org


			212			01/29/2008 01:01:00			yuchen2000@gmail.com


			213			01/29/2008 01:01:00			turley@u.washington.edu


			214			01/29/2008 01:54:00			dave@alanine.ucdavis.edu


			215			01/29/2008 04:20:00			sfleischman@chem.ucsb.edu


			216			01/29/2008 13:07:00			wilson@scripps.edu


			217			01/29/2008 15:02:00			jm_lee@mit.edu


			218			01/29/2008 15:26:00			krpurdy@gmail.com


			219			01/29/2008 19:08:00			kocar@stanford.edu


			220			01/29/2008 20:19:00			iefurtado@lbl.gov


			221			01/29/2008 22:42:00			aaron.holm@tycoelectronics.com


			222			01/30/2008 00:58:00			knobler@chem.ucla.edu


			223			01/30/2008 19:19:00			a-tenderholt@stanford.edu


			224			01/30/2008 19:30:00			lbarr@chemistry.montana.edu


			225			01/30/2008 23:03:00			robyn@scripps.edu


			226			01/31/2008 01:33:00			tguo@ucdavis.edu


			227			01/31/2008 21:04:00			dzajonc@liai.org


			228			02/01/2008 16:01:00			rjkline10@gmail.org


			229			02/01/2008 23:56:00			rsavinelli@chem.ucsb.edu


			230			02/02/2008 23:41:00			nick@geo.utep.edu


			231			02/02/2008 23:42:00			mchabinyc@parc.com


			232			02/03/2008 00:04:00			freymann@northwestern.edu


			233			02/03/2008 00:51:00			nschmid2@uiuc.edu


			234			02/03/2008 01:08:00			jwmoreau@usgs.gov


			235			02/03/2008 01:14:00			hemantmu@email.arizona.edu


			236			02/03/2008 01:47:00			yarai@clemson.edu


			237			02/03/2008 03:57:00			esnell@hwi.buffalo.edu


			238			02/03/2008 04:14:00			coridan@gmail.com


			239			02/03/2008 04:33:00			Dessau@Colorado.edu


			240			02/03/2008 10:38:00			kgupta@stwing.upenn.edu


			241			02/03/2008 16:51:00			beth.weinman@vanderbilt.edu


			242			02/03/2008 17:14:00			bpgrady@ou.edu


			243			02/03/2008 19:06:00			apfremont@yahoo.com


			244			02/03/2008 20:17:00			msm@mit.edu


			245			02/04/2008 10:37:00			tinat@gladstone.ucsf.edu


			246			02/04/2008 13:43:00			mtaillef@eas.gatech.edu


			247			02/04/2008 15:49:00			ggauss@montana.edu


			248			02/04/2008 16:44:00			tracybpower@gmail.com


			249			02/04/2008 16:52:00			mwilson13@unl.edu


			250			02/04/2008 17:21:00			wdurrer@utep.edu


			251			02/04/2008 18:29:00			rcelikel@uams.edu


			252			02/04/2008 18:36:00			mahesh@almaden.ibm.com


			253			02/04/2008 21:01:00			fiedler@chem.umn.edu


			254			02/04/2008 22:32:00			mike.c.garner@intel.com


			255			02/05/2008 01:35:00			jcnoveron@yahoo.com


			256			02/05/2008 02:49:00			suphannee@psu.edu


			257			02/06/2008 16:54:00			licata@lsu.edu


			258			02/06/2008 17:10:00			schweppe@chemistry.ucsc.edu


			259			02/06/2008 17:27:00			plarson@bhigr.com


			260			02/06/2008 22:26:00			demeta@stanford.edu


			261			02/08/2008 18:16:00			spartha2@gmail.com


			262			02/08/2008 21:02:00			mmaroney@chemistry.umass.edu
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			research institute
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0.1428571429
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0.0382653061
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0.0204081633





Question 1


			Name (First and Last):


			Answer Options						Response Count


									315


						answered question			315


						skipped question			77


			Number			Response Date			Response Text


			1			01/17/2008 19:33:00			Tracy Arakaki


			2			01/17/2008 19:33:00			Linda Brinen


			3			01/17/2008 19:36:00			Christine Phillips


			4			01/17/2008 19:38:00			cintyu wong


			5			01/17/2008 19:39:00			David Singer


			6			01/17/2008 19:40:00			Alexis T. Bell


			7			01/17/2008 19:41:00			Daniel Briggs


			8			01/17/2008 19:42:00			Alex Mayer


			9			01/17/2008 19:42:00			Ekaterina Bazilevskaya


			10			01/17/2008 19:42:00			Farrel Lytle


			11			01/17/2008 19:48:00			BRENDA TORRES


			12			01/17/2008 19:52:00			Andreas Kuglstatter


			13			01/17/2008 19:54:00			Amy Kendall


			14			01/17/2008 20:00:00			Anna Bezryadina


			15			01/17/2008 20:01:00			Brenda Broers


			16			01/17/2008 20:19:00			Xiangjin Xie


			17			01/17/2008 20:20:00			Frank Whitby


			18			01/17/2008 20:21:00			Cheryl Kreinbring


			19			01/17/2008 20:26:00			Benjamin Watts


			20			01/17/2008 20:31:00			Frank Huggins


			21			01/17/2008 20:34:00			Daniel Strawn


			22			01/17/2008 20:44:00			Daniel Minor


			23			01/17/2008 20:47:00			Andrew WArren


			24			01/17/2008 20:54:00			Gerald Stubbs


			25			01/17/2008 20:58:00			David Bushnell


			26			01/17/2008 21:18:00			Daniel Hummer


			27			01/17/2008 21:27:00			David Bronfenbrenner


			28			01/17/2008 22:02:00			Donghui Lu


			29			01/17/2008 22:21:00			Erica Saphire


			30			01/17/2008 22:44:00			cathie condron


			31			01/17/2008 22:45:00			Allison Ray


			32			01/18/2008 00:08:00			Anoop Sendamarai


			33			01/18/2008 02:44:00			Ruihua He


			34			01/18/2008 03:51:00			C. David Stout


			35			01/18/2008 04:41:00			Charles Eigenbrot


			36			01/18/2008 05:10:00			Jay Stasser


			37			01/18/2008 05:10:00			William Scott


			38			01/18/2008 05:13:00			Lieh Low


			39			01/18/2008 05:18:00			Bryan Sutton


			40			01/18/2008 05:19:00			Rajesh Chopdekar


			41			01/18/2008 05:24:00			Martina Ralle


			42			01/18/2008 05:26:00			Xuan Zhao


			43			01/18/2008 05:31:00			Ricardo Zednik


			44			01/18/2008 05:39:00			Rachel Kurtz


			45			01/18/2008 05:52:00			Thomas Stout


			46			01/18/2008 06:16:00			Robert Szilagyi


			47			01/18/2008 06:16:00			Sam Fleischman


			48			01/18/2008 07:11:00			Sam Webb


			49			01/18/2008 07:59:00			Pendar Ardalan


			50			01/18/2008 10:49:00			Elizabeth Blackburn


			51			01/18/2008 14:08:00			Susan Amrose


			52			01/18/2008 14:41:00			C. Raman


			53			01/18/2008 15:02:00			Linda Young


			54			01/18/2008 15:28:00			Stephen Aller


			55			01/18/2008 15:35:00			todd green


			56			01/18/2008 15:40:00			Chi-Lin TSai


			57			01/18/2008 15:44:00			Sue Roberts


			58			01/18/2008 15:55:00			Nathaniel Gilbert


			59			01/18/2008 16:01:00			Matthew Bibee


			60			01/18/2008 16:14:00			Joseph Long


			61			01/18/2008 16:16:00			Jason Parsons


			62			01/18/2008 16:25:00			Wei-Sheng Lee


			63			01/18/2008 16:33:00			Ron stenkamp


			64			01/18/2008 16:44:00			Samuel Pazicni


			65			01/18/2008 16:50:00			Kate Tufano


			66			01/18/2008 16:56:00			William Evans


			67			01/18/2008 16:59:00			Jasquelin Pena


			68			01/18/2008 16:59:00			Irimpan Mathews


			69			01/18/2008 17:00:00			Sarah Hayes


			70			01/18/2008 17:15:00			Marianne Lee


			71			01/18/2008 17:25:00			Ray Nagatani


			72			01/18/2008 17:28:00			Leslie Baker


			73			01/18/2008 17:35:00			John Hoang


			74			01/18/2008 17:37:00			Travis Harris


			75			01/18/2008 17:52:00			Zhenfeng Liu


			76			01/18/2008 17:55:00			Inna Vishik


			77			01/18/2008 18:00:00			Xiaoe Yang


			78			01/18/2008 18:24:00			Bin Liu


			79			01/18/2008 18:42:00			Nelson Rivera


			80			01/18/2008 18:44:00			Mark Burkhardt


			81			01/18/2008 18:59:00			Hope Ishii


			82			01/18/2008 19:00:00			Timothy Stemmler


			83			01/18/2008 19:10:00			Michael Kristo


			84			01/18/2008 19:19:00			Heather Pinkett


			85			01/18/2008 19:22:00			Yung-Jin Hu


			86			01/18/2008 19:37:00			Harry Noller


			87			01/18/2008 20:33:00			Hongjun Liang


			88			01/18/2008 20:41:00			Susannah Scott


			89			01/18/2008 21:41:00			Brittany Nelson-Cheeseman


			90			01/18/2008 21:45:00			Dennis Nordlund


			91			01/18/2008 21:45:00			Samuel Wilson


			92			01/18/2008 21:56:00			Monika Sommerhalter


			93			01/18/2008 22:30:00			Wayne Lukens


			94			01/18/2008 22:30:00			Stefanie Gravano


			95			01/18/2008 22:49:00			MC Choi


			96			01/18/2008 23:40:00			Tim Fothergill


			97			01/19/2008 00:31:00			Walter Weare


			98			01/19/2008 00:42:00			Trevor Willey


			99			01/19/2008 02:35:00			Donglai Feng


			100			01/19/2008 03:17:00			Todd Hufnagel


			101			01/19/2008 04:43:00			John Lee


			102			01/19/2008 18:36:00			Douglas Rees


			103			01/19/2008 20:16:00			Vittal Yachandra


			104			01/21/2008 02:54:00			Juana Rudati


			105			01/21/2008 03:04:00			Mike Toney


			106			01/21/2008 16:07:00			Todd Holyoak


			107			01/21/2008 17:10:00			Jeff Graf


			108			01/21/2008 17:43:00			William Vining


			109			01/21/2008 17:53:00			Chris Jozwiak


			110			01/21/2008 18:37:00			Rebecca Fenn


			111			01/21/2008 22:11:00			Charles Knobler


			112			01/21/2008 22:35:00			Lars Naslund


			113			01/21/2008 23:16:00			Ethan Merritt


			114			01/22/2008 00:13:00			Susumu Yamamoto


			115			01/22/2008 15:41:00			Martha Lopez


			116			01/22/2008 16:53:00			Oleg Zadvornyy


			117			01/22/2008 17:05:00			Maria Amaya


			118			01/22/2008 17:34:00			Joel Ager


			119			01/22/2008 19:04:00			Steven Sun


			120			01/22/2008 20:04:00			John Stegemeier


			121			01/22/2008 22:25:00			Liang Tang


			122			01/23/2008 01:04:00			James Hein


			123			01/23/2008 14:32:00			Edwin Pozharski


			124			01/23/2008 19:56:00			David Barondeau


			125			01/23/2008 20:21:00			Rob Moore


			126			01/24/2008 02:30:00			Masaki Ikeda


			127			01/24/2008 03:31:00			Makoto Hashimoto


			128			01/24/2008 03:57:00			Michael Nesson


			129			01/24/2008 04:36:00			Hirohito Ogasawara


			130			01/24/2008 23:33:00			Oana Marcu


			131			01/25/2008 01:43:00			Mary Shillito


			132			01/26/2008 04:12:00			James Penner-Hahn


			133			01/27/2008 03:49:00			Benjamin


			134			01/27/2008 03:51:00			Michael Chan


			135			01/27/2008 03:51:00			Erik Debler


			136			01/27/2008 03:58:00			Alexis Templeton


			137			01/27/2008 03:59:00			Axel Brunger


			138			01/27/2008 04:58:00			Chul


			139			01/27/2008 05:15:00			Geza Kurcczveil


			140			01/27/2008 06:48:00			Christopher Kim


			141			01/27/2008 14:19:00			Jon Chorover


			142			01/27/2008 14:23:00			John Elmer


			143			01/27/2008 14:56:00			byron freelon


			144			01/27/2008 15:36:00			Donald Blumenthal


			145			01/27/2008 16:01:00			Anando Devadoss


			146			01/27/2008 16:22:00			Jonathan Stahlman


			147			01/27/2008 16:38:00			David Goldenberg


			148			01/27/2008 17:02:00			Bruce Gates


			149			01/27/2008 18:52:00			Bauer Eric


			150			01/27/2008 19:09:00			Blaine Moooers


			151			01/27/2008 19:15:00			Thomas Borch


			152			01/27/2008 19:23:00			Ritimukta Sarangi


			153			01/27/2008 19:37:00			Sheryl Tsai


			154			01/27/2008 19:43:00			Alexandra Zidovska


			155			01/27/2008 19:44:00			Crina Nimigean


			156			01/27/2008 19:52:00			Gregory Lush


			157			01/27/2008 20:02:00			Yan Poon


			158			01/27/2008 20:20:00			Irene Goldthorpe


			159			01/27/2008 20:24:00			Dave Belanger


			160			01/27/2008 20:43:00			Kyle Shen


			161			01/27/2008 20:49:00			Cathrine Frandsen


			162			01/27/2008 21:07:00			Sharon Leitch


			163			01/27/2008 21:10:00			John Peters


			164			01/27/2008 21:24:00			Jesse Ward


			165			01/27/2008 21:50:00			GERALD LUCOVSKY


			166			01/27/2008 22:13:00			Roger Prince


			167			01/27/2008 22:29:00			Brandy Toner


			168			01/27/2008 22:34:00			Jeffrey Rack


			169			01/27/2008 23:01:00			Michael Blank


			170			01/27/2008 23:51:00			Chris Chidsey


			171			01/28/2008 00:13:00			Jarod Younker


			172			01/28/2008 01:25:00			Nancy Horton


			173			01/28/2008 01:26:00			Ning Sun


			174			01/28/2008 01:34:00			Kaye Savage


			175			01/28/2008 01:37:00			Kelly Gaffney


			176			01/28/2008 01:39:00			Martin Sagermann


			177			01/28/2008 01:41:00			James Halpert


			178			01/28/2008 01:44:00			Zahid HASAN


			179			01/28/2008 01:45:00			Yan Yin


			180			01/28/2008 01:49:00			Mike McGehee


			181			01/28/2008 01:54:00			Jessica L. Vey


			182			01/28/2008 01:59:00			Steven Volkman


			183			01/28/2008 02:13:00			Yuriy Tolmachev


			184			01/28/2008 02:29:00			Robert Morton


			185			01/28/2008 02:52:00			Que Anh Nguyen


			186			01/28/2008 03:13:00			Xin Li


			187			01/28/2008 03:20:00			Xuan Zhao


			188			01/28/2008 03:27:00			Theanne Schiros


			189			01/28/2008 03:50:00			Stephan Hruszkewycz


			190			01/28/2008 04:06:00			Nancy Ru


			191			01/28/2008 04:43:00			Xie,Winson


			192			01/28/2008 06:14:00			Frank Bridges


			193			01/28/2008 06:49:00			Qingping Xu


			194			01/28/2008 13:42:00			Michele McDonald


			195			01/28/2008 13:45:00			Gregory Beaucage


			196			01/28/2008 13:55:00			David Lodowski


			197			01/28/2008 13:55:00			Jon Paggett


			198			01/28/2008 14:02:00			Quyen Hoang


			199			01/28/2008 14:20:00			Jeremy Cook


			200			01/28/2008 15:11:00			Lori K. Sanders


			201			01/28/2008 15:19:00			C. Martin Lawrence


			202			01/28/2008 15:42:00			Gerald Huffman


			203			01/28/2008 15:43:00			Melanie Beazley


			204			01/28/2008 15:59:00			Abhijit Mishra


			205			01/28/2008 16:13:00			Gnana Sutha Siluvai


			206			01/28/2008 16:20:00			Guy Vigers


			207			01/28/2008 16:24:00			Kathleen Nasta


			208			01/28/2008 16:28:00			eric brecht


			209			01/28/2008 16:33:00			James groves


			210			01/28/2008 16:35:00			Shuyun Zhou


			211			01/28/2008 16:36:00			Andrzej Weichsel


			212			01/28/2008 16:46:00			Heinz Frei


			213			01/28/2008 16:50:00			Tom Hostetler


			214			01/28/2008 16:52:00			Juana Acrivos


			215			01/28/2008 17:03:00			Juyoung Ha


			216			01/28/2008 17:08:00			Graeme Card


			217			01/28/2008 17:09:00			Haiyan Zhao


			218			01/28/2008 17:26:00			sonoko kanai


			219			01/28/2008 17:39:00			NALINI SUNDARAM


			220			01/28/2008 17:41:00			Juan Maldonado


			221			01/28/2008 17:42:00			Colleen Hansel


			222			01/28/2008 17:50:00			Arturas Vailionis


			223			01/28/2008 17:54:00			Yasuhiro Oshima


			224			01/28/2008 18:04:00			Corie Ralston


			225			01/28/2008 18:34:00			sebastian doniach


			226			01/28/2008 18:35:00			Bill Schlotter


			227			01/28/2008 18:37:00			Petra Verdino


			228			01/28/2008 18:52:00			Janay MacNaughton


			229			01/28/2008 19:08:00			Jan Abendroth


			230			01/28/2008 19:15:00			Li Tai Fang


			231			01/28/2008 19:25:00			isao ogino


			232			01/28/2008 19:32:00			Holger Wille


			233			01/28/2008 19:54:00			Robert Root


			234			01/28/2008 20:09:00			Konstantin Korotkov


			235			01/28/2008 20:10:00			Kuo-Hsiang Tang


			236			01/28/2008 20:30:00			Ganesaratnam Balendiran


			237			01/28/2008 20:35:00			William Montfort


			238			01/28/2008 20:52:00			Jeremy Murray


			239			01/28/2008 20:53:00			Jane DeWitt


			240			01/28/2008 21:05:00			Charles L. Troxel


			241			01/28/2008 21:06:00			Erik Farquhar


			242			01/28/2008 21:06:00			Juergen Bosch


			243			01/28/2008 22:00:00			Alondra Schweizer


			244			01/28/2008 22:01:00			Ya-Hsien Sun


			245			01/28/2008 22:10:00			Ryan Todd


			246			01/28/2008 22:13:00			nikki dellas


			247			01/28/2008 22:31:00			Stephen Kelly


			248			01/28/2008 22:40:00			Oleg Alexeev


			249			01/28/2008 23:01:00			Brenda Porta


			250			01/28/2008 23:09:00			Tim Fothergill


			251			01/29/2008 00:53:00			Stewart Turley


			252			01/29/2008 00:53:00			Yu Chen


			253			01/29/2008 01:49:00			Dave Wilson


			254			01/29/2008 04:11:00			Sam Fleischman


			255			01/29/2008 05:52:00			Glenn waychunas


			256			01/29/2008 12:56:00			ian wilson


			257			01/29/2008 14:48:00			Jong-Mi Lee


			258			01/29/2008 15:20:00			Kirstin Purdy


			259			01/29/2008 17:56:00			Trevor Willey


			260			01/29/2008 19:04:00			Ben Kocar


			261			01/29/2008 20:14:00			Ipsheeta Furtado


			262			01/30/2008 19:13:00			Adam Tenderholt


			263			01/30/2008 19:14:00			Linda Barr


			264			01/30/2008 22:58:00			Robyn Stanfield


			265			01/31/2008 01:24:00			Ting Guo


			266			02/01/2008 02:39:00			Shilpa Sambashivan


			267			02/01/2008 15:20:00			Joe Kline


			268			02/01/2008 23:49:00			Robert Savinelli


			269			02/02/2008 23:32:00			Nicholas Pingitore


			270			02/02/2008 23:37:00			Michael Chabinyc


			271			02/02/2008 23:42:00			Peter Strasser


			272			02/02/2008 23:47:00			Darin Cowart


			273			02/03/2008 00:43:00			Nathan Schmidt


			274			02/03/2008 00:48:00			Robert Scott


			275			02/03/2008 01:02:00			john moreau


			276			02/03/2008 01:10:00			hemant b


			277			02/03/2008 01:40:00			Yuji Arai


			278			02/03/2008 03:13:00			Andrei Tkachuk


			279			02/03/2008 03:52:00			Edward Snell


			280			02/03/2008 04:10:00			Robert Coridan


			281			02/03/2008 04:26:00			Dan Dessau


			282			02/03/2008 07:00:00			Ming-Daw Tsai


			283			02/03/2008 07:37:00			Ghee Hwee Lai


			284			02/03/2008 07:38:00			Hideaki Moriyama


			285			02/03/2008 10:35:00			Kushol Gupta


			286			02/03/2008 14:18:00			Amy Rosenzweig


			287			02/03/2008 16:44:00			Beth Weinman


			288			02/03/2008 17:02:00			Brian Grady


			289			02/03/2008 18:59:00			Alan Pelton


			290			02/03/2008 19:56:00			David Tierney


			291			02/03/2008 20:09:00			Michael S. McCormick


			292			02/03/2008 20:36:00			wenbing yun


			293			02/03/2008 20:40:00			Michael D. Ward


			294			02/04/2008 10:31:00			Tina Tran


			295			02/04/2008 13:31:00			Martial Taillefert


			296			02/04/2008 15:45:00			george gauss


			297			02/04/2008 16:35:00			Tracy Power


			298			02/04/2008 16:43:00			Gyorgy Snell


			299			02/04/2008 16:44:00			Gregory Lush


			300			02/04/2008 16:47:00			Mark Wilson


			301			02/04/2008 16:52:00			William G. Durrer


			302			02/04/2008 17:12:00			Grace Chiang


			303			02/04/2008 18:13:00			Reha Celikel


			304			02/04/2008 18:29:00			Mahesh Samant


			305			02/04/2008 20:55:00			Adam Fiedler


			306			02/04/2008 22:27:00			Joseph Chen


			307			02/05/2008 00:17:00			Michael Nesson


			308			02/05/2008 01:31:00			Juan Noveron


			309			02/05/2008 02:34:00			Suphannee Pongkitwitoon


			310			02/06/2008 16:46:00			Vince LiCata


			311			02/06/2008 17:04:00			James Schweppe


			312			02/06/2008 17:14:00			Peter Larson


			313			02/06/2008 22:10:00			Demet Arac-Ozkan


			314			02/08/2008 18:05:00			Parthasarathy Sampathkumar


			315			02/08/2008 20:50:00			Michael Maroney


			392			02/12/2008 00:00:00			survey closed
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survery 
open 01/17/08
closed 02/12/08

total number of responses 392
(in three announcements)


77 responders did not
specify name


answers


Number of Responses


Date





Question 2


			Primary affiliation:


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			government lab						14.3%			56


			research institute						9.7%			38


			research intensive academic institution						64.0%			251


			undergraduate academic institution						3.8%			15


			industry						6.1%			24


			Other or not specified						2.0%			8


									answered question			386


									skipped question			6


			Number			Response Date			Other (please specify)


			1			01/28/2008 15:53:00			federal government agency


			2			01/28/2008 23:01:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			3			02/04/2008 16:35:00			Fine Arts Conservator, associated with Stanford's Cantor Museum


			4			02/05/2008 02:34:00			Ph.D. graduate student








Question 2


			





Primary affiliation:





Question 3


			Material Science/Chemical Sciences


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						23.5%			92


			1 (low)						10.2%			40


			2						4.8%			19


			3 (medium)						11.0%			43


			4						11.7%			46


			5 (high)						38.8%			152


									answered question			363


									skipped question			29


									expectation value			2.94


									not interested			23.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 3


			





Material Science/Chemical Sciences





Question 4


			Molecular and Environmental Interface Science


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						31.1%			122


			1 (low)						15.8%			62


			2						7.9%			31


			3 (medium)						15.6%			61


			4						9.9%			39


			5 (high)						19.6%			77


									answered question			356


									skipped question			36


									expectation value			2.16


									not interested			31.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 4


			





Molecular and Environmental Interface Science





Question 5


			Structural Molecular Biology/Life Sciences


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						18.6%			73


			1 (low)						13.0%			51


			2						6.9%			27


			3 (medium)						8.7%			34


			4						6.1%			24


			5 (high)						46.7%			183


									answered question			364


									skipped question			28


									expectation value			3.11


									not interested			18.6%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 5


			





Structural Molecular Biology/Life Sciences





Question 6


			Ultrafast Science


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						36.0%			141


			1 (low)						17.1%			67


			2						9.4%			37


			3 (medium)						16.6%			65


			4						9.7%			38


			5 (high)						11.2%			44


									answered question			349


									skipped question			43


									expectation value			1.81


									not interested			36.0%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 6


			





Ultrafast Science





Question 7


			Nanoscience Science


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						26.8%			105


			1 (low)						10.5%			41


			2						6.4%			25


			3 (medium)						15.8%			62


			4						17.6%			69


			5 (high)						23.0%			90


									answered question			357


									skipped question			35


									expectation value			2.56


									not interested			26.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 7


			





Nanoscience Science





Question 8


			Macromolecular Crystallography


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						23.5%			92


			1 (low)						17.1%			67


			2						6.9%			27


			3 (medium)						9.9%			39


			4						4.3%			17


			5 (high)						38.3%			150


									answered question			359


									skipped question			33


									expectation value			2.69


									not interested			23.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 8


			





Macromolecular Crystallography





Question 9


			Photoemission Spectroscopy


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						36.7%			144


			1 (low)						16.6%			65


			2						8.9%			35


			3 (medium)						16.3%			64


			4						7.4%			29


			5 (high)						14.0%			55


									answered question			349


									skipped question			43


									expectation value			1.83


									not interested			36.7%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 9


			





Photoemission Spectroscopy





Question 10


			Spectromicroscopy/Imaging


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						29.8%			117


			1 (low)						12.2%			48


			2						6.4%			25


			3 (medium)						16.6%			65


			4						15.8%			62


			5 (high)						19.1%			75


									answered question			358


									skipped question			34


									expectation value			2.34


									not interested			29.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 10


			





Spectromicroscopy/Imaging





Question 11


			Time Resolved Techniques


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						24.7%			97


			1 (low)						12.0%			47


			2						8.7%			34


			3 (medium)						19.4%			76


			4						15.1%			59


			5 (high)						20.2%			79


									answered question			354


									skipped question			38


									expectation value			2.48


									not interested			24.7%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 11


			





Time Resolved Techniques





Question 12


			X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						16.3%			64


			1 (low)						7.1%			28


			2						7.7%			30


			3 (medium)						13.3%			52


			4						16.6%			65


			5 (high)						39.0%			153


									answered question			362


									skipped question			30


									expectation value			3.24


									not interested			16.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 12


			





X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy





Question 13


			X-ray Scattering


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						17.1%			67


			1 (low)						7.1%			28


			2						5.9%			23


			3 (medium)						18.4%			72


			4						15.8%			62


			5 (high)						35.7%			140


									answered question			361


									skipped question			31


									expectation value			3.16


									not interested			17.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 13


			





X-ray Scattering





Question 14


			Detector/Instrument/Beamline Component Development


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						28.1%			110


			1 (low)						13.8%			54


			2						6.6%			26


			3 (medium)						19.1%			75


			4						16.8%			66


			5 (high)						15.6%			61


									answered question			355


									skipped question			37


									expectation value			2.30


									not interested			28.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 14


			





Detector/Instrument/Beamline Component Development





Question 15


			Select the beamlines you have used


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			01-04						7.3%			26


			01-05						14.5%			52


			02-01						13.4%			48


			02-02						0.8%			3


			02-03						16.8%			60


			07-01						17.0%			61


			07-02						9.8%			35


			07-03						12.0%			43


			10-01						9.2%			33


			10-02						15.4%			55


			08-01						2.5%			9


			08-02						3.4%			12


			09-01						25.7%			92


			09-02						26.8%			96


			09-03						9.8%			35


			12-01						0.0%			0


			12-02						2.2%			8


			06-02						13.1%			47


			05-01						3.1%			11


			05-02						2.0%			7


			05-04						5.3%			19


			11-01						22.6%			81


			11-02						12.8%			46


			11-03						15.6%			56


			04-01						6.7%			24


			04-02						14.5%			52


			04-03						5.3%			19


			13						0.3%			1


			N/A						8.7%			34


									answered question			358


									skipped question			34








Question 15


			





Select the beamlines you have used


Select the beamlines you have used before at SSRL





Question 16


			Please provide other areas of user scientific interest, experimental techniques or additional comments.


			Answer Options						Response Count


									61																					User scientific interest


						answered question			61																					semiconducting polymers


						skipped question			331																					structural characterization of catalysts on amorphous supports


																														in-situ phase change/chemical reaction studies of material structure


																														air sensitive in situ experiments in inert or reactive atmosphere


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					imaging of integrated circuits with x-ray microscope


			1			01/17/2008 19:46:00			Used SPPS, intend to use LCLS																					transition metal oxides -- d-state splitting and Jahn-Teller effects


			2			01/17/2008 20:29:00			semiconducting polymers																					surface science, environmental science


			3			01/17/2008 20:36:00			XAFS Spectroscopy																					environmental science, oceanography, low-temperature geochemistry, environmental quality, civil and environmental engineering


			4			01/17/2008 20:56:00			fiber diffraction																					environmental transport and speciation of metal contaminants


			5			01/17/2008 21:28:00			Area Detectors																					microphase separation transition of a biomedical model of segmented polyurethane block copolymers


			6			01/17/2008 22:23:00			SAXS 4-2																					dynamic state of protein structures


			7			01/18/2008 06:24:00			structural characterization of catalysts on amorphous supports, insitu studies, environmental transport and speciation of metal contaminants																					Enzyme structure and mechanism


			8			01/18/2008 14:44:00			I have also collaborated with the SSRL beam line staff to setup a 3D-single crystal microspectrophotometer for directly observing spectral signatures of the protein crystal that is under investigation.																					Membrane protein crystallography


			9			01/18/2008 15:04:00			LCLS- soon																					metallobiochemistry and metal site structure protein function connections


			10			01/18/2008 15:31:00			Small angle x-ray scattering will be of future use, as more information is obtainable in the dynamic state of protein structures.  At present, static x-ray crystal stucture only capture snapshots of the molecular.  Small angle scattering will bridge the g																					zinc compounds that mimic the active site of zinc metalloproteins


			11			01/18/2008 16:17:00			I have an interest in XRD																					structure of proteins that take part in the platelet aggregation in human blood.


			12			01/18/2008 16:34:00			I don't remember exactly, but I've used several of the macromolecular crystallography lines (1-?, 7-?, 9-?, 11-?).  I apologize.  It's a lot like remembering room numbers.  I don't do that.  I remember the algorithm for how to get there instead.																					liquid crystals


			13			01/18/2008 17:02:00			low energy XAS																					fossil energy


			14			01/18/2008 17:02:00			Enzyme structure and mechanism																					development of artificial photosynthetic systems


			15			01/18/2008 17:17:00			neutron diffraction
microfocus beamline


			16			01/18/2008 20:04:00			Collaboration on development of beamlines for large unit cell crystals (ribosomes).																					Experimental techniques


			17			01/18/2008 20:42:00			air-sensitive materials, in situ experiments (inert or reactive atmosphere)																					SPPS user


			18			01/18/2008 21:49:00			XAS
XPS
XES
SAXS
Imaging
STXM
Diffraction from Liquids																					LCLS


			19			01/22/2008 17:09:00			I am a nurse, actually, and I work with my interdisciplinary team in the SSRL.																					FEL


			20			01/22/2008 21:05:00			beam line development																					Photocathode development for LCLS and nanolithography applications


			21			01/23/2008 01:18:00			imaging of integrated circuits with x-ray microscope																					Ultrafast x-ray measurements, microscopy on nanomaterials, general characterization of materials.


			22			01/23/2008 17:08:00			SPPS user


			23			01/24/2008 23:36:00			FEL																					beam line development


			24			01/25/2008 23:08:00			A program to automatically move the sample where you program it to
fluorescence detectors on both sides of the cryostat 180 degrees apart from each other																					Area Detectors


			25			01/27/2008 14:21:00			microfocused XRD																					electrical signals from BPMs


			26			01/27/2008 14:57:00			I am also interested in SAXS measurements on liquid crystal samples.


			27			01/27/2008 17:05:00			using various spectroscopic methods (IR, NMR) and TEM in concert with EXAFS and XANES characterization of catalysts (dispersed on solid supports, often in the functioning state)																					development of beamlines for large unit cell crystals (ribosomes).


			28			01/27/2008 18:55:00			XAFS, XANES, Partial Fluorescence Yield																					3D-single crystal microspectrophotometer


			29			01/27/2008 19:45:00			Membrane protein crystallography																					microfocus XRD beamline


			30			01/27/2008 20:35:00			Macromolecular crystallography


			31			01/27/2008 21:09:00			Interested in metallobiochemistry and metal site structure protein function connections.																					Diffraction from Liquids


			32			01/27/2008 21:32:00			I've taken measurements on the X-ray emission spectra of several zinc compounds at beamline 6-2. These compounds are meant to mimic the active site of zinc metalloproteins. It would be great to one day get high enough flux in order to look at actual zinc																					SAX of liquid crystatls


			33			01/27/2008 21:52:00			transition metal oxides -- d-state splitting and Jahn-Teller effects																					X-ray fiber diffraction


			34			01/27/2008 22:31:00			environmental science, oceanography, low-temperature geochemistry, environmental quality, civil and environmental engineering																					Time-dependent small angle x-ray scattering


			35			01/27/2008 23:56:00			TXRF


			36			01/28/2008 01:40:00			x-ray microprobe with u-XRF, u-XAS
STXM																					automatically move the sample, fluorescence detectors on both sides of the cryostat


			37			01/28/2008 01:48:00			I have been using electrical signals from BPMs.																					low energy XAS


			38			01/28/2008 07:51:00			surface science, environmental science																					XAFS Spectroscopy


			39			01/28/2008 13:52:00			John Pople's beamline																					using various spectroscopic methods (IR, NMR) and TEM in concert with EXAFS and XANES characterization


			40			01/28/2008 15:50:00			We have conducted C NEXAFS studies at ALS and NSLS, STXM at NSLS, and SAXS at ANL.We are also active in various electron microscopy methods and Mossbauer spectroscopy.  Our primary research focus is fossil energy.																					XAFS, XANES, Partial Fluorescence Yield


			41			01/28/2008 16:24:00			For Cu L-Edge data collection using Beamline 10-1																					photon-in/photon-out X-ray spectroscopy


			42			01/28/2008 16:32:00			Glovebox above 8-2 is handy.  Could be organized.																					time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds


			43			01/28/2008 16:34:00			GIXS																					X-Ray fluorescence


			44			01/28/2008 16:54:00			I am interested in photon-in/photon-out X-ray spectroscopy, and in emerging time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds. These techniques are particularly important for the development of artificial photosynthetic systems.																					Electron spectroscopy


			45			01/28/2008 17:43:00			Photocathode development for LCLS and nanolithography applications																					X-ray emission spectra of zinc compounds at beamline 6-2. High enough flux to look at actual zinc metalloproteins using this technique, but that would require about 10^4 times the flux in order to get comparable signal/noise. Therefore, I'd be interested


			46			01/28/2008 19:35:00			X-ray fiber diffraction


			47			01/28/2008 20:33:00			Need to collect data from micro crystals. The data collected using 9-1 for some crystals we have diffract only to 2.7angstroms resolution with high Rsymm.																					TXRF


			48			01/28/2008 22:02:00			Also tested 12-2																					x-ray microprobe with u-XRF, u-XAS
STXM


			49			01/28/2008 22:05:00			small-angle x-ray scattering


			50			01/28/2008 22:35:00			I am interested in in-situ phase change/chemical reaction studies of material structure																					C NEXAFS studies at ALS and NSLS, STXM at NSLS, and SAXS at ANL


			51			01/28/2008 23:06:00			Transition metal XAFS and XRD analyses


			52			01/31/2008 01:26:00			Ultrafast x-ray measurements, microscopy on nanomaterials, general characterization of materials.																					GIXS


			53			02/01/2008 15:29:00			SAXS and NEXAFS


			54			02/03/2008 00:50:00			X-ray microprobe/nanoprobe																					experiments in 1000 to 2000 eV


			55			02/03/2008 17:06:00			Also used Jumbo when it was active (3-?)

I would also say that I think there are experiments that could be done from 1000 to 2000 eV that there doesn't seem to be a place to do.


			56			02/03/2008 19:58:00			Early, as an independent investigator, I submitted proposals to SSRL. I was never granted beamtime against those proposals.


			57			02/04/2008 16:38:00			Not sure which beamline was used


			58			02/04/2008 16:59:00			Electron spectroscopy and other surface science techniques.


			59			02/04/2008 18:18:00			3-D crystallographic structure of the biological
molecules. Particular interest on the structure of
proteins that take part in the platelet aggregation in human blood.


			60			02/05/2008 02:38:00			My research experiment is in a topic of "Time resolved synchrotron small angle X-ray scattering for microphase separation transition of a biomedical model of segmented polyurethane block copolymers".


			61			02/06/2008 17:18:00			X-Ray fluorescence imaging of fossil specimens








Question 17


			High Resolution Photoemission Beam Line


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						50.8%			199


			1 (low)						12.8%			50


			2						5.1%			20


			3 (medium)						12.0%			47


			4						6.6%			26


			5 (high)						12.8%			50


									answered question			341


									skipped question			51


									expectation value			1.49


									not interested			50.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 17


			





High Resolution Photoemission Beam Line





Question 18


			Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced Spectroscopy Beam Line


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						45.2%			177


			1 (low)						9.4%			37


			2						4.8%			19


			3 (medium)						15.3%			60


			4						10.2%			40


			5 (high)						15.1%			59


									answered question			345


									skipped question			47


									expectation value			1.81


									not interested			45.2%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 18


			





Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced Spectroscopy Beam Line





Question 19


			Improved Facilities for X-ray Scattering and Diffraction


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						22.4%			88


			1 (low)						4.8%			19


			2						4.1%			16


			3 (medium)						13.3%			52


			4						14.0%			55


			5 (high)						41.3%			162


									answered question			357


									skipped question			35


									expectation value			3.16


									not interested			22.4%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 19


			





Improved Facilities for X-ray Scattering and Diffraction





Question 20


			Improved Detectors, Multi-Element, High Count Rate, Energy-Dispersive Detector


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						28.3%			111


			1 (low)						4.3%			17


			2						3.6%			14


			3 (medium)						15.6%			61


			4						14.8%			58


			5 (high)						33.4%			131


									answered question			347


									skipped question			45


									expectation value			2.84


									not interested			28.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 20


			





Improved Detectors, Multi-Element, High Count Rate, Energy-Dispersive Detector





Question 21


			Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line for Materials Science


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						39.8%			156


			1 (low)						12.8%			50


			2						6.4%			25


			3 (medium)						13.8%			54


			4						13.3%			52


			5 (high)						14.0%			55


									answered question			346


									skipped question			46


									expectation value			1.90


									not interested			39.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 21


			





Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line for Materials Science





Question 22


			Heating Laser, Time Resolved/Materials Dynamics Facilities


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						51.5%			202


			1 (low)						14.8%			58


			2						8.2%			32


			3 (medium)						9.7%			38


			4						6.6%			26


			5 (high)						9.2%			36


									answered question			343


									skipped question			49


									expectation value			1.33


									not interested			51.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 22


			





Heating Laser, Time Resolved/Materials Dynamics Facilities





Question 23


			Reorganization/Optimization of Scattering Facilities


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						51.3%			201


			1 (low)						12.5%			49


			2						7.7%			30


			3 (medium)						15.8%			62


			4						5.9%			23


			5 (high)						6.9%			27


									answered question			340


									skipped question			52


									expectation value			1.33


									not interested			51.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 23


			





Reorganization/Optimization of Scattering Facilities





Question 24


			Undergraduate Research Initiatives


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						43.1%			169


			1 (low)						13.5%			53


			2						9.7%			38


			3 (medium)						20.7%			81


			4						7.1%			28


			5 (high)						5.9%			23


									answered question			340


									skipped question			52


									expectation value			1.53


									not interested			43.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 24


			





Undergraduate Research Initiatives





Question 25


			X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 200-1500 eV


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						45.4%			178


			1 (low)						11.7%			46


			2						7.1%			28


			3 (medium)						13.8%			54


			4						10.2%			40


			5 (high)						11.7%			46


									answered question			340


									skipped question			52


									expectation value			1.67


									not interested			45.4%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 25


			





X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 200-1500 eV





Question 26


			X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 1.5-15 keV


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						41.3%			162


			1 (low)						10.7%			42


			2						5.4%			21


			3 (medium)						11.2%			44


			4						12.0%			47


			5 (high)						19.4%			76


									answered question			351


									skipped question			41


									expectation value			2.00


									not interested			41.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 26


			





X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 1.5-15 keV





Question 27


			Please provide other initiatives and/or any comments.


			Answer Options						Response Count


									19


						answered question			19


						skipped question			373																					Other initiatives


																														directly investigate the structure of protein radicals.


																														implement electronic spectroscopy at the macromolecular crystallography beam lines.


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					microfocus x-ray source for macromolecular crystallography.


			1			01/18/2008 05:29:00			I would like to see BL 6-2 detangled to become dedicated to ONE thing only.																					high energy single crystal diffraction in order to decrease protein crystal damage


			2			01/18/2008 14:48:00			It would help a great deal if we can directly investigate the structure of protein radicals.  One way to accomplish this is to have additional spectroscopic components such as electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy interface at the beam line.  The s																					microfocus for small crystals


			3			01/18/2008 17:52:00			more time for basic XAS experiments
controlled environment sample stages


			4			01/18/2008 20:26:00			A new-generation x-ray detector is being developed at Fermilab (in conjunction with the Swiss synchrotron, apparently. It would be great to implement this detector at SSRL as soon as it becomes available.																					BL 6-2 detangled to become dedicated to ONE thing only.


			5			01/19/2008 08:37:00			Too much time and resources are being allocated to justify the production, i.e., not enough papers result from the time allocated to users. This makes it very difficult for me to petition Congress for more resources for SSRL.																					have additional spectroscopic components such as EPR, resonance Raman spectroscopy interface at the beam line.


			6			01/27/2008 15:46:00			Improved facilities for time-resolved SAXS of biological samples in the millisecond time domain that use minimal quantities of sample.																					new-generation x-ray detector from Fermilab and Swiss synchrotron


			7			01/27/2008 22:33:00			Spatially-resolved XAS measurements, at low and high energies, is central to my research																					controlled environment sample stages


			8			01/28/2008 13:57:00			microfocus x-ray source for macromolecular crystallography.																					Improve biological sample preparation facilities


			9			01/28/2008 16:55:00			I am interested in photon-in/photon-out X-ray spectroscopy, and in emerging time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds. These techniques are particularly important for the development of artificial photosynthetic systems.																					Further facilities and capabilities for in-situ studies of material reactions and phase changes


			10			01/28/2008 20:12:00			Automatic SAXS beamline for biological sciences																					Automation of Mat Sci beam lines


			11			01/28/2008 20:54:00			Vert high energy single crystal diffraction in order to decrease protein crystal damage																					improvements in energy dispersive detectors (count rates) to speed up data collection


			12			01/28/2008 21:08:00			microfocus for small crystals																					improved detectors for PX


			13			01/28/2008 22:37:00			Further facilities and capabilities for in-situ studies of material reactions and phase changes


			14			01/30/2008 00:50:00			Improve biological sample preparation facilities																					more time for basic XAS experiments


			15			02/01/2008 15:35:00			Automation of Mat Sci beam lines would be nice																					spatially-resolved XAS measurements, at low and high energies


			16			02/02/2008 23:37:00			Energy dispersive detectors (count rates) often are a limitation. Improvements would be relatively inexpensive compared to 500mA initiative and would speed up data collection.																					time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds


			17			02/03/2008 17:07:00			It doesn't quite fit, but a XAS line for low energies (which is what my comment was before) say 800-2500 eV																					photon-in/photon-out X-ray spectroscopy,


			18			02/04/2008 16:39:00			analysis related to art manufacture and deterioration																					XAS line for low energies say 800-2500 eV


			19			02/04/2008 16:47:00			imrpoved detectors for PX


																														Improved facilities for time-resolved SAXS of biological samples in the millisecond time domain that use minimal quantities of sample.


																														Automatic SAXS beamline for biological sciences


																														analysis related to art manufacture and deterioration


																														not enough papers result from the time allocated to users. This makes it very difficult for me to petition Congress for more resources for SSRL.








Question 28


			500 mA Operation


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						45.9%			180


			1 (low)						4.6%			18


			2						1.8%			7


			3 (medium)						14.3%			56


			4						8.9%			35


			5 (high)						24.5%			96


									answered question			350


									skipped question			42


									expectation value			2.09


									not interested			45.9%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 28


			





500 mA Operation





Question 29


			Top-off Injection


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						38.0%			149


			1 (low)						2.8%			11


			2						1.8%			7


			3 (medium)						14.5%			57


			4						14.8%			58


			5 (high)						28.1%			110


									answered question			350


									skipped question			42


									expectation value			2.49


									not interested			38.0%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 29


			





Top-off Injection





Question 30


			Beam Line Staffing


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						24.5%			96


			1 (low)						2.6%			10


			2						2.3%			9


			3 (medium)						18.9%			74


			4						18.9%			74


			5 (high)						32.9%			129


									answered question			353


									skipped question			39


									expectation value			3.04


									not interested			24.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 30


			





Beam Line Staffing





Question 31


			User Support after 5pm, during off-hours, weekends, holidays


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						17.6%			69


			1 (low)						3.3%			13


			2						6.1%			24


			3 (medium)						26.0%			102


			4						19.1%			75


			5 (high)						27.8%			109


									answered question			354


									skipped question			38


									expectation value			3.09


									not interested			17.6%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 31


			





User Support after 5pm, during off-hours, weekends, holidays





Question 32


			Upgrades to Beam Line Control and Data Acquisition Software


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						16.3%			64


			1 (low)						1.5%			6


			2						3.6%			14


			3 (medium)						18.9%			74


			4						24.2%			95


			5 (high)						35.5%			139


									answered question			355


									skipped question			37


									expectation value			3.40


									not interested			16.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 32


			





Upgrades to Beam Line Control and Data Acquisition Software





Question 33


			Automation of/Remote Data Collection


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						17.6%			69


			1 (low)						4.8%			19


			2						6.1%			24


			3 (medium)						13.0%			51


			4						17.9%			70


			5 (high)						40.6%			159


									answered question			354


									skipped question			38


									expectation value			3.30


									not interested			17.6%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 33


			





Automation of/Remote Data Collection





Question 34


			Future Beam Line Upgrades


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						19.6%			77


			1 (low)						1.5%			6


			2						0.8%			3


			3 (medium)						19.9%			78


			4						20.2%			79


			5 (high)						38.0%			149


									answered question			344


									skipped question			48


									expectation value			3.33


									not interested			19.6%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 34


			





Future Beam Line Upgrades





Question 35


			New Instrumentation (CCD, Multi-element Fluorescence Detector)


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						22.4%			88


			1 (low)						1.5%			6


			2						2.3%			9


			3 (medium)						14.5%			57


			4						22.4%			88


			5 (high)						36.7%			144


									answered question			344


									skipped question			48


									expectation value			3.23


									not interested			22.4%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 35


			





New Instrumentation (CCD, Multi-element Fluorescence Detector)





Question 36


			Online/Off-site Safety Training


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						23.7%			93


			1 (low)						10.5%			41


			2						11.2%			44


			3 (medium)						26.8%			105


			4						14.5%			57


			5 (high)						13.3%			52


									answered question			349


									skipped question			43


									expectation value			2.38


									not interested			23.7%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 36


			





Online/Off-site Safety Training





Question 37


			Timing Mode


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						55.1%			216


			1 (low)						11.5%			45


			2						6.1%			24


			3 (medium)						15.1%			59


			4						7.9%			31


			5 (high)						4.3%			17


									answered question			348


									skipped question			44


									expectation value			1.22


									not interested			55.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 37


			





Timing Mode





Question 38


			Improve brightness


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						29.6%			116


			1 (low)						5.1%			20


			2						4.1%			16


			3 (medium)						25.3%			99


			4						17.9%			70


			5 (high)						18.1%			71


									answered question			347


									skipped question			45


									expectation value			2.51


									not interested			29.6%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 38


			





Improve brightness





Question 39


			Increasing beam stability from accelerator


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						25.8%			101


			1 (low)						1.8%			7


			2						6.4%			25


			3 (medium)						21.9%			86


			4						20.2%			79


			5 (high)						24.0%			94


									answered question			349


									skipped question			43


									expectation value			2.81


									not interested			25.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 39


			





Increasing beam stability from accelerator





Question 40


			More detailed comments from reviewers on proposals


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						38.0%			149


			1 (low)						11.7%			46


			2						11.7%			46


			3 (medium)						21.7%			85


			4						11.0%			43


			5 (high)						5.9%			23


									answered question			348


									skipped question			44


									expectation value			1.73


									not interested			38.0%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 40


			





More detailed comments from reviewers on proposals





Question 41


			Report oversubscription and average rating or cut-off rating per beamline


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						40.3%			158


			1 (low)						7.1%			28


			2						7.4%			29


			3 (medium)						22.7%			89


			4						14.5%			57


			5 (high)						7.9%			31


									answered question			349


									skipped question			43


									expectation value			1.88


									not interested			40.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 41


			





Report oversubscription and average rating or cut-off rating per beamline





Question 42


			Additional comments on SSRL operations:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									16


						answered question			16


						skipped question			376


																														Additional comments on SSRL operations


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					User support should be one "Operator" 24 hours/day every day as it is now.


			1			01/17/2008 19:42:00			The beamline staff are great!																					equipment is useless if there are no people to maintain it


			2			01/17/2008 20:17:00			User support should be one "Operator" 24 hours/day every day as it is now.
Don't take him away.																					Blu-Ice + SAM desperately needs automation.


			3			01/17/2008 20:33:00			equipment is useless if there are n people to maintain it!																					Why are we still waiting for 500 mA??


			4			01/17/2008 22:24:00			seems like I already get pretty detailed comments from reviewers																					Adding more servers for remote data processing and structure determination would help a great deal.


			5			01/18/2008 05:58:00			Why are we still waiting for 500 mA??  Blu-Ice + SAM desperately needs automation.  The utility of automated screening is lost when one still needs to stay up all night to manually set-up data collections, for which all of the parameters are already autom																					In order to keep up with the progress in macromolecular crystallography, not only does SSRL require additional funding, but also more detailed comments from reviewers on the proposals submitted.  Cursory or incomplete comments are seldom useful in making


			6			01/18/2008 14:55:00			The equipment and the support staff at SSRL are the best I have ever seen at a synchrotron facility.  I have pretty much been to all the synchrotron sources in the planet and have collected data.  In my opinion, none of the other sources can match the ent																					I would like to encourage finer-grained scheduling on the crystallography lines. Since remote-access works so well, it should be possible to request for instance "4 hours of beamtime whenever a slot opens up;  I need XX hours advance notice"


			7			01/18/2008 20:29:00			Our experience with SSRL operations is extremely positive.  It is an outstanding facility.																					Perhaps sharing of short-time slots ? Sometimes 2-4 hours are enough for a project, so when people ship crystals in cassettes and they can stay for say 2-3 weeks at SSRL (hoping for some extra beamtime) one could perhaps jump onto a beamline during daytim


			8			01/18/2008 22:34:00			The comments that I have received on proposals have been useful and sufficiently detailed to help in the preparation of other proposls																					SSRL should focus on advances in sensitivity/resolution of its spectroscopy beamlines.


			9			01/21/2008 23:27:00			I would like to encourage finer-grained scheduling on the crystallography lines. Since remote-access works so well, it should be possible to request for instance "4 hours of beamtime whenever a slot opens up;  I need XX hours advance notice"																					"Increasing beam stability from accelerator" would be my definite #1 interest. Our group lost about two shifts during our last visit, with one beam dump lasting ~5 hours. As you can imagine, this is very frustrating to users who get maybe 2 trips per year


			10			01/27/2008 15:49:00			My experience with the beamline staff and other personnel at SSRL has been excellent.																					usually the beamline performance is great, but we were collecting data before the holiday shutdown and there was a pretty significant problem (since fixed) with the ring stability


			11			01/27/2008 21:39:00			"Increasing beam stability from accelerator" would be my definite #1 interest. Our group lost about two shifts during our last visit, with one beam dump lasting ~5 hours. As you can imagine, this is very frustrating to users who get maybe 2 trips per year


			12			01/27/2008 22:16:00			Wonderful - first class																					Praises from users


			13			01/28/2008 17:01:00			Our experience in terms of operation has been extremely positive. SSRL should focus on advances in sensitivity/resolution of its spectroscopy beamlines.																					Things work really well at SSRL, so it's hard to imagine many improvements.


			14			01/28/2008 20:56:00			Things work really well at SSRL, so it's hard to imagine many improvements.																					Wonderful - first class


			15			01/28/2008 21:17:00			Perhaps sharing of short-time slots ? Sometimes 2-4 hours are enough for a project, so when people ship crystals in cassettes and they can stay for say 2-3 weeks at SSRL (hoping for some extra beamtime) one could perhaps jump onto a beamline during daytim																					The equipment and the support staff at SSRL are the best I have ever seen at a synchrotron facility.  I have pretty much been to all the synchrotron sources in the planet and have collected data.  In my opinion, none of the other sources can match the ent


			16			02/06/2008 17:22:00			Great staff																					Our experience with SSRL operations is extremely positive.  It is an outstanding facility.


																														The beamline staff are great!


																														My experience with the beamline staff and other personnel at SSRL has been excellent.


																														The comments that I have received on proposals have been useful and sufficiently detailed to help in the preparation of other proposals


																														Our experience in terms of operation has been extremely positive.








Question 43


			Email Notifications (Deadlines, Forms)


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						15.3%			60


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.5%			2


			2 (dissatisfied)						1.3%			5


			3 (neutral)						11.0%			43


			4 (satisfied)						37.8%			148


			5 (very satisfied)						34.2%			134


									answered question			356


									skipped question			36


									expectation value			3.58


									not interested			15.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 43


			





Email Notifications (Deadlines, Forms)





Question 44


			Online User Resources


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						12.8%			50


			1 (very dissatisfied)						1.0%			4


			2 (dissatisfied)						2.0%			8


			3 (neutral)						16.3%			64


			4 (satisfied)						39.8%			156


			5 (very satisfied)						28.1%			110


									answered question			357


									skipped question			35


									expectation value			3.54


									not interested			12.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 44


			





Online User Resources





Question 45


			Shift Duration/Scheduling


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						15.1%			59


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.8%			3


			2 (dissatisfied)						2.0%			8


			3 (neutral)						15.8%			62


			4 (satisfied)						42.6%			167


			5 (very satisfied)						23.7%			93


									answered question			356


									skipped question			36


									expectation value			3.41


									not interested			15.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 45


			





Shift Duration/Scheduling





Question 46


			Accelerator/Beamline performance


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						12.5%			49


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.5%			2


			2 (dissatisfied)						1.0%			4


			3 (neutral)						12.0%			47


			4 (satisfied)						47.7%			187


			5 (very satisfied)						26.3%			103


									answered question			355


									skipped question			37


									expectation value			3.61


									not interested			12.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 46


			





Accelerator/Beamline performance





Question 47


			Experiment-related user support by beamline staff


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						13.3%			52


			1 (very dissatisfied)						1.0%			4


			2 (dissatisfied)						2.0%			8


			3 (neutral)						6.9%			27


			4 (satisfied)						31.4%			123


			5 (very satisfied)						45.4%			178


									answered question			356


									skipped question			36


									expectation value			3.78


									not interested			13.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 47


			





Experiment-related user support by beamline staff





Question 48


			Administrative User support by facility staff


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						13.8%			54


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.3%			1


			2 (dissatisfied)						0.5%			2


			3 (neutral)						6.9%			27


			4 (satisfied)						36.2%			142


			5 (very satisfied)						42.3%			166


									answered question			354


									skipped question			38


									expectation value			3.79


									not interested			13.8%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 48


			





Administrative User support by facility staff





Question 49


			Frequency of Scheduled Fills


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						17.9%			70


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.3%			1


			2 (dissatisfied)						1.8%			7


			3 (neutral)						20.4%			80


			4 (satisfied)						40.1%			157


			5 (very satisfied)						19.6%			77


									answered question			352


									skipped question			40


									expectation value			3.23


									not interested			17.9%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 49


			





Frequency of Scheduled Fills





Question 50


			Lab Prep Space


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						30.4%			119


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.8%			3


			2 (dissatisfied)						5.6%			22


			3 (neutral)						19.4%			76


			4 (satisfied)						33.2%			130


			5 (very satisfied)						10.7%			42


									answered question			350


									skipped question			42


									expectation value			2.56


									not interested			30.4%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 50


			





Lab Prep Space





Question 51


			Stockroom Inventory


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						43.1%			169


			1 (very dissatisfied)						1.0%			4


			2 (dissatisfied)						8.2%			32


			3 (neutral)						22.2%			87


			4 (satisfied)						18.4%			72


			5 (very satisfied)						7.1%			28


									answered question			352


									skipped question			40


									expectation value			1.93


									not interested			43.1%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 51


			





Stockroom Inventory





Question 52


			On-site Food Resources


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						23.5%			92


			1 (very dissatisfied)						4.3%			17


			2 (dissatisfied)						17.9%			70


			3 (neutral)						31.1%			122


			4 (satisfied)						17.6%			69


			5 (very satisfied)						5.6%			22


									answered question			353


									skipped question			39


									expectation value			2.32


									not interested			23.5%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 52


			





On-site Food Resources





Question 53


			Stanford Guest House


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			N/A						39.3%			154


			1 (very dissatisfied)						0.5%			2


			2 (dissatisfied)						1.5%			6


			3 (neutral)						5.4%			21


			4 (satisfied)						24.5%			96


			5 (very satisfied)						28.8%			113


									answered question			354


									skipped question			38


									expectation value			2.62


									not interested			39.3%


									skipped question added to N/A








Question 53


			





Stanford Guest House





Question 54


			Specific or additional comments on user experience:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									33


						answered question			33


						skipped question			359																					Additional comments on user experience


																														The SMB web pages are really badly organized!


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					The SSRL web site is horrible to navigate. Poorly intuitive organization.


			1			01/17/2008 19:37:00			Why is it so hard to find some of the basic USEFUL items on the SMB pages?  They are really badly organized!


			2			01/17/2008 19:43:00			The guesthouse is great, but it would be nice if there were a cafeteria that had better hours...																					SSRL needs a modern proposal system


			3			01/17/2008 20:19:00			the guest house is becoming too expensive.																					I've been chastised for not using proper online forms that don't exist.  Perhaps an online schedule would be useful that allows for detector changes and so on.


			4			01/17/2008 20:35:00			it is often difficult to get a room at the guesthouse


			5			01/17/2008 21:25:00			Both the administrative and user support staff here have been extremely helpful in solving problems and making our beamtime run smoothly. They should be commended for their commitment.																					the guest house is becoming too expensive.


			6			01/17/2008 22:25:00			Lisa Dunn is always very helpful.																					it is often difficult to get a room at the guesthouse


			7			01/18/2008 04:55:00			The SSRL web site is horrible to navigate. Poorly intuitive organization.																					It is annoying to be unable to get guest house time because it's full of people who are not associated with SLAC.  However the staff there try to be as helpful as possible with this.


			8			01/18/2008 05:36:00			SSRL needs a modern proposal system																					Rooms at the Guest House are more elaborate and more expensive than we would like.


			9			01/18/2008 06:30:00			I've been chastised for not using proper online forms that don't exist.  Perhaps an online schedule would be useful that allows for detector changes and so on.																					As fas as the Guesthouse goes: there should be rooms with multiple SINGLE beds so that people in different can share a room. The reservation experience has been very frustrating, with rudely asked questions beyond what should be necessary to divulge.


			10			01/18/2008 14:58:00			Notably, Lisa Dunn has done a magnificent job of running the administration aspects, including beam time notification, assignment, orchestration, etc.  This is an incredibly important achievement and she needs to be commended for this.																					There needs to be more double rooms at the Guest House!


			11			01/18/2008 17:35:00			It is annoying to be unable to get guest house time because it's full of people who are not associated with SLAC.  However the staff there try to be as helpful as possible with this.																					The Guest House has been a very major convenience when running experiments around the clock.  I can not say enough how Guest House has boosted the productivity and effectiveness of my use of beamlines when visiting from out of town.


			12			01/18/2008 17:59:00			different glove sizes in the clean room would be great																					Guest House was sold out


			13			01/19/2008 08:39:00			Too much time is being allocated to groups that don't produce very much.																					Stanford Guest House prices are high.


			14			01/19/2008 17:13:00			Rooms at the Guest House are more elaborate and more expensive than we would like.
Support by the administrative staff (Knotts/Dunn/Robleto) has been excellent.																					The guest house rarely have vacancies.


			15			01/19/2008 18:45:00			usually the beamline performance is great, but we were collecting data before the holiday shutdown and there was a pretty significant problem (since fixed) with the ring stability																					Regarding the Guest house Beamline guests should have a priority versus Football Game or other Stanford events - at least one room per group should be blocked to allow somebody for quick access close to the beamline.


			16			01/20/2008 23:57:00			I am really impressed by the efficient management by  facility staff (Kathy, Michelle, Jackie) as well as beam line scientists (Donghui, Rob).  I think the scale of user honor bar can be expanded a bit.																					Guest house is great, but occasionally it is hard to get a reservation. Perhaps some additional rooms could be reserved for SSRL use on busy weekends. Alternatively a SSRL wait list could be developed to give users preference for filling cancelled reserva


			17			01/21/2008 03:03:00			As fas as the Guesthouse goes: there should be rooms with multiple SINGLE beds so that people in different can share a room. The reservation experience has been very frustrating, with rudely asked questions beyond what should be necessary to divulge.


			18			01/22/2008 17:12:00			Everyone is very helpful																					it would be nice if there were a cafeteria that had better hours.


			19			01/27/2008 17:10:00			Wish you had more reliable support regarding cylinder gas ordering and storage.																					Weekend and evening food service would be an additional convenience.


			20			01/27/2008 19:00:00			There needs to be more double rooms at the Guest House!																					Food in cafeteria is quite good. I just wish it were open longer hours so we would not have to waste time going off-site to obtain food at night (dinnertime) or on weekends.


			21			01/27/2008 19:17:00			The Guest House has been a very major convenience when running experiments around the clock.  I can not say enough how Guest House has boosted the productivity and effectiveness of my use of beamlines when visiting from out of town.

Weekend and evening																					Should try to make it so that a car is not necessary ; food times and choices are too limited for that to happen.


			22			01/27/2008 22:34:00			I conducted research at SSRL as a guest of an SSRL beamline scientist so did not deal directly with many of these issues


			23			01/28/2008 00:29:00			This is the best facility to collect data																					different glove sizes in the clean room would be great


			24			01/28/2008 02:07:00			Guest House was sold out																					I think the scale of user honor bar can be expanded a bit.


			25			01/28/2008 16:39:00			Sanford Guest House prices are high.																					Wish you had more reliable support regarding cylinder gas ordering and storage.


			26			01/28/2008 17:09:00			Work at SSRL has been very productive for us. One area where improvement is needed is assistance for first time EXAFS users for getting access to curve fitting software. It has not been easy for us to get the best combination of programs from  data reduct																					Stockroom equipments are often broken, and not fixed for a long time.


			27			01/28/2008 19:21:00			The guest house rarely have vacancies. Stockroom equipments are often broken, and not fixed for a long time.


			28			01/28/2008 21:20:00			Regarding the Guest house Beamline guests should have a priority versus Football Game or other Stanford events - at least one room per group should be blocked to allow somebody for quick access close to the beamline.																					Too much time is being allocated to groups that don't produce very much.


			29			01/28/2008 22:41:00			The staff is wonderful and very helpful.


			30			01/30/2008 19:23:00			Food in cafeteria is quite good. I just wish it were open longer hours so we would not have to waste time going off-site to obtain food at night (dinnertime) or on weekends.																					assistance for first time EXAFS users for getting access to curve fitting software. It has not been easy for us to get the best combination of programs from  data reduction to final fit.


			31			02/01/2008 15:48:00			Guest house is great, but occasionally it is hard to get a reservation. Perhaps some additional rooms could be reserved for SSRL use on busy weekends. Alternatively a SSRL wait list could be developed to give users preference for filling cancelled reserva


			32			02/03/2008 17:11:00			Should try to make it so that a car is not necessary ; food times and choices are too limited for that to happen.

I think overall the support is very good at SSRL in terms of people.  Stockroom is a problem.

One always wants more beamtime then one g																					One thing that I do appreciate that it is possible to show up the morning of when the time starts and you can be ready to go as soon as the beamline is ready, if you are an experienced user.  An inexperienced user should probably show up the day before, a


			33			02/08/2008 20:58:00			Our experience on BL 9-3 is much better than our experience on BL 7-3.


																														Our experience on BL 9-3 is much better than our experience on BL 7-3.


																														Praises from users


																														Support by the administrative staff (Knotts/Dunn/Robleto) has been excellent.


																														Both the administrative and user support staff here have been extremely helpful in solving problems and making our beamtime run smoothly. They should be commended for their commitment.


																														Lisa Dunn is always very helpful.


																														Notably, Lisa Dunn has done a magnificent job of running the administration aspects, including beam time notification, assignment, orchestration, etc.  This is an incredibly important achievement and she needs to be commended for this.


																														I am really impressed by the efficient management by  facility staff (Kathy, Michelle, Jackie) as well as beam line scientists (Donghui, Rob).


																														This is the best facility to collect data


																														The staff is wonderful and very helpful.








Question 55


			Please indicate your interest in the following potential workshop topics. You may select multiple interests.


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			High-resolution photoemission spectroscopy						21.6%			69


			Small-angle X-ray scattering (biological/material focus)						47.5%			152


			RIXS and advanced spectroscopy						18.4%			59


			Detector improvement, energy dispersive detector						14.4%			46


			Time-resolved facilities						30.3%			97


			STXM microscopy						18.1%			58


			High-pressure experiments and related techniques						8.4%			27


			Synchrotron radiation techniques for undergraduates						16.6%			53


			Instrumentation/automation/software development						23.4%			75


			Beam time proposal writing workshop						22.2%			71


			Scientific advocacy						11.3%			36


			XAS sample prep and data collection						30.0%			96


			NEXAS/EXAFS data analysis						38.8%			124


			Specialized macromolecular crystallography workshops						35.0%			112


									answered question			320


									skipped question			72








Summary Statistics


			Page 1


			Current and Past User Science:												Proposed Scientific Facilities/Initiatives												SSRL Operations												User Experience												Workshops


						average			N/A									average			N/A									average			N/A									average			N/A


			Structural Molecular Biology/Life sciences			3.11			19%						Improved Facilities for X-ray Scattering and Diffraction			3.16			22%						Upgrades to Beam Line Control and Data Acquisition Software			3.40			16%						Administrative User support by facility staff			3.79			14%						Small-angle X-ray scattering (biological/material focus)			48%


			Material Science/Chemical Sciences			2.94			23%						Multi-Element, High Count Rate, Energy-Dispersive Detector			2.84			28%						Future Beam Line Upgrades			3.33			20%						Experiment related user support by beamline staff			3.78			13%						NEXAS/EXAFS data analysis			39%


			Nanoscience Science			2.56			27%																		Automation of/Remote Data Collection			3.30			18%						Accelerator/Beamline performance			3.61			13%						Specialized macromolecular crystallography workshops			35%


			Molecular and Environmental Interface Science			2.16			31%						X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 1.5-15 keV			2.00			41%						New Instrumentation (CCD, Multi-element Fluorescence Detector)			3.23			22%						Email Notifications (Deadlines, Forms)			3.58			15%						Time-resolved facilities			30%


			Ultrafast Science			1.81			36%						Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line for Materials Science			1.90			40%						User Support after 5 pm, during off-hours, weekends, holidays			3.09			18%						Online User Resources			3.54			13%						XAS sample prep and data collection			30%


															Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced Spectroscopy Beam Line			1.81			45%						Beam Line Staffing			3.04			24%						Shift Duration/Scheduling			3.41			15%						Instrumentation/automation/software development			23%


			Current and Past Experimental Technique:												X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 200-1500 eV			1.67			45%						Increasing beam stability from accelerator			2.81			26%						Frequency of Scheduled Fills			3.23			18%						Beam time proposal writing workshop			22%


						average			N/A																																										High-resolution photoemission spectroscopy			22%


			X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy			3.24			16%						Undergraduate Research Initiatives			1.53			43%						Improve brightness			2.51			30%						Stanford Guest House			2.62			39%						RIXS and advanced spectroscopy			18%


			X-ray Scattering			3.16			17%						High Resolution Photoemission Beam Line			1.49			51%						Top-off Injection			2.49			38%						Lab Prep Space			2.56			30%						STXM microscopy			18%


			Macromolecular Crystallography			2.69			23%						Reorganization/Optimization of Scattering Facilities			1.33			51%						Online/Off-site Safety Training			2.38			24%						On-site Food Resources			2.32			23%						Synchrotron radiation techniques for undergraduates			17%


			Time Resolved Techniques			2.48			25%						Heating Laser, Time Resolved/Materials Dynamics Facilities			1.33			52%																														Detector improvement, energy dispersive detector			14%


			Spectromicroscopy/Imaging			2.34			30%																		500 mA Operation			2.09			46%						Stockroom Inventory			1.93			43%						Scientific advocacy			11%


			Detector/Instrument/Beamline Component Development			2.30			28%																		Oversubscription and average rating or cut-off rating per beamline			1.88			40%																		High-pressure experiments and related techniques			8%


			Photoemission Spectroscopy			1.83			37%																		More detailed comments from reviewers on proposals			1.73			38%


																											Timing Mode			1.22			55%








Question 56


			Share your suggestions and comments regarding furture workshops:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									27


						answered question			27


						skipped question			365


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					Suggestions regarding future workshops


			1			01/17/2008 19:52:00			Accelerator physics																					More hands on workshops


			2			01/18/2008 03:59:00			How the JCSG group implements high-throughput, automated structure determination.																					Hands on operation


			3			01/18/2008 06:20:00			Go Wayne and Riti!																					Procedures on crystallographic data reduction/processing using various software on data collected at SSRL


			4			01/18/2008 06:31:00			More hands on workshops																					macromolecular crystallography workshops (theory and practice) between June and August (not Sept-Oct).


			5			01/18/2008 14:13:00			Very interested in an EXAFS group or workshop.																					high-throughput, automated structure determination


			6			01/18/2008 15:08:00			Ultrafast imaging																					data analysis workshop on a more regular offering throughout the year or in the summer - I'd send students.


			7			01/18/2008 16:37:00			I have no opinion on these.																					Microfocus ?


			8			01/18/2008 17:03:00			Time-resolved studies and inelastic spectroscopy are the "new" areas and will likely be the areas of increased activity.  Workshops and initiative to capture these technique in SSRL's portfolio will be of great value to the continued relevance and impact																					ultrahigh resolution X-ray crystallography


			9			01/24/2008 05:06:00			I suggest science based workshops. For example, catalysis research using synchrotron techniques which can involve scattering, spectroscopy, microscopy etc.


			10			01/27/2008 15:03:00			I think the synchrotron related techniques for undergraduates is a GREAT idea.  Wow!!! This would go a long way in helping produce future synchrotron scientists, creating some political longevity for synchrotron support, and enlarging the pipeline of sync																					Workshops on NEXAS/EXAFS DATA ANALYSIS


			11			01/27/2008 19:29:00			There should be an LCLS related workshop.																					Very interested in an EXAFS group or workshop.


			12			01/27/2008 19:58:00			Assessment of samples while being heated.


			13			01/28/2008 01:32:00			My students would like to participate in macromolecular crystallography workshops to learn the theory and practice, however, can only attend if they occur between June and August (not Sept-Oct).


			14			01/28/2008 06:26:00			Need to evaluate  the effects of focused beams and high beam intensity on detector linearity and the effective repeatability for EXAFS and other spectroscopies.																					Time-resolved studies and inelastic spectroscopy


			15			01/28/2008 19:44:00			Please provide more than 50% hands on trsining.																					Ultrafast imaging


			16			01/28/2008 20:58:00			I'd like the data analysis workshop on a more regular offering throughout the year or in the summer - I'd send students.																					LCLS related workshop


			17			01/28/2008 21:12:00			Continuation of the present program of annual workshops and summer schools is good.																					future use and power of the free electron X-ray laser


			18			01/28/2008 21:21:00			Microfocus ?


			19			01/28/2008 22:44:00			Workshop on in-situ experiment and cell design and execution would be nice to see.																					Accelerator physics


			20			01/29/2008 00:59:00			ultrahigh resolution X-ray crystallography


			21			01/29/2008 04:19:00			Hands on operation																					synchrotron related techniques for undergraduates


			22			01/30/2008 19:28:00			If there were some way to encourage more mixing of speakers and attendees during mixers. It is easier for beginners to talk during a mixer than to speak up and ask questions during sessions, so I would like more 'mixing'.


			23			02/03/2008 17:14:00			It is too expensive for me to come to a workshop; you are looking at (with food/lodging etc.) $1000 or so.  

Also, my personal opinion is for newcomers to be paired with someone who is experienced; workshops to me are not worth the investment of time o																					science based workshops: catalysis research using synchrotron techniques


			24			02/04/2008 16:51:00			Workshops that emphasize the future use and power of the free electron X-ray laser may be timely.


			25			02/04/2008 18:26:00			Procedures on crystallographic data reduction/processing using various software on data collected at SSRL																					Assessment of samples while being heated.


			26			02/05/2008 01:34:00			Workshops on NEXAS/EXAFS DATA ANALYSIS																					Workshop on in-situ experiment and cell design and execution would be nice to see.


			27			02/05/2008 02:47:00			maybe the work shop online (or web conference or online live conference) might help further facilitate people who are interested in the work shop but live far away.


																														on effects of focused beams and high beam intensity on detector linearity and the effective repeatability for EXAFS and other spectroscopies.


																														encourage more mixing of speakers and attendees during mixers


																														Also, my personal opinion is for newcomers to be paired with someone who is experienced; workshops to me are not worth the investment of time or money.  It is much better to just do your samples, and have someone right there (one to one) who shows you wha


																														maybe the work shop online (or web conference or online live conference) might help further facilitate people who are interested in the work shop but live far away.


																														It is too expensive for me to come to a workshop; you are looking at (with food/lodging etc.) $1000 or so.








Question 57


			Please comment on your experience regarding last year's users meetings and workshops:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									35


						answered question			35


						skipped question			357


																														Last year's users meeting


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					I liked the format of highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of each beam-line and the capabilities available on each beam-line to get more information about the materials.  Simple and concise.


			1			01/17/2008 20:20:00			I always enjoy the users meeting


			2			01/17/2008 20:41:00			none attended																					Comment on the workshop 'Introduction to the synchrotron radiation techniques' last year: The audience was very limited partly because it was hold on Sunday and its advertisement was not enough. It would be nice to have a workshop on Stanford campus on we


			3			01/17/2008 22:26:00			SAXS portion of summer school could have used a section on using pre-existing pdbs with SAXS data																					LACK OF TRAINING FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS REGARDING DATA ANALYSIS


			4			01/18/2008 06:20:00			it was hard work, but fun :o)


			5			01/18/2008 06:31:00			I enjoyed the users meeting but did not attend a workshop.																					The xas short course for structural molecular biology applications was the best course


			6			01/18/2008 16:22:00			I have not attended a user's meeting in a few years so I have no comment.																					The current program of periodic XAS workshops focussing on biologically relevant aspects is good, given staffing/funding constraints, moreso in view of the increasing focus of the corresponding NSLS workshop on materials science.


			7			01/18/2008 16:37:00			I didn't attend any.


			8			01/18/2008 17:21:00			very useful but the workshop could be more extensive and well prepared Eg. softwares compatibility with Mac


			9			01/18/2008 22:37:00			Best meeting that I have attended. Uniformly interesting talks, especially the keynote address!																					very favorable for microfocused techniques workshop


			10			01/18/2008 22:47:00			I really liked how basic the users' conference was last year.  I liked the format of highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of each beam-line and the capabilities available on each beam-line to get more information about the materials.  Simple and conc


			11			01/22/2008 00:33:00			I would like to make a comment on the workshop 'Introduction to the synchrotron radiation techniques' last year. The audience was very limited partly because it was hold on Sunday and its advertisement was not enough. It would be nice to have a workshop o																					The last years users meeting had too many workshops (parallel)  which made it somewhat hard to attend all the interesting talks.


			12			01/22/2008 17:12:00			Did not attend


			13			01/24/2008 23:41:00			excellent SSRL user meeting in 2007																					very useful but the workshop could be more extensive and well prepared Eg. softwares compatibility with Mac


			14			01/25/2008 23:12:00			The user meeting was very interesting and a lot of fun
The xas short course for structural molecular biology applications was the best course it was very helpful and interesting, I wish I could forget all I learned and go again


			15			01/27/2008 19:19:00			I attended a Biological Small-angle X-ray Scattering Workshop which was an excellent experience.																					I attended a Biological Small-angle X-ray Scattering Workshop which was an excellent experience.


			16			01/27/2008 19:29:00			The last years users meeting had too many workshops (parallel)  which made it somewhat hard to attend all the interesting talks.																					SAXS portion of summer school could have used a section on using pre-existing pdbs with SAXS data


			17			01/27/2008 19:50:00			N/A																					The SSRL Scattering Workshop this past year was excellent, and I plan to attend again if the event is held. I hope that even more detail in experimental techniques and their applications, and data analysis and interpretation can be given.


			18			01/27/2008 19:58:00			Great


			19			01/28/2008 03:04:00			I didn't attend any.																					several times I wanted to attend sessions that were simultaneous and had to make hard choices about which ones to go to.


			20			01/28/2008 06:26:00			I was away so didn't attend


			21			01/28/2008 15:58:00			very favorable for microfocused techniques workshop


			22			01/28/2008 16:36:00			Did not attend


			23			01/28/2008 17:12:00			The users meeting is useful because it gives an opportunity to meet colleagues and share experiences at particular beamlines or on shared scientific interests that otherwise would not happen.


			24			01/28/2008 19:44:00			Great


			25			01/28/2008 21:12:00			The current program of periodic XAS workshops focussing on biologically relevant aspects is good, given staffing/funding constraints, moreso in view of the increasing focus of the corresponding NSLS workshop on materials science.


			26			01/28/2008 21:21:00			N/A


			27			01/28/2008 22:44:00			Overall it was very interesting and well organized.


			28			01/29/2008 04:19:00			Informative


			29			01/29/2008 22:29:00			The SSRL Scattering Workshop this past year was excellent, and I plan to attend again if the event is held. I hope that even more detail in experimental techniques and their applications, and data analysis and interpretation can be given.


			30			01/30/2008 19:28:00			Excellent. Information was really helpful. One problem though was that several times I wanted to attend sessions that were simultaneous and had to make hard choices about which ones to go to.


			31			02/03/2008 17:14:00			I have never been to a workshop.


			32			02/04/2008 16:51:00			N/A


			33			02/04/2008 18:26:00			I have not attended any of them


			34			02/05/2008 01:34:00			LACK OF TRAINING FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS REGARDING DATA ANALYSIS


			35			02/08/2008 21:00:00			Was unable to attend








Question 58


			Sending an Email to your Representative


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			Yes						49.7%			195


			Maybe						18.6%			73


			No						20.2%			79


			N/A						11.5%			45


									answered question			347


									skipped question			45








Question 58


			





Sending an Email to your Representative


Sending an Email to your Representative (224 contacts)





Question 59


			Mailing a Letter to your Representative


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			Yes						28.8%			113


			Maybe						28.3%			111


			No						30.4%			119


			N/A						12.5%			49


									answered question			343


									skipped question			49


									skipped question added to NO








Question 59


			





Mailing a Letter to your Representative


Mailing a Letter to your Representative (186)





Question 60


			Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			Yes						7.7%			30


			Maybe						26.3%			103


			No						53.1%			208


			N/A						13.0%			51


									answered question			341


									skipped question			51


									skipped question added to NO








Question 60


			





Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice


Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice


Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice (113)





Question 61


			Arranging a Group Visit to your Local Congressional Office


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			Yes						4.1%			16


			Maybe						22.4%			88


			No						60.5%			237


			N/A						13.0%			51


									answered question			341


									skipped question			51


									skipped question added to NO








Question 61


						Yes


						Maybe


						No


						N/A





Arranging a Group Visit to your Local Congressional Office


Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice


Arranging a Group Visit to your Local Congressional Office (86)


0.0765306122


0.262755102


0.5306122449


0.1301020408





Question 62


			Participating in Advocacy Activities in Washington, D.C.


			Answer Options						Response Percent			Response Count


			Yes						5.9%			23


			Maybe						23.0%			90


			No						58.2%			228


			N/A						13.0%			51


									answered question			341


									skipped question			51


									skipped question added to NO








Question 62


						Yes


						Maybe


						No


						N/A





Participating in Advocacy Activities in Washington, D.C.


Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice


Participating in Advocacy Activities in Washington, D.C. (93)


0.0765306122


0.262755102


0.5306122449


0.1301020408





Question 63


			If you selected ‘yes’ or ‘maybe’ for any of the above questions please provide your name, institution and email address below:

User Name:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									226


						answered question			226


						skipped question			166


			Number			Response Date			Response Text


			1			01/17/2008 19:38:00			Linda Brinen


			2			01/17/2008 19:42:00			cintyu


			3			01/17/2008 19:44:00			Christine Phillips


			4			01/17/2008 19:44:00			Vivan Cody


			5			01/17/2008 19:44:00			David Singer


			6			01/17/2008 19:46:00			Alexis T. Bell


			7			01/17/2008 19:48:00			Daniel Briggs


			8			01/17/2008 19:49:00			Ekaterina Bazilevskaya


			9			01/17/2008 19:53:00			Alex Mayer


			10			01/17/2008 19:55:00			Daniel Gewirth


			11			01/17/2008 20:00:00			Amy Kendall


			12			01/17/2008 20:22:00			Farrel Lytle


			13			01/17/2008 20:26:00			Frank Whitby


			14			01/17/2008 20:28:00			Xiangjin Xie


			15			01/17/2008 20:31:00			Cheryl


			16			01/17/2008 20:37:00			I am not an american, Ihave no representatives here!


			17			01/17/2008 20:42:00			Frank Huggins


			18			01/17/2008 20:55:00			Andrew Warren


			19			01/17/2008 21:01:00			Gerald Stubbs


			20			01/17/2008 21:03:00			David Bushnell


			21			01/17/2008 21:27:00			Daniel Hummer


			22			01/17/2008 21:32:00			David Bronfenbrenner


			23			01/17/2008 21:50:00			Emily Scott


			24			01/17/2008 22:27:00			Erica Ollmann Saphire


			25			01/17/2008 22:51:00			Cathie Condron


			26			01/17/2008 23:17:00			Donghui Lu


			27			01/18/2008 02:52:00			Ruihua He


			28			01/18/2008 04:00:00			C. David Stout


			29			01/18/2008 04:56:00			eigenbro


			30			01/18/2008 05:14:00			Jay Stasser


			31			01/18/2008 05:24:00			Rajesh Chopdekar


			32			01/18/2008 05:33:00			Martina Ralle


			33			01/18/2008 05:38:00			Ricardo Zednik


			34			01/18/2008 05:54:00			Yayoi Takamura


			35			01/18/2008 06:20:00			Robert Szilagyi


			36			01/18/2008 06:32:00			Sam Fleischman


			37			01/18/2008 07:15:00			Sam Webb


			38			01/18/2008 14:14:00			Susan Amrose


			39			01/18/2008 15:00:00			C. S. Raman


			40			01/18/2008 15:10:00			Linda Young


			41			01/18/2008 15:36:00			Steve Aller


			42			01/18/2008 15:41:00			todd green


			43			01/18/2008 15:49:00			Chi-Lin Tsai


			44			01/18/2008 15:49:00			Sue Roberts


			45			01/18/2008 16:00:00			Nathaniel Gilbert


			46			01/18/2008 16:11:00			Matthew Bibee


			47			01/18/2008 16:22:00			Joseph Long


			48			01/18/2008 16:23:00			Jason Parsons


			49			01/18/2008 16:27:00			Hector H Hernandez


			50			01/18/2008 16:34:00			Wei-Sheng Lee


			51			01/18/2008 16:38:00			stenkamp


			52			01/18/2008 16:49:00			Samuel Pazicni


			53			01/18/2008 16:55:00			Julie Hoy


			54			01/18/2008 16:55:00			Kate Tufano


			55			01/18/2008 17:04:00			William J Evans


			56			01/18/2008 17:09:00			Irimpan Mathews


			57			01/18/2008 17:09:00			Sarah Hayes


			58			01/18/2008 17:22:00			chan


			59			01/18/2008 17:29:00			Ray Nagatani


			60			01/18/2008 17:45:00			Travis Harris


			61			01/18/2008 17:45:00			John Hoang


			62			01/18/2008 18:00:00			Inna Vishik


			63			01/18/2008 18:01:00			Peggy O'Day


			64			01/18/2008 18:30:00			Liu Bin


			65			01/18/2008 18:48:00			Nelson Rivera


			66			01/18/2008 19:05:00			Hope Ishii


			67			01/18/2008 19:05:00			Timothy Stemmler


			68			01/18/2008 19:28:00			Yung-Jin Hu


			69			01/18/2008 20:32:00			Harry Noller


			70			01/18/2008 20:39:00			Hongjun Liang


			71			01/18/2008 20:46:00			Susannah Scott


			72			01/18/2008 21:47:00			Brittany Nelson-Cheeseman


			73			01/18/2008 21:51:00			Samuel Wilson


			74			01/18/2008 21:54:00			Dennis Nordlund


			75			01/18/2008 22:38:00			Wayne Lukens


			76			01/18/2008 22:47:00			Stefanie Gravano


			77			01/18/2008 23:45:00			Tim Fothergill


			78			01/19/2008 01:48:00			Trevor Willey


			79			01/19/2008 02:36:00			Donglai Feng


			80			01/19/2008 03:21:00			Todd Hufnagel


			81			01/19/2008 04:49:00			John Lee


			82			01/19/2008 10:45:00			Robert Root


			83			01/19/2008 18:48:00			Douglas Rees


			84			01/20/2008 23:59:00			Gey-Hong Gweon


			85			01/21/2008 06:53:00			Daniel Garcia


			86			01/21/2008 16:13:00			Todd Holyoak


			87			01/21/2008 17:18:00			Jeff Graf


			88			01/21/2008 17:55:00			William Vining


			89			01/21/2008 18:47:00			Rebecca Fenn


			90			01/21/2008 23:30:00			Ethan Merritt


			91			01/22/2008 00:35:00			Susumu Yamamoto


			92			01/22/2008 15:49:00			M. Laura


			93			01/22/2008 17:13:00			Maria Amaya


			94			01/22/2008 19:09:00			Steven Sun


			95			01/22/2008 19:54:00			xiaoe yang


			96			01/22/2008 22:25:00			Alys Peisley


			97			01/22/2008 22:32:00			Liang Tang


			98			01/23/2008 01:21:00			Michael Bajura


			99			01/23/2008 14:39:00			Edwin Pozharski


			100			01/23/2008 20:02:00			David Barondeau


			101			01/24/2008 03:40:00			Makoto Hashimoto


			102			01/25/2008 01:48:00			Mary Shillito


			103			01/26/2008 04:18:00			James Penner-Hahn


			104			01/27/2008 03:57:00			chan


			105			01/27/2008 04:02:00			Alexis Templeton


			106			01/27/2008 04:03:00			Axel Brunger


			107			01/27/2008 05:05:00			Chul Kim


			108			01/27/2008 06:38:00			Carol Cho


			109			01/27/2008 06:59:00			Christopher Kim


			110			01/27/2008 14:27:00			Jon Chorover


			111			01/27/2008 15:04:00			Byron Freelon


			112			01/27/2008 15:52:00			Donald Blumenthal


			113			01/27/2008 16:44:00			David Goldenberg


			114			01/27/2008 17:12:00			Bruce Gates


			115			01/27/2008 19:01:00			Eric Bauer


			116			01/27/2008 19:20:00			Blaine Mooers


			117			01/27/2008 19:25:00			Thomas Borch


			118			01/27/2008 19:30:00			Ritimukta Sarangi


			119			01/27/2008 19:42:00			Sheryl Tsai


			120			01/27/2008 19:51:00			crina Nimigean


			121			01/27/2008 19:59:00			Gregory Lush


			122			01/27/2008 20:06:00			Yan Poon


			123			01/27/2008 20:37:00			Daniel Minor


			124			01/27/2008 20:49:00			Kyle Shen


			125			01/27/2008 21:46:00			Jesse Ward


			126			01/27/2008 21:55:00			Gerald Lucovsky


			127			01/27/2008 22:17:00			Roger Prince


			128			01/27/2008 22:36:00			Brandy Toner


			129			01/27/2008 22:42:00			Jeffrey Rack


			130			01/27/2008 23:05:00			Michael Blank


			131			01/28/2008 00:20:00			Jarod M. Younker


			132			01/28/2008 00:30:00			Pamela Riggs-Gelasco


			133			01/28/2008 01:32:00			Nancy Horton


			134			01/28/2008 01:43:00			Kaye Savage


			135			01/28/2008 01:44:00			Kelly Gaffney


			136			01/28/2008 01:49:00			Zahid Hasan


			137			01/28/2008 01:57:00			Yan Yin


			138			01/28/2008 01:58:00			Jessica Vey


			139			01/28/2008 01:59:00			Michael McGehee


			140			01/28/2008 02:09:00			Steven Volkman


			141			01/28/2008 02:17:00			Worawat Meevasana


			142			01/28/2008 02:38:00			Robert


			143			01/28/2008 03:05:00			Que Anh Nguyen


			144			01/28/2008 03:33:00			theanne


			145			01/28/2008 03:57:00			Stephan Hruszkewycz


			146			01/28/2008 04:49:00			Winson Xie


			147			01/28/2008 06:27:00			B_BRIDGES


			148			01/28/2008 13:48:00			Michele McDonald


			149			01/28/2008 13:56:00			Marjolein van der Meulen


			150			01/28/2008 14:00:00			David Lodowski


			151			01/28/2008 14:03:00			Jon Paggett


			152			01/28/2008 14:09:00			Quyen Hoang


			153			01/28/2008 15:08:00			Gregory Beaucage


			154			01/28/2008 15:16:00			Lori K. Sanders


			155			01/28/2008 15:27:00			C. Martin Lawrence


			156			01/28/2008 15:46:00			Mikio Tanabe


			157			01/28/2008 15:58:00			Gerald Huffman


			158			01/28/2008 16:24:00			Guy Vigers


			159			01/28/2008 16:52:00			Andrzej Weichsel


			160			01/28/2008 17:12:00			hostetler


			161			01/28/2008 17:14:00			Heinz Frei


			162			01/28/2008 17:16:00			Haiyan Zhao


			163			01/28/2008 17:49:00			Colleen Hansel


			164			01/28/2008 17:50:00			Juan Maldonado


			165			01/28/2008 17:53:00			Yingge Wang


			166			01/28/2008 18:40:00			sebastian doniach


			167			01/28/2008 18:43:00			Bill Schlotter


			168			01/28/2008 18:46:00			Enoch Baldwin


			169			01/28/2008 19:07:00			Petra Verdino


			170			01/28/2008 19:07:00			Leremy Colf


			171			01/28/2008 19:22:00			Li Tai Fang


			172			01/28/2008 19:24:00			Douglas Juers


			173			01/28/2008 19:26:00			Andrea Foster


			174			01/28/2008 19:30:00			isao ogino


			175			01/28/2008 19:39:00			Holger Wille


			176			01/28/2008 19:45:00			Jauna V Acrivos


			177			01/28/2008 19:59:00			Robert Root


			178			01/28/2008 20:15:00			Konstantin Korotkov


			179			01/28/2008 20:20:00			Kuo-Hsiang Tang


			180			01/28/2008 20:57:00			Tom Poulos


			181			01/28/2008 21:13:00			Erik Farquhar


			182			01/28/2008 21:30:00			Monica Barney


			183			01/28/2008 22:12:00			Ya-Hsien Sun


			184			01/28/2008 22:16:00			Ryan Todd


			185			01/28/2008 22:44:00			Stephen Kelly


			186			01/28/2008 23:16:00			Tim Fothergill


			187			01/29/2008 01:54:00			Dave Wilson


			188			01/29/2008 04:20:00			Sam Fleischman


			189			01/29/2008 05:59:00			Glenn waychunas


			190			01/29/2008 13:07:00			dr ian a wilson


			191			01/29/2008 19:08:00			Benjamin Kocar


			192			01/30/2008 00:57:00			Charles Knobler


			193			01/30/2008 19:19:00			Adam Tenderholt


			194			01/30/2008 19:30:00			Linda Barr


			195			01/31/2008 01:33:00			Ting Guo


			196			02/01/2008 15:57:00			Joe Kline


			197			02/01/2008 23:55:00			Robert Savinelli


			198			02/02/2008 23:41:00			Nicholas E. Pingitore Jr.


			199			02/02/2008 23:42:00			Michael Chabinyc


			200			02/03/2008 00:03:00			freymann


			201			02/03/2008 00:50:00			Nathan Schmidt


			202			02/03/2008 01:08:00			john moreau


			203			02/03/2008 01:47:00			Yuji Arai


			204			02/03/2008 03:57:00			Edward Snell


			205			02/03/2008 04:14:00			Robert Coridan


			206			02/03/2008 04:32:00			Dan Dessau


			207			02/03/2008 07:45:00			Hideaki Moriyama


			208			02/03/2008 10:38:00			Kushol Gupta


			209			02/03/2008 16:51:00			Beth Weinman


			210			02/03/2008 17:14:00			Brian Grady


			211			02/03/2008 19:06:00			Alan R. Pelton


			212			02/03/2008 20:16:00			Michael S. McCormick


			213			02/03/2008 20:45:00			Michael D. Ward


			214			02/04/2008 16:52:00			Mark Wilson


			215			02/04/2008 16:53:00			Gregory Lush


			216			02/04/2008 17:20:00			William G. Durrer


			217			02/04/2008 17:59:00			Grace Chiang


			218			02/04/2008 18:28:00			Varughes


			219			02/05/2008 00:31:00			Michael Nesson


			220			02/05/2008 01:35:00			Juan Noveron


			221			02/05/2008 02:49:00			Suphannee Pongkitwitoon


			222			02/06/2008 16:54:00			Vince LiCata


			223			02/06/2008 17:10:00			James J Schweppe


			224			02/06/2008 17:26:00			Peter l. Larson


			225			02/06/2008 22:25:00			Demet Arac-Ozkan


			226			02/08/2008 21:01:00			Michael Maroney








Question 64


			User Institution:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									222																					User Institution


						answered question			222


						skipped question			170																					29			Stanford University


																														11			UC Berkeley


																														9			SSRL


			Number			Response Date			Response Text																					9			University of Texas at El Paso


			1			01/17/2008 19:38:00			UCSF																					7			UC Davis


			2			01/17/2008 19:42:00			MIT																					6			Massachusetts Institute of Technology


			3			01/17/2008 19:44:00			MIT																					6			UC San Francisco


			4			01/17/2008 19:44:00			Hauptman_Woodward Medical Research Inst																					6			Vanderbilt University


			5			01/17/2008 19:44:00			Stanford University																					5			Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory


			6			01/17/2008 19:46:00			University of California, Berkeley																					5			The Scripps Research Institute


			7			01/17/2008 19:48:00			UC Berkeley																					5			UC Santa Barbara


			8			01/17/2008 19:49:00			Penn State																					5			University of Arizona


			9			01/17/2008 19:53:00			Stanford University																					5			University of Michigan


			10			01/17/2008 19:55:00			Hauptman-Woodward Institute																					4			Montana State University


			11			01/17/2008 20:00:00			Vanderbilt University																					4			The Pennsylvania State University


			12			01/17/2008 20:22:00			The EXAFS Company																					4			UC Merced


			13			01/17/2008 20:26:00			University of Utah																					4			UC Santa Cruz


			14			01/17/2008 20:28:00			Stanford University																					4			University of Kansas


			15			01/17/2008 20:31:00			Kreinbring																					3			Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute


			16			01/17/2008 20:42:00			Univ Kentucky																					3			Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory


			17			01/17/2008 20:55:00			University of Central Florida																					3			UC Irvine


			18			01/17/2008 21:01:00			Vanderbilt University																					3			UC Los Angeles


			19			01/17/2008 21:03:00			Stanford University																					3			University of Illinois


			20			01/17/2008 21:27:00			Pennsylvania State University																					3			University of Utah


			21			01/17/2008 21:32:00			UC Berkeley																					3			University of Washington


			22			01/17/2008 21:50:00			University of Kansas																					2			California Institute of Technology


			23			01/17/2008 22:27:00			The Scripps Research Institute																					2			Cornell University


			24			01/17/2008 22:51:00			ssrl																					2			Johns Hopkins University


			25			01/17/2008 23:17:00			Stanford University																					2			Louisiana State University


			26			01/18/2008 02:52:00			Stanford University																					2			MD Anderson


			27			01/18/2008 04:00:00			Scripps Research																					2			North Carolina State University


			28			01/18/2008 04:56:00			Genentech																					2			Texas A&M University


			29			01/18/2008 05:14:00			University of Michigan																					2			The Ohio State University


			30			01/18/2008 05:24:00			University of California, Berkeley																					2			U.S. Geological Survey


			31			01/18/2008 05:33:00			Oregon Health & Science University																					2			University of Colorado


			32			01/18/2008 05:38:00			Stanford University																					2			University of Kentucky


			33			01/18/2008 05:54:00			UC Davis																					2			University of Minnesota - Twin Cities


			34			01/18/2008 06:20:00			Montana State University																					2			University of Nebraska - Lincoln


			35			01/18/2008 06:32:00			University of California Santa Barbara																					2			University of Oklahoma


			36			01/18/2008 07:15:00			SSRL																					1			Argonne National Laboratory


			37			01/18/2008 14:14:00			UC-Berkeley																					1			Array BioPharma


			38			01/18/2008 15:00:00			University of Texas - Medical School																					1			Black Hills Institute of Geological Research


			39			01/18/2008 15:10:00			Argonne National Laboratory																					1			Brandeis University


			40			01/18/2008 15:36:00			The Scripps Research Institute																					1			Case Western Reserve University


			41			01/18/2008 15:41:00			university of alabama at birmingham																					1			Chapman University


			42			01/18/2008 15:49:00			Texas A&M University																					1			Clemson University


			43			01/18/2008 15:49:00			University of Arizona																					1			College of Charleston


			44			01/18/2008 16:00:00			LSU																					1			College of Natrual Resources and Environmental Science,zhejiang university


			45			01/18/2008 16:11:00			Stanford University																					1			Colorado State University


			46			01/18/2008 16:22:00			N. Carolina State Univ.																					1			Fudan University, Department of Physics, China


			47			01/18/2008 16:23:00			University of Texas at El Paso																					1			Genentech


			48			01/18/2008 16:27:00			Massachusetts Institute of Technology																					1			Harvard University


			49			01/18/2008 16:34:00			Stanford University																					1			Iowa State University


			50			01/18/2008 16:38:00			university of washington																					1			Kreinbring


			51			01/18/2008 16:49:00			University of Michigan																					1			Los Alamos National Laboratory


			52			01/18/2008 16:55:00			Iowa State University																					1			Mentor Corporation


			53			01/18/2008 16:55:00			Stanford University																					1			Morton


			54			01/18/2008 17:04:00			Lawrence Livermore Natl Lab																					1			NDC


			55			01/18/2008 17:09:00			Stanford University																					1			New York University


			56			01/18/2008 17:09:00			University of Arizona																					1			NIST


			57			01/18/2008 17:22:00			The Ohio State University																					1			Northwestern University


			58			01/18/2008 17:29:00			UCSF																					1			Ohio University, Department of Chemistry


			59			01/18/2008 17:45:00			Montana State University																					1			Oregon Health & Science University


			60			01/18/2008 17:45:00			UCLA																					1			Oregon State University, Dept. Biochem/Biophys.


			61			01/18/2008 18:00:00			Stanford University																					1			PARC


			62			01/18/2008 18:01:00			UC Merced																					1			Princeton University


			63			01/18/2008 18:30:00			The Scripps Research Institute																					1			San Jose' State University


			64			01/18/2008 18:48:00			University of California, Merced																					1			Scripps Research


			65			01/18/2008 19:05:00			LLNL																					1			SLAC


			66			01/18/2008 19:05:00			Wayne State University																					1			The EXAFS Company


			67			01/18/2008 19:28:00			Lawrence Berkeley National Lab																					1			Tyco Electronics


			68			01/18/2008 20:32:00			UCSC																					1			University of Alabama at Birmingham


			69			01/18/2008 20:39:00			UCSB																					1			University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences


			70			01/18/2008 20:46:00			UC Santa Barbara																					1			University of Central Florida


			71			01/18/2008 21:47:00			University of California - Berkeley																					1			University of Cincinnati


			72			01/18/2008 21:51:00			Stanford University																					1			University of Hamburg


			73			01/18/2008 21:54:00			SSRL																					1			University of Maryland - Baltimore


			74			01/18/2008 22:38:00			LBNL																					1			University of Massachusetts


			75			01/18/2008 22:47:00			Tyco Electronics																					1			University of Pennsylvania


			76			01/18/2008 23:45:00			MD Anderson																					1			University of Southern California


			77			01/19/2008 01:48:00			Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory																					1			Wayne State University


			78			01/19/2008 02:36:00			Department of Physics, Fudan University, China																					1			Whitman College


			79			01/19/2008 03:21:00			Johns Hopkins University																					1			Yonsei University, Department of Physics


			80			01/19/2008 04:49:00			UCSF																					1			YY Labs, Inc.


			81			01/19/2008 10:45:00			University of California, Merced


			82			01/19/2008 18:48:00			Caltech


			83			01/20/2008 23:59:00			UC Santa Cruz


			84			01/21/2008 06:53:00			University of California, Berkeley


			85			01/21/2008 16:13:00			Univ. of Kansas Med. Center


			86			01/21/2008 17:18:00			LBNL


			87			01/21/2008 17:55:00			UC Berkeley


			88			01/21/2008 18:47:00			Stanford University


			89			01/21/2008 23:30:00			University of Washington


			90			01/22/2008 00:35:00			SSRL


			91			01/22/2008 15:49:00			UTEP


			92			01/22/2008 17:13:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			93			01/22/2008 19:09:00			SSRL


			94			01/22/2008 19:54:00			College of Natrual Resources and Environmental Science,zhejiang university


			95			01/22/2008 22:25:00			Stanford University


			96			01/22/2008 22:32:00			University of Kansas


			97			01/23/2008 01:21:00			University of Southern California (Arlington, VA office)


			98			01/23/2008 14:39:00			University of Maryland - Baltimore


			99			01/23/2008 20:02:00			Texas A&M University


			100			01/25/2008 01:48:00			UCI


			101			01/26/2008 04:18:00			University of Michigan


			102			01/27/2008 03:57:00			The Ohio State University


			103			01/27/2008 04:02:00			University of Colorado


			104			01/27/2008 04:03:00			Stanford Univ.


			105			01/27/2008 05:05:00			Department of Physics, Yonsei University


			106			01/27/2008 06:38:00			University of California, San Francisco


			107			01/27/2008 06:59:00			Chapman University


			108			01/27/2008 14:27:00			University of Arizona


			109			01/27/2008 15:04:00			UC Berkeley, LBNL


			110			01/27/2008 15:52:00			University of Utah


			111			01/27/2008 16:44:00			University of Utah


			112			01/27/2008 17:12:00			UC Davis


			113			01/27/2008 19:01:00			Los Alamos National Laboratory


			114			01/27/2008 19:20:00			University of Oklahoma Health Sciences


			115			01/27/2008 19:25:00			Colorado State University


			116			01/27/2008 19:30:00			SSRL


			117			01/27/2008 19:42:00			UC Irvine


			118			01/27/2008 19:51:00			UCDavis


			119			01/27/2008 19:59:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			120			01/27/2008 20:06:00			California Institute of Technology


			121			01/27/2008 20:37:00			UCSF


			122			01/27/2008 20:49:00			Cornell University


			123			01/27/2008 21:46:00			University of Michigan


			124			01/27/2008 21:55:00			NC State University


			125			01/27/2008 22:36:00			University of Minnesota - Twin Cities


			126			01/27/2008 22:42:00			Department of chemistry, Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701


			127			01/27/2008 23:05:00			Stanford University


			128			01/28/2008 00:20:00			The Pennsylvania State University


			129			01/28/2008 00:30:00			College of Charleston


			130			01/28/2008 01:32:00			University of Arizona


			131			01/28/2008 01:43:00			Vanderbilt University


			132			01/28/2008 01:44:00			Stanford University


			133			01/28/2008 01:49:00			Princeton University


			134			01/28/2008 01:57:00			YY Labs, Inc.


			135			01/28/2008 01:58:00			MIT


			136			01/28/2008 01:59:00			Stanford University/ SLAC


			137			01/28/2008 02:09:00			University of California, Berkeley


			138			01/28/2008 02:17:00			Stanford University


			139			01/28/2008 02:38:00			Morton


			140			01/28/2008 03:05:00			U.C. Berkeley


			141			01/28/2008 03:33:00			SSRL


			142			01/28/2008 03:57:00			Johns Hopkins University


			143			01/28/2008 04:49:00			Stanford University


			144			01/28/2008 06:27:00			UCSC


			145			01/28/2008 13:48:00			Vanderbilt University


			146			01/28/2008 13:56:00			Cornell University


			147			01/28/2008 14:00:00			Case Western Reserve University


			148			01/28/2008 14:03:00			University of Michigan


			149			01/28/2008 14:09:00			Brandeis University


			150			01/28/2008 15:08:00			University of Cincinnati


			151			01/28/2008 15:16:00			University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign


			152			01/28/2008 15:27:00			Montana State University


			153			01/28/2008 15:46:00			Vandetbilt University Medical Center


			154			01/28/2008 15:58:00			University of Kentucky


			155			01/28/2008 16:24:00			Array BioPharma


			156			01/28/2008 16:52:00			Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721


			157			01/28/2008 17:12:00			ssrl


			158			01/28/2008 17:14:00			Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory


			159			01/28/2008 17:16:00			University of Kansas


			160			01/28/2008 17:49:00			Harvard University


			161			01/28/2008 17:50:00			Stanford University


			162			01/28/2008 17:53:00			Stanford University


			163			01/28/2008 18:40:00			stanford univ


			164			01/28/2008 18:43:00			University of Hamburg


			165			01/28/2008 18:46:00			UC Davis


			166			01/28/2008 19:07:00			The Scripps Research Institute


			167			01/28/2008 19:07:00			Stanford


			168			01/28/2008 19:22:00			UCLA


			169			01/28/2008 19:24:00			Whitman College


			170			01/28/2008 19:26:00			U.S. Geological Survey


			171			01/28/2008 19:30:00			University of California, Davis


			172			01/28/2008 19:39:00			UCSF


			173			01/28/2008 19:45:00			San Jose' State University


			174			01/28/2008 19:59:00			University of California, Merced


			175			01/28/2008 20:15:00			University of Washington


			176			01/28/2008 20:57:00			UCI


			177			01/28/2008 21:13:00			University of Minnesota


			178			01/28/2008 21:30:00			SSRL


			179			01/28/2008 22:12:00			Stanford University


			180			01/28/2008 22:16:00			Massachusetts Institute of Technology


			181			01/28/2008 22:44:00			Stanford University


			182			01/28/2008 23:16:00			MD Anderson


			183			01/29/2008 01:54:00			UC Davis


			184			01/29/2008 04:20:00			University of California, Santa Barbara


			185			01/29/2008 05:59:00			LBNL


			186			01/29/2008 13:07:00			the scripps research inst.


			187			01/29/2008 19:08:00			Stanford University


			188			01/30/2008 00:57:00			UCLA


			189			01/30/2008 19:19:00			Stanford University


			190			01/30/2008 19:30:00			Montana State University


			191			01/31/2008 01:33:00			UC Davis


			192			02/01/2008 15:57:00			NIST


			193			02/01/2008 23:55:00			University of California Santa Barbara


			194			02/02/2008 23:41:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			195			02/02/2008 23:42:00			PARC


			196			02/03/2008 00:03:00			northwestern university


			197			02/03/2008 00:50:00			University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign


			198			02/03/2008 01:08:00			u.s. geological survey


			199			02/03/2008 01:47:00			Clemson University


			200			02/03/2008 03:57:00			Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute


			201			02/03/2008 04:14:00			Univ. of Illinois, UC


			202			02/03/2008 04:32:00			University of Colorado


			203			02/03/2008 07:45:00			U. of NE - Lincoln


			204			02/03/2008 10:38:00			University of Pennsylvania


			205			02/03/2008 16:51:00			Vanderbilt University


			206			02/03/2008 17:14:00			University of Oklahoma


			207			02/03/2008 19:06:00			NDC


			208			02/03/2008 20:16:00			Massachusetts Institute of Technology


			209			02/03/2008 20:45:00			New York University (formerly University of Minnesota)


			210			02/04/2008 16:52:00			University of Nebraska-Lincoln


			211			02/04/2008 16:53:00			UT El Paso


			212			02/04/2008 17:20:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			213			02/04/2008 17:59:00			Mentor Corporation


			214			02/04/2008 18:28:00			University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences


			215			02/05/2008 00:31:00			Oregon State University, Dept. Biochem/Biophys.


			216			02/05/2008 01:35:00			University of Texas at El Paso


			217			02/05/2008 02:49:00			The Pennsylvania State University


			218			02/06/2008 16:54:00			Louisiana State University


			219			02/06/2008 17:10:00			University of California, Santa Cruz


			220			02/06/2008 17:26:00			Black Hills Institute of Geological Research


			221			02/06/2008 22:25:00			Stanford Uni


			222			02/08/2008 21:01:00			University of Massachusetts








Question 65


			Email Address:


			Answer Options						Response Count


									226


						answered question			226


						skipped question			166


			Number			Response Date			Response Text


			1			01/17/2008 19:38:00			brinen@cmp.ucsf.edu


			2			01/17/2008 19:42:00			cywong@mit.edu


			3			01/17/2008 19:44:00			cmp_chem@mit.edu


			4			01/17/2008 19:44:00			cody@hwi.buffalo.edu


			5			01/17/2008 19:44:00			dmsinger@stanford.edu


			6			01/17/2008 19:46:00			bell@cchem.berkeley.edu


			7			01/17/2008 19:48:00			dnb23@berkeley.edu


			8			01/17/2008 19:49:00			eab204@psu.edu


			9			01/17/2008 19:53:00			acmayer@stanford.edu


			10			01/17/2008 19:55:00			gewirth@hwi.buffalo.edu


			11			01/17/2008 20:00:00			amy.k.kendall@vanderbilt.edu


			12			01/17/2008 20:22:00			fwlytle@exafsco.com


			13			01/17/2008 20:26:00			frankw@biochem.utah.edu


			14			01/17/2008 20:28:00			xiexj@stanford.edu


			15			01/17/2008 20:31:00			cak@brandeis.edu


			16			01/17/2008 20:42:00			fhuggins@engr.uky.edu


			17			01/17/2008 20:55:00			awarren@mail.ucf.edu


			18			01/17/2008 21:01:00			gerald.stubbs@vanderbilt.edu


			19			01/17/2008 21:03:00			bushnell@stanford.edu


			20			01/17/2008 21:27:00			dhummer@geosc.psu.edu


			21			01/17/2008 21:32:00			bronfenb@berkeley.edu


			22			01/17/2008 21:50:00			eescott@ku.edu


			23			01/17/2008 22:27:00			erica@scripps.edu


			24			01/17/2008 22:51:00			condron@slac.stanford.edu


			25			01/17/2008 23:17:00			dhlu@stanford.edu


			26			01/18/2008 02:52:00			ruihuahe@stanford.edu


			27			01/18/2008 04:00:00			dave@scripps.edu


			28			01/18/2008 04:56:00			eigenbrot.c@gene.com


			29			01/18/2008 05:14:00			stasser@umich.edu


			30			01/18/2008 05:24:00			rajeshch@berkeley.edu


			31			01/18/2008 05:33:00			rallem@ohsu.edu


			32			01/18/2008 05:38:00			rzednik@stanford.edu


			33			01/18/2008 05:54:00			ytakamura@ucdavis.edi


			34			01/18/2008 06:20:00			szilagyi@montana.edu


			35			01/18/2008 06:32:00			sfleischman@chem.ucsb.edu


			36			01/18/2008 07:15:00			samwebb@slac.stanford.edu


			37			01/18/2008 14:14:00			samrose@berkeley.edu


			38			01/18/2008 15:00:00			c.s.raman@uth.tmc.edu


			39			01/18/2008 15:10:00			young@anl.gov


			40			01/18/2008 15:36:00			sgaller@scripps.edu


			41			01/18/2008 15:41:00			tgreen@uab.edu


			42			01/18/2008 15:49:00			ctsai@mail.chem.tamu.edu


			43			01/18/2008 15:49:00			sue-roberts@cox.net


			44			01/18/2008 16:00:00			ngilbe1@lsu.edu


			45			01/18/2008 16:11:00			mbibee@stanford.edu


			46			01/18/2008 16:22:00			jplong@ncsu.edu


			47			01/18/2008 16:23:00			jasongp@utep.edu


			48			01/18/2008 16:27:00			hecorh@mit.edu


			49			01/18/2008 16:34:00			leews@stanford.edu


			50			01/18/2008 16:38:00			stenkamp@u.washington.edu


			51			01/18/2008 16:49:00			pazicni@umich.edu


			52			01/18/2008 16:55:00			hoyj@iastate.edu


			53			01/18/2008 16:55:00			ktufano@stanford.edu


			54			01/18/2008 17:04:00			wjevans@llnl.gov


			55			01/18/2008 17:09:00			iimathew@slac.stanford.edu


			56			01/18/2008 17:09:00			shayes@email.arizona.edu


			57			01/18/2008 17:22:00			lee.1816@osu.edu


			58			01/18/2008 17:29:00			ray.nagatani@ucsf.edu


			59			01/18/2008 17:45:00			snakedog@gmail.com


			60			01/18/2008 17:45:00			johnh@seas.ucla.edu


			61			01/18/2008 18:00:00			ivishik@stanford.edu


			62			01/18/2008 18:01:00			poday@ucmerced.edu


			63			01/18/2008 18:30:00			liubin@scripps.edu


			64			01/18/2008 18:48:00			nrivera@ucmerced.edu


			65			01/18/2008 19:05:00			hope.ishii@llnl.gov


			66			01/18/2008 19:05:00			tstemmle@med.wayne.edu


			67			01/18/2008 19:28:00			YHu@lbl.gov


			68			01/18/2008 20:32:00			harry@nuvolari.ucsc.edu


			69			01/18/2008 20:39:00			hliang@chem.ucsb.edu


			70			01/18/2008 20:46:00			sscott@engineering.ucsb.edu


			71			01/18/2008 21:47:00			bbnelsonchee@Berkeley.edu


			72			01/18/2008 21:51:00			s4wilson@stanford.edu


			73			01/18/2008 21:54:00			nordlund@slac.stanford.edu


			74			01/18/2008 22:38:00			wwlukens@lbl.gov


			75			01/18/2008 22:47:00			stefanie.gravano@tycoelectronics.com


			76			01/18/2008 23:45:00			tfotherg@mdanderson.org


			77			01/19/2008 01:48:00			willey1@llnl.gov


			78			01/19/2008 02:36:00			dlfeng@fudan.edu.cn


			79			01/19/2008 03:21:00			hufnagel@jhu.edu


			80			01/19/2008 04:49:00			john.lee@ucsf.edu


			81			01/19/2008 10:45:00			rroot@ucmerced.edu


			82			01/19/2008 18:48:00			dcrees@caltech.edu


			83			01/20/2008 23:59:00			gweon@ucsc.edu


			84			01/21/2008 06:53:00			drgarcia@berkeley.edu


			85			01/21/2008 16:13:00			tholyoak@kumc.edu


			86			01/21/2008 17:18:00			jgraf@lbl.gov


			87			01/21/2008 17:55:00			wvining@berkeley.edu


			88			01/21/2008 18:47:00			becks@stanford.edu


			89			01/21/2008 23:30:00			merritt@u.washington.edu


			90			01/22/2008 00:35:00			susumu@slac.stanford.edu


			91			01/22/2008 15:49:00			mllopez2@utep.edu


			92			01/22/2008 17:13:00			mamaya@utep.edu


			93			01/22/2008 19:09:00			ssun@slac.stanford.edu


			94			01/22/2008 19:54:00			xyang581@yahoo.com


			95			01/22/2008 22:25:00			apeisley@stanford.edu


			96			01/22/2008 22:32:00			tangl@ku.edu


			97			01/23/2008 01:21:00			mbajura@isi.edu


			98			01/23/2008 14:39:00			epozhars@rx.umaryland.edu


			99			01/23/2008 20:02:00			barondeau@tamu.edu


			100			01/24/2008 03:40:00			hashimot@wyvern.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp


			101			01/25/2008 01:48:00			mshillit@uci.edu


			102			01/26/2008 04:18:00			jeph@umich.edu


			103			01/27/2008 03:57:00			chan@chemistry.ohio-state.edu


			104			01/27/2008 04:02:00			alexis.templeton@colorado.edu


			105			01/27/2008 04:03:00			brunger@stanford.edu


			106			01/27/2008 04:09:00			emeyer@dartmouth.edu


			107			01/27/2008 05:05:00			creativefe@phya.yonsei.ac.kr


			108			01/27/2008 06:38:00			carol.cho@ucsf.edu


			109			01/27/2008 06:59:00			cskim@chapman.edu


			110			01/27/2008 14:27:00			chorover@cals.arizona.edu


			111			01/27/2008 15:04:00			bkfreelon@lbl.gov


			112			01/27/2008 15:52:00			Don.Blumenthal@pharm.utah.edu


			113			01/27/2008 16:44:00			goldenberg@biology.utah.edu


			114			01/27/2008 17:12:00			bcgates@ucdavis.edu


			115			01/27/2008 19:01:00			bauer_eric@msn.com


			116			01/27/2008 19:20:00			blaine-mooers@ouhsc.edu


			117			01/27/2008 19:25:00			borch@colostate.edu


			118			01/27/2008 19:30:00			ritis@slac.stanford.edu


			119			01/27/2008 19:42:00			sctsai@uci.edu


			120			01/27/2008 19:51:00			cnimigean@ucdavis.edu


			121			01/27/2008 19:59:00			lush@utep.edu


			122			01/27/2008 20:06:00			ysp@caltech.edu


			123			01/27/2008 20:37:00			daniel.minor@ucsf.edu


			124			01/27/2008 20:49:00			kmshen@cornell.edu


			125			01/27/2008 21:46:00			wardjes@umich.edu


			126			01/27/2008 21:55:00			lucovsky@ncsu.edu


			127			01/27/2008 22:17:00			rcprince@hotmail.com


			128			01/27/2008 22:36:00			toner@umn.edu


			129			01/27/2008 22:42:00			rackj@ohio.edu


			130			01/27/2008 23:05:00			mablank@stanford.edu


			131			01/28/2008 00:20:00			jmy172@psu.edu


			132			01/28/2008 00:30:00			gelascop@cofc.edu


			133			01/28/2008 01:32:00			nhorton@u.arizona.edu


			134			01/28/2008 01:43:00			k.savage@vanderbilt.edu


			135			01/28/2008 01:44:00			kgaffney@slac.stanford.edu


			136			01/28/2008 01:49:00			mzhasan@princeton.edu


			137			01/28/2008 01:57:00			yanyin@YYLabs.com


			138			01/28/2008 01:58:00			jessvey@mit.edu


			139			01/28/2008 01:59:00			mmcgehee@stanford.edu


			140			01/28/2008 02:09:00			svolkman@eecs.berkeley.edu


			141			01/28/2008 02:17:00			non@stanford.edu


			142			01/28/2008 02:38:00			mortontec@bartnet.net


			143			01/28/2008 03:05:00			queanh@gmail.com


			144			01/28/2008 03:33:00			theanne@slac.stanford.edu


			145			01/28/2008 03:57:00			stephan@jhu.edu


			146			01/28/2008 04:49:00			winsonxie@gmail.com


			147			01/28/2008 06:27:00			bridges@physics.ucsc.edu


			148			01/28/2008 13:48:00			michele.d.mcdonald@vanderbilt.edu


			149			01/28/2008 13:56:00			mcv3@cornell.edu


			150			01/28/2008 14:00:00			LODOWSKI@GMAIL.COM


			151			01/28/2008 14:03:00			jonwp@umich.edu


			152			01/28/2008 14:09:00			quyen@brandeis.edu


			153			01/28/2008 15:08:00			beaucag@uc.edu


			154			01/28/2008 15:16:00			lksander@uiuc.edu


			155			01/28/2008 15:27:00			lawrence@chemistry.montana.edu


			156			01/28/2008 15:46:00			mikio.tanabe@vanderbilt.edu


			157			01/28/2008 16:24:00			gvigers@arraybiopharma.com


			158			01/28/2008 16:52:00			weichsel@email.arizona.edu


			159			01/28/2008 17:12:00			hostetler@slac.stanford.edu


			160			01/28/2008 17:14:00			HMFrei@lbl.gov


			161			01/28/2008 17:16:00			zhaohy06@gmail.com


			162			01/28/2008 17:49:00			hansel@seas.harvard.edu


			163			01/28/2008 17:50:00			jrmaldonado@stanford.edu


			164			01/28/2008 17:53:00			ygwang@stanford.edu


			165			01/28/2008 18:40:00			sxdwc@slac.stanford.edu


			166			01/28/2008 18:43:00			william.schlotter@desy.de


			167			01/28/2008 18:46:00			epbaldwin@ucdavis.edu


			168			01/28/2008 19:07:00			verdino@scripps.edu


			169			01/28/2008 19:07:00			leremy@stanford.edu


			170			01/28/2008 19:22:00			ltfang@ucla.edu


			171			01/28/2008 19:24:00			juersdh@whitman.edu


			172			01/28/2008 19:26:00			afoster@usgs.gov


			173			01/28/2008 19:30:00			iogino@ucdavis.edu


			174			01/28/2008 19:39:00			wille@cgl.ucsf.edu


			175			01/28/2008 19:45:00			jacrivos@athens.sjsu.edu


			176			01/28/2008 19:59:00			rroot@ucmerced.edu


			177			01/28/2008 20:15:00			kk27@u.washington.edu


			178			01/28/2008 20:20:00			jtang@chemistry.ohio-state.edu


			179			01/28/2008 20:39:00			pl_note@yahoo.com


			180			01/28/2008 20:57:00			poulos@uci.edu


			181			01/28/2008 21:13:00			farquhar@chem.umn.edu


			182			01/28/2008 21:30:00			monica_barney@hotmail.com


			183			01/28/2008 22:12:00			yssun@stanford.edu


			184			01/28/2008 22:16:00			rtodd@mit.edu


			185			01/28/2008 22:44:00			stkelly@stanford.edu


			186			01/28/2008 23:16:00			tfotherg@mdanderson.org


			187			01/29/2008 01:54:00			dave@alanine.ucdavis.edu


			188			01/29/2008 04:20:00			sfleisch@chem.ucsb.edu


			189			01/29/2008 05:59:00			gawaychunas@lbl.gov


			190			01/29/2008 13:07:00			wilson@scripps.edu


			191			01/29/2008 19:08:00			kocar@stanford.edu


			192			01/30/2008 00:57:00			knobler@chem.ucla.edu


			193			01/30/2008 19:19:00			a-tenderholt@stanford.edu


			194			01/30/2008 19:30:00			lbarr@chemistry.montana.edu


			195			01/31/2008 01:33:00			tguo@ucdavis.edu


			196			02/01/2008 15:57:00			rjkline10@gmail.com


			197			02/01/2008 23:55:00			rsavinelli@chem.ucsb.edu


			198			02/02/2008 23:41:00			nick@geo.utep.edu


			199			02/02/2008 23:42:00			mchabinyc@parc.com


			200			02/03/2008 00:03:00			freymann@northwestern.edu


			201			02/03/2008 00:50:00			nschmid2@uiuc.edu


			202			02/03/2008 01:08:00			jwmoreau@usgs.gov


			203			02/03/2008 01:47:00			yarai@clemson.edu


			204			02/03/2008 03:57:00			esnell@hwi.buffalo.edu


			205			02/03/2008 04:14:00			coridan@uiuc.edu


			206			02/03/2008 04:32:00			Dessau@Colorado.edu


			207			02/03/2008 07:45:00			hmoriyama2@unl.edu


			208			02/03/2008 10:38:00			kgupta@stwing.upenn.edu


			209			02/03/2008 16:51:00			beth.weinman@vanderbilt.edu


			210			02/03/2008 17:14:00			bpgrady@ou.edu


			211			02/03/2008 19:06:00			apfremont@yahoo.com


			212			02/03/2008 20:16:00			msm@mit.edu


			213			02/03/2008 20:45:00			mdw3@nyu.edu


			214			02/04/2008 16:52:00			mwilson13@unl.edu


			215			02/04/2008 16:53:00			lush@utep.edu


			216			02/04/2008 17:20:00			wdurrer@utep.edu


			217			02/04/2008 17:59:00			gchiang@mentorcorp.com


			218			02/04/2008 18:28:00			rcelikel@uams.edu


			219			02/05/2008 00:31:00			nessonm@onid.orst.edu


			220			02/05/2008 01:35:00			jcnoveron@yahoo.com


			221			02/05/2008 02:49:00			suphannee@psu.edu


			222			02/06/2008 16:54:00			licata@lsu.edu


			223			02/06/2008 17:10:00			schweppe@chemistry.ucsc.edu


			224			02/06/2008 17:26:00			plarson@bhigr.com


			225			02/06/2008 22:25:00			demeta@stanford.edu


			226			02/08/2008 21:01:00			mmaroney@chemistry.umass.edu








Question 66


			As an added incentive to provide your input, a random drawing of survey participants will be held for several SSRL prizes (a free night stay at the Guest House, SSRL baseball caps, SSRL/LCLS shirts, SSRL coffee mugs). If you wish to be part of the drawing


			Answer Options						Response Count


									262


						answered question			262


						skipped question			130


			Number			Response Date			Response Text


			1			01/17/2008 19:36:00			arakaki@u.washington.edu


			2			01/17/2008 19:38:00			brinen@cmp.ucsf.edu


			3			01/17/2008 19:42:00			cywong@mit.edu


			4			01/17/2008 19:45:00			cmp_chem@mit.edu


			5			01/17/2008 19:44:00			dmsinger@stanford.edu


			6			01/17/2008 19:49:00			dnb23@berkeley.edu


			7			01/17/2008 19:49:00			eab204@psu.edu


			8			01/17/2008 19:53:00			acmayer@stanford.edu


			9			01/17/2008 19:55:00			btorres2@miners.utep.edu


			10			01/17/2008 20:00:00			amy.k.kendall@vanderbilt.edu


			11			01/17/2008 20:06:00			broersb@ebs.ogi.edu


			12			01/17/2008 20:09:00			abezryad@physics.ucsc.edu


			13			01/17/2008 20:22:00			fwlytle@exafsco.com


			14			01/17/2008 20:27:00			frankw@biochem.utah.edu


			15			01/17/2008 20:28:00			xiexj@stanford.edu


			16			01/17/2008 20:31:00			cak@brandeis.edu


			17			01/17/2008 20:38:00			benjamin.watts@gmail.com


			18			01/17/2008 20:42:00			fhuggins@engr.uky.edu


			19			01/17/2008 20:56:00			awarren@mail.ucf.edu


			20			01/17/2008 21:01:00			gerald.stubbs@vanderbilt.edu


			21			01/17/2008 21:03:00			bushnell@stanford.edu


			22			01/17/2008 21:28:00			dhummer@geosc.psu.edu


			23			01/17/2008 21:32:00			bronfenb@berkeley.edu


			24			01/17/2008 21:50:00			eescott@ku.edu


			25			01/17/2008 22:27:00			erica@scripps.edu


			26			01/18/2008 00:16:00			anoop@chemistry.montana.edu


			27			01/18/2008 02:53:00			ruihuahe@stanford.edu


			28			01/18/2008 04:00:00			dave@scripps.edu


			29			01/18/2008 04:57:00			eigenbrot.c@gene.com


			30			01/18/2008 05:14:00			stasser@umich.edu


			31			01/18/2008 05:24:00			rajeshch@berkeley.edu


			32			01/18/2008 05:31:00			wgscott@chemistry.ucsc.edu


			33			01/18/2008 05:34:00			rallem@ohsu.edu


			34			01/18/2008 05:39:00			rzednik@stanford.edu


			35			01/18/2008 05:43:00			rekurtz@stanford.edu


			36			01/18/2008 05:44:00			rbsutton@utmb.edu


			37			01/18/2008 05:55:00			ytakamura@ucdavis.edu


			38			01/18/2008 06:20:00			szilagyirk@excite.com


			39			01/18/2008 06:33:00			sfleischman@chem.ucsb.edu


			40			01/18/2008 07:16:00			samwebb@slac.stanford.edu


			41			01/18/2008 08:05:00			pardalan@stanford.edu


			42			01/18/2008 14:14:00			samrose@berkeley.edu


			43			01/18/2008 15:00:00			c.s.raman@uth.tmc.edu


			44			01/18/2008 15:10:00			young@anl.gov


			45			01/18/2008 15:41:00			tgreen@uab.edu


			46			01/18/2008 15:49:00			sue-roberts@cox.net


			47			01/18/2008 15:50:00			ctsai@mail.chem.tamu.edu


			48			01/18/2008 16:00:00			ngilbe1@lsu.edu


			49			01/18/2008 16:06:00			mdmiller@stanford.edu


			50			01/18/2008 16:11:00			mbibee@stanford.edu


			51			01/18/2008 16:23:00			jasongp@utep.edu


			52			01/18/2008 16:35:00			leews@stanford.edu


			53			01/18/2008 16:49:00			pazicni@umich.edu


			54			01/18/2008 16:55:00			ktufano@stanford.edu


			55			01/18/2008 16:56:00			hoyj@iastate.edu


			56			01/18/2008 17:05:00			wjevans@llnl.gov


			57			01/18/2008 17:06:00			jpena@nature.berkeley.edu


			58			01/18/2008 17:10:00			choihj@stanford.edu


			59			01/18/2008 17:10:00			iimathew@slac.stanford.edu


			60			01/18/2008 17:10:00			shayes@email.arizona.edu


			61			01/18/2008 17:22:00			lee.1816@osu.edu


			62			01/18/2008 17:29:00			ray.nagatani@gmail.com


			63			01/18/2008 17:36:00			lbaker@uidaho.edu


			64			01/18/2008 17:45:00			snakedog@gmail.com


			65			01/18/2008 17:45:00			johnh@seas.ucla.edu


			66			01/18/2008 18:00:00			ivishik@stanford.edu


			67			01/18/2008 18:00:00			liuzf@caltech.edu


			68			01/18/2008 18:01:00			poday@ucmerced.edu


			69			01/18/2008 18:31:00			liubin@scripps.edu


			70			01/18/2008 18:36:00			ireenab@email.arizona.edu


			71			01/18/2008 18:48:00			nrivera@ucmerced.edu


			72			01/18/2008 19:05:00			hope.ishii@llnl.gov


			73			01/18/2008 19:06:00			tstemmle@med.wayne.edu


			74			01/18/2008 19:28:00			YHu@lbl.gov


			75			01/18/2008 20:33:00			harry@nuvolari.ucsc.edu


			76			01/18/2008 20:39:00			hliang@chem.ucsb.edu


			77			01/18/2008 20:46:00			sscott@engineering.ucsb.edu


			78			01/18/2008 21:47:00			bbnelsonchee@berkeley.edu


			79			01/18/2008 21:55:00			nordlund@slac.stanford.edu


			80			01/18/2008 22:02:00			monika.sommerhalter@csueastbay.edu


			81			01/18/2008 22:47:00			stefanie.gravano@tycoelectronics.com


			82			01/18/2008 23:45:00			tfotherg@mdanderson.org


			83			01/19/2008 00:35:00			wwweare@lbl.gov


			84			01/19/2008 01:48:00			willey1@llnl.gov


			85			01/19/2008 02:36:00			dlfeng@fudan.edu.cn


			86			01/19/2008 04:50:00			john.lee@ucsf.edu


			87			01/19/2008 10:57:00			rroo@ucmerced.edu


			88			01/20/2008 23:59:00			gweon@ucsc.edu


			89			01/21/2008 03:05:00			jrudati@xradia.com


			90			01/21/2008 04:24:00			dave.mckay@stanford.edu


			91			01/21/2008 06:54:00			drgarcia@berkeley.edu


			92			01/21/2008 16:14:00			tholyoak@kumc.edu


			93			01/21/2008 17:19:00			jgraf@lbl.gov


			94			01/21/2008 17:55:00			wvining@berkeley.edu


			95			01/21/2008 18:48:00			becks@stanford.edu


			96			01/21/2008 23:30:00			merritt@u.washington.edu


			97			01/22/2008 00:36:00			susumu@slac.stanford.edu


			98			01/22/2008 17:13:00			mamaya@utep.edu


			99			01/22/2008 17:36:00			JWAger@lbl.gov


			100			01/22/2008 17:36:00			olegz@chemistry.montana.edu


			101			01/22/2008 19:10:00			ssun@slac.stanford.edu


			102			01/22/2008 19:56:00			xyang581@yahoo.com


			103			01/22/2008 20:16:00			stege101@chapman.edu


			104			01/23/2008 01:20:00			jhein@usgs.gov


			105			01/23/2008 01:22:00			mbajura@isi.edu


			106			01/23/2008 14:39:00			epozhars@rx.umaryland.edu


			107			01/23/2008 20:02:00			barondeau@tamu.edu


			108			01/24/2008 02:44:00			m_ikeda@wyvern.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp


			109			01/24/2008 03:40:00			hashimot@wyvern.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp


			110			01/24/2008 04:19:00			yoshida@wyvern.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp


			111			01/25/2008 01:48:00			mshillit@uci.edu


			112			01/25/2008 23:13:00			cmk338@psu.edu


			113			01/26/2008 04:18:00			jeph@umich.edu


			114			01/27/2008 03:57:00			chan@chemistry.ohio-state.edu


			115			01/27/2008 03:58:00			erik@scripps.edu


			116			01/27/2008 04:02:00			alexis.templeton@colorado.edu


			117			01/27/2008 04:03:00			brunger@stanford.edu


			118			01/27/2008 04:09:00			emeyer@dartmouth.edu


			119			01/27/2008 05:06:00			creativefe@phya.yonsei.ac.kr


			120			01/27/2008 05:18:00			gezak22@hotmail.com


			121			01/27/2008 06:39:00			carol.cho@ucsf.edu


			122			01/27/2008 06:59:00			cskim@chapman.edu


			123			01/27/2008 14:27:00			chorover@cals.arizona.edu


			124			01/27/2008 14:28:00			elmer1@llnl.gov


			125			01/27/2008 15:05:00			bkfreelon@lbl.gov


			126			01/27/2008 15:53:00			Don.Blumenthal@pharm.utah.edu


			127			01/27/2008 16:08:00			anando@stanford.edu


			128			01/27/2008 16:44:00			goldenberg@biology.utah.edu


			129			01/27/2008 17:12:00			bcgates@ucdavis.edu


			130			01/27/2008 19:01:00			edbauer@lanl.gov


			131			01/27/2008 19:20:00			blaine-mooers@ouhsc.edu


			132			01/27/2008 19:25:00			borch@colostate.edu


			133			01/27/2008 19:30:00			ritis@slac.stanford.edu


			134			01/27/2008 19:42:00			sctsai@uci.edu


			135			01/27/2008 19:51:00			cnimigean@ucdavis.edu


			136			01/27/2008 20:07:00			ysp@caltech.edu


			137			01/27/2008 20:30:00			goldthorpe@stanford.edu


			138			01/27/2008 20:37:00			daniel.minor@ucsf.edu


			139			01/27/2008 20:49:00			kmshen@cornell.edu


			140			01/27/2008 21:15:00			sleitch@chem.umass.edu


			141			01/27/2008 21:47:00			wardjes@umich.edu


			142			01/27/2008 21:56:00			lucovsky@ncsu.edu


			143			01/27/2008 22:18:00			rcprince@hotmail.com


			144			01/27/2008 22:36:00			toner@umn.edu


			145			01/27/2008 23:05:00			mablank@stanford.edu


			146			01/28/2008 00:20:00			jmy172@psu.edu


			147			01/28/2008 00:30:00			gelascop@cofc.edu


			148			01/28/2008 00:47:00			zidovska@mrl.ucsb.edu


			149			01/28/2008 01:33:00			nhorton@u.arizona.edu


			150			01/28/2008 01:49:00			mzhasan@princeton.edu


			151			01/28/2008 01:59:00			jessvey@mit.edu


			152			01/28/2008 01:58:00			yanyin@YYLabs.com


			153			01/28/2008 02:06:00			naieta@mines.edu


			154			01/28/2008 02:09:00			pjlam@whoi.edu


			155			01/28/2008 02:10:00			svolkman@eecs.berkeley.edu


			156			01/28/2008 02:17:00			non@stanford.edu


			157			01/28/2008 02:39:00			mortontec@bartnet.net


			158			01/28/2008 03:05:00			queanh@gmail.com


			159			01/28/2008 03:49:00			ksryan@mit.edu


			160			01/28/2008 03:58:00			stephan@jhu.edu


			161			01/28/2008 04:13:00			nru@stanford.edu


			162			01/28/2008 04:50:00			winsonxie@gmail.com


			163			01/28/2008 05:53:00			slaine_koh@hotmail.com


			164			01/28/2008 06:27:00			bridges@physics.ucsc.edu


			165			01/28/2008 13:48:00			michele.d.mcdonald@vanderbilt.edu


			166			01/28/2008 14:00:00			lodowski@gmail.com


			167			01/28/2008 14:03:00			jonwp@umich.edu


			168			01/28/2008 14:10:00			quyen@brandeis.edu


			169			01/28/2008 14:25:00			jcook@med.wayne.edu


			170			01/28/2008 15:16:00			lksander@uiuc.edu


			171			01/28/2008 15:27:00			lawrence@chemistry.montana.edu


			172			01/28/2008 15:59:00			huffman@engr.uky.edu


			173			01/28/2008 15:59:00			ccfuller@usgs.gov


			174			01/28/2008 16:20:00			mbeazley@eas.gatech.edu


			175			01/28/2008 16:28:00			siluvaig@ebs.ogi.edu


			176			01/28/2008 16:37:00			ericbrecht@hotmail.com


			177			01/28/2008 16:36:00			jgroves@stanford.edu


			178			01/28/2008 16:41:00			lopezy@engr.sc.edu


			179			01/28/2008 16:52:00			weichsel@email.arizona.edu


			180			01/28/2008 16:54:00			wchwang@burnham.org


			181			01/28/2008 17:12:00			hostetler@slac.stanford.edu


			182			01/28/2008 17:14:00			grayum@slac.stanford.edu


			183			01/28/2008 17:30:00			skanai@gene.com


			184			01/28/2008 17:46:00			nalini@dave.ucsc.edu


			185			01/28/2008 17:50:00			hansel@seas.harvard.edu


			186			01/28/2008 17:50:00			jrmaldonado@stanford.edu


			187			01/28/2008 17:54:00			ygwang@stanford.edu


			188			01/28/2008 18:02:00			yoshima@stanford.edu


			189			01/28/2008 18:43:00			william.schlotter@desy.de


			190			01/28/2008 18:46:00			epbaldwin@ucdavis.edu


			191			01/28/2008 18:58:00			janaym@slac.stanford.edu


			192			01/28/2008 19:08:00			verdino@scripps.edu


			193			01/28/2008 19:23:00			thecalbear@gmail.com


			194			01/28/2008 19:26:00			afoster@usgs.gov


			195			01/28/2008 19:30:00			iogino@ucdavis.edu


			196			01/28/2008 19:39:00			wille@cgl.ucsf.edu


			197			01/28/2008 19:46:00			jacrivos@athens.sjsu.edu


			198			01/28/2008 20:00:00			rroot@ucmerced.edu


			199			01/28/2008 20:15:00			kk27@u.washington.edu


			200			01/28/2008 20:22:00			jtang@chemistry.ohio-state.edu


			201			01/28/2008 20:40:00			pl_note@yahoo.com


			202			01/28/2008 20:59:00			dewitt@sfsu.edu


			203			01/28/2008 21:13:00			farquhar@chem.umn.edu


			204			01/28/2008 21:22:00			jbosch@u.washington.edu


			205			01/28/2008 22:07:00			alondrab@stanford.edu


			206			01/28/2008 22:13:00			yssun@stanford.edu


			207			01/28/2008 22:16:00			rtodd@mit.edu


			208			01/28/2008 22:18:00			ndellas@gmail.com


			209			01/28/2008 22:45:00			stkelly@stanford.edu


			210			01/28/2008 22:49:00			alexeev@engr.sc.edu


			211			01/28/2008 23:16:00			tfotherg@mdanderson.org


			212			01/29/2008 01:01:00			yuchen2000@gmail.com


			213			01/29/2008 01:01:00			turley@u.washington.edu


			214			01/29/2008 01:54:00			dave@alanine.ucdavis.edu


			215			01/29/2008 04:20:00			sfleischman@chem.ucsb.edu


			216			01/29/2008 13:07:00			wilson@scripps.edu


			217			01/29/2008 15:02:00			jm_lee@mit.edu


			218			01/29/2008 15:26:00			krpurdy@gmail.com


			219			01/29/2008 19:08:00			kocar@stanford.edu


			220			01/29/2008 20:19:00			iefurtado@lbl.gov


			221			01/29/2008 22:42:00			aaron.holm@tycoelectronics.com


			222			01/30/2008 00:58:00			knobler@chem.ucla.edu


			223			01/30/2008 19:19:00			a-tenderholt@stanford.edu


			224			01/30/2008 19:30:00			lbarr@chemistry.montana.edu


			225			01/30/2008 23:03:00			robyn@scripps.edu


			226			01/31/2008 01:33:00			tguo@ucdavis.edu


			227			01/31/2008 21:04:00			dzajonc@liai.org


			228			02/01/2008 16:01:00			rjkline10@gmail.org


			229			02/01/2008 23:56:00			rsavinelli@chem.ucsb.edu


			230			02/02/2008 23:41:00			nick@geo.utep.edu


			231			02/02/2008 23:42:00			mchabinyc@parc.com


			232			02/03/2008 00:04:00			freymann@northwestern.edu


			233			02/03/2008 00:51:00			nschmid2@uiuc.edu


			234			02/03/2008 01:08:00			jwmoreau@usgs.gov


			235			02/03/2008 01:14:00			hemantmu@email.arizona.edu


			236			02/03/2008 01:47:00			yarai@clemson.edu


			237			02/03/2008 03:57:00			esnell@hwi.buffalo.edu


			238			02/03/2008 04:14:00			coridan@gmail.com


			239			02/03/2008 04:33:00			Dessau@Colorado.edu


			240			02/03/2008 10:38:00			kgupta@stwing.upenn.edu


			241			02/03/2008 16:51:00			beth.weinman@vanderbilt.edu


			242			02/03/2008 17:14:00			bpgrady@ou.edu


			243			02/03/2008 19:06:00			apfremont@yahoo.com


			244			02/03/2008 20:17:00			msm@mit.edu


			245			02/04/2008 10:37:00			tinat@gladstone.ucsf.edu


			246			02/04/2008 13:43:00			mtaillef@eas.gatech.edu


			247			02/04/2008 15:49:00			ggauss@montana.edu


			248			02/04/2008 16:44:00			tracybpower@gmail.com


			249			02/04/2008 16:52:00			mwilson13@unl.edu


			250			02/04/2008 17:21:00			wdurrer@utep.edu


			251			02/04/2008 18:29:00			rcelikel@uams.edu


			252			02/04/2008 18:36:00			mahesh@almaden.ibm.com


			253			02/04/2008 21:01:00			fiedler@chem.umn.edu


			254			02/04/2008 22:32:00			mike.c.garner@intel.com


			255			02/05/2008 01:35:00			jcnoveron@yahoo.com


			256			02/05/2008 02:49:00			suphannee@psu.edu


			257			02/06/2008 16:54:00			licata@lsu.edu


			258			02/06/2008 17:10:00			schweppe@chemistry.ucsc.edu


			259			02/06/2008 17:27:00			plarson@bhigr.com


			260			02/06/2008 22:26:00			demeta@stanford.edu


			261			02/08/2008 18:16:00			spartha2@gmail.com


			262			02/08/2008 21:02:00			mmaroney@chemistry.umass.edu












Who are the SSRL users?

221 identified out of 392

47 other institutes with 1 response



45% in-state institute



2	California Institute of Technology

2	Cornell University

2	Johns Hopkins University

2	Louisiana State University

2	MD Anderson

2	North Carolina State University

2	Texas A&M University

2	The Ohio State University

2	U.S. Geological Survey

2	University of Colorado

2	University of Kentucky

2	University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

2	University of Nebraska - Lincoln

2	University of Oklahoma

43	UC Berkeley(11) Davis(7) LA(3) SF(6) SB(5) SC(4) Merced(4) Irvine(3) 

29	Stanford University

9	SSRL

9	University of Texas at El Paso

6	Massachusetts Institute of Technology

6	The Scripps Research Institute

6	Vanderbilt University

5	Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

5	University of Arizona

5	University of Michigan

4	Montana State University

4	The Pennsylvania State University

4	University of Kansas

3	Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

3	Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute

3	University of Illinois

3	University of Utah

3	University of Washington



From Cathy: 

People are frequently sensitive to the idea that most users come from Stanford, so another way to present the info on the "Who are the SSRL users" slide would be to put University of California first with the total UC users, then have subcategories from the various UC locations. There is a large geographic component to all user facilities in that they draw the most users from institutions close to where they are located, so 45% response from California is not unusual.)









Current and Past Science Focus:







Current and Past Experimental Technique:







5: high           4            3: medium           2             1: low













Current and Past Experience at SSRL:

diffraction

scattering

spectroscopy

imaging







Other Scientific Interest:

microphase separation transition of a biomedical model of segmented polyurethane block copolymers; dynamic state of protein structures; Enzyme structure and mechanism; Membrane protein crystallography; metallobiochemistry and metal site structure protein function connections;zinc compounds that mimic the active site of zinc metalloproteins; structure of proteins that take part in the platelet aggregation in human blood; development of artificial photosynthetic systems

semiconducting polymers; structural characterization of catalysts on amorphous supports; in-situ phase change/chemical reaction studies of material structure; air sensitive in situ experiments in inert or reactive atmosphere; imaging of integrated circuits with x-ray microscope; transition metal oxides -- d-state splitting and Jahn-Teller effects

surface science, environmental science; environmental science, oceanography, low-temperature geochemistry, environmental quality, civil and environmental engineering; environmental transport and speciation of metal contaminants

liquid crystals

fossil energy







Other Experimental Technique:

automatically move the sample, fluorescence detectors on both sides of the cryostat; low energy XAS; using various spectroscopic methods (IR, NMR) and TEM in concert with EXAFS and XANES characterization; XAFS, XANES, Partial Fluorescence Yield; photon-in/photon-out X-ray spectroscopy; time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds; X-Ray fluorescence; Electron spectroscopy

SPPS user; LCLS; FEL; photocathode development for LCLS and nanolithography applications; Ultrafast x-ray measurements, microscopy on nanomaterials, general characterization of materials.

beam line development; area detectors;  electrical signals from BPMs

development of beamlines for large unit cell crystals (ribosomes); 3D-single crystal microspectrophotometer; microfocus XRD beamline

Diffraction from Liquids; SAX of liquid crystals; X-ray fiber diffraction; Time-dependent small angle x-ray scattering 

X-ray emission spectra of zinc compounds at beamline 6-2. High enough flux to look at actual zinc metalloproteins using this technique, but that would require about 10^4 times the flux in order to get comparable signal/noise. Therefore, I'd be interested in any effort to either increase the incident flux or to improve the focusing optics.

TXRF, "x-ray microprobe with u-XRF, u-XAS, STXM"

C NEXAFS studies at ALS and NSLS, STXM at NSLS, and SAXS at ANL

GIXS

experiments in 1000 to 2000 eV 







Proposed Scientific Facilities/Initiatives







Proposed Scientific Facilities/Initiatives







Proposed Scientific Facilities/Initiatives

5: high           4            3: medium           2             1: low







Proposed Scientific Facilities/Initiatives

directly investigate the structure of protein radicals; implement electronic spectroscopy at the macromolecular crystallography beam lines; microfocus x-ray source for macromolecular crystallography; high energy single crystal diffraction in order to decrease protein crystal damage; microfocus for small crystals

BL 6-2 detangled to become dedicated to ONE thing only; have additional spectroscopic components such as EPR, resonance Raman spectroscopy interface at the beam line; new-generation x-ray detector from Fermilab and Swiss synchrotron

controlled environment sample stages; Improve biological sample preparation facilities; Further facilities and capabilities for in-situ studies of material reactions and phase changes; Automation of Mat Sci beam lines; improvements in energy dispersive detectors (count rates) to speed up data collection; improved detectors for PX

more time for basic XAS experiments; spatially-resolved XAS measurements, at low and high energies; time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds; photon-in/photon-out X-ray spectroscopy; XAS line for low energies say 800-2500 eV

improved facilities for time-resolved SAXS of biological samples in the millisecond time domain that use minimal quantities of sample; automatic SAXS beamline for biological sciences

analysis related to art manufacture and deterioration



not enough papers result from the time allocated to users. This makes it very difficult for me to petition Congress for more resources for SSRL.







Interest in SSRL Operations/Initiatives







Interest in SSRL Operations/Initiatives







Interest in SSRL Operations/Initiatives

5: high           4            3: medium           2             1: low







Interest in SSRL Operations/Initiatives

I would like to encourage finer-grained scheduling on the crystallography lines. Since remote-access works so well, it should be possible to request for instance "4 hours of beamtime whenever a slot opens up;  I need XX hours advance notice"

Perhaps sharing of short-time slots ? Sometimes 2-4 hours are enough for a project, so when people ship crystals in cassettes and they can stay for say 2-3 weeks at SSRL (hoping for some extra beamtime) one could perhaps jump onto a beamline during daytime hours. This would be beneficial when the previous users ran out of crystals and the beamline sits idle from midnight to 2 pm before the next users show up. One could have a webpage where the current users would indicate when they are done with their experiments, then an email is send out automatically to the person(s) responsible for storing crystals and they could call up people who requested to be alarmed when extra beamtime shows up. Just an idea, it surely would demand quite some effort from staff at SSRL to maintain a database with contact information etc. But it might be useful. Alternatively, one could sign an agreement letter, that crystals may be collected by beamline staff whenever time is available. Then the PI would be notified "you have a new dataset". For this to work, one would need to supply SSRL with details on what and how to collect your particular crystal, but that also would be doable.

In order to keep up with the progress in macromolecular crystallography, not only does SSRL require additional funding, but also more detailed comments from reviewers on the proposals submitted.  Cursory or incomplete comments are seldom useful in making changes.

Blu-Ice + SAM desperately needs automation.

Why are we still waiting for 500 mA??

Adding more servers for remote data processing and structure determination would help a great deal. 

SSRL should focus on advances in sensitivity/resolution of its spectroscopy beamlines.

"Increasing beam stability from accelerator" would be my definite #1 interest. Our group lost about two shifts during our last visit, with one beam dump lasting ~5 hours. As you can imagine, this is very frustrating to users who get maybe 2 trips per year and have to travel halfway across the country!

usually the beamline performance is great, but we were collecting data before the holiday shutdown and there was a pretty significant problem (since fixed) with the ring stability

equipment is useless if there are no people to maintain it







Interest in SSRL Operations/Initiatives

Things work really well at SSRL, so it's hard to imagine many improvements.

Wonderful - first class

The equipment and the support staff at SSRL are the best I have ever seen at a synchrotron facility.  I have pretty much been to all the synchrotron sources in the planet and have collected data.  In my opinion, none of the other sources can match the enthusiasm and competence I have observed at SSRL. I have also been tremendously pleased at the ability of SSRL to keep up with emerging methodologies in X-ray crystallography.  Mike Soltis has done a phenomenal job of staying at the cutting edge.  I would also comment on the computational aspects available to the users.  Thomas Eriksson has been superb in establishing servers for remote data processing and structure determination.

Our experience with SSRL operations is extremely positive.  It is an outstanding facility.

The beamline staff are great!

My experience with the beamline staff and other personnel at SSRL has been excellent.

The comments that I have received on proposals have been useful and sufficiently detailed to help in the preparation of other proposals

Our experience in terms of operation has been extremely positive. 







Degree of Satisfaction with User Resources







Degree of Satisfaction with User Resources







Degree of Satisfaction with User Resources

5: very satisfied   4: satisfied   3: neutral   2: dissatisfied   1: very dissatisfied







Degree of Satisfaction with User Resources

The SMB web pages are really badly organized! The SSRL web site is horrible to navigate. Poorly intuitive organization.

SSRL needs a modern proposal system; I've been chastised for not using proper online forms that don't exist.  Perhaps an online schedule would be useful that allows for detector changes and so on.

the guest house is becoming too expensive; it is often difficult to get a room at the guesthouse; unable to get guest house time because it's full of people who are not associated with SLAC; Rooms at the Guest House are more elaborate and more expensive than we would like; As fas as the Guesthouse goes: there should be rooms with multiple SINGLE beds so that people in different can share a room. The reservation experience has been very frustrating, with rudely asked questions beyond what should be necessary to divulge; There needs to be more double rooms at the Guest House; The Guest House has been a very major convenience when running experiments around the clock.  I can not say enough how Guest House has boosted the productivity and effectiveness of my use of beamlines when visiting from out of town; Guest House was sold out; Stanford Guest House prices are high; The guest house rarely have vacancies; Regarding the Guest house Beamline guests should have a priority versus Football Game or other Stanford events - at least one room per group should be blocked to allow somebody for quick access close to the beamline; Guest house is great, but occasionally it is hard to get a reservation. Perhaps some additional rooms could be reserved for SSRL use on busy weekends. Alternatively a SSRL wait list could be developed to give users preference for filling cancelled reservations.

it would be nice if there were a cafeteria that had better hours; Weekend and evening food service would be an additional convenience; Food in cafeteria is quite good. I just wish it were open longer hours so we would not have to waste time going off-site to obtain food at night (dinnertime) or on weekends; Should try to make it so that a car is not necessary ; food times and choices are too limited for that to happen. 

different glove sizes in the clean room would be great; I think the scale of user honor bar can be expanded a bit; Wish you had more reliable support regarding cylinder gas ordering and storage; Stockroom equipments are often broken, and not fixed for a long time.

assistance for first time EXAFS users for getting access to curve fitting software. It has not been easy for us to get the best combination of programs from  data reduction to final fit.

One thing that I do appreciate that it is possible to show up the morning of when the time starts and you can be ready to go as soon as the beamline is ready, if you are an experienced user.  An inexperienced user should probably show up the day before, and I think you might think about some formal program to go through things with the inexperienced user before his/her beamtime starts (for example, could you walk through how to setup an experiment without actually being on the beamline).

Our experience on BL 9-3 is much better than our experience on BL 7-3.

Too much time is being allocated to groups that don't produce very much.







Degree of Satisfaction with User Resources

Support by the administrative staff (Knotts/Dunn/Robleto) has been excellent.

Both the administrative and user support staff here have been extremely helpful in solving problems and making our beamtime run smoothly. They should be commended for their commitment.

Lisa Dunn is always very helpful.

Notably, Lisa Dunn has done a magnificent job of running the administration aspects, including beam time notification, assignment, orchestration, etc.  This is an incredibly important achievement and she needs to be commended for this.

I am really impressed by the efficient management by  facility staff (Kathy, Michelle, Jackie) as well as beam line scientists (Donghui, Rob).

This is the best facility to collect data

The staff is wonderful and very helpful.







SSRL Users’ Meeting: interest in workshops







SSRL Users’ Meeting: interest in workshops

More hands on workshops; Hands on operation; Procedures on crystallographic data reduction/processing using various software on data collected at SSRL; macromolecular crystallography workshops (theory and practice) between June and August (not Sept-Oct); high-throughput, automated structure determination; data analysis workshop on a more regular offering throughout the year or in the summer - I'd send students; microfocus; ultrahigh resolution X-ray crystallography

Workshops on NEXAS/EXAFS data analysis; very interested in an EXAFS group or workshop.

Time-resolved studies and inelastic spectroscopy; ultrafast imaging; LCLS related workshop; future use and power of the free electron X-ray laser

Accelerator physics

synchrotron related techniques for undergraduates

science based workshops: catalysis research using synchrotron techniques 

Assessment of samples while being heated; Workshop on in-situ experiment and cell design and execution would be nice to see.

on effects of focused beams and high beam intensity on detector linearity and the effective repeatability for EXAFS and other spectroscopies.

encourage more mixing of speakers and attendees during mixers

Also, my personal opinion is for newcomers to be paired with someone who is experienced; workshops to me are not worth the investment of time or money.  It is much better to just do your samples, and have someone right there (one to one) who shows you what to do or not what to do.

maybe the work shop online (or web conference or online live conference) might help further facilitate people who are interested in the work shop but live far away.

It is too expensive for me to come to a workshop; you are looking at (with food/lodging etc.) $1000 or so.







Last Year SSRL Users’ Meeting

I liked the format of highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of each beam-line and the capabilities available on each beam-line to get more information about the materials.  Simple and concise.

Comment on the workshop 'Introduction to the synchrotron radiation techniques' last year: The audience was very limited partly because it was hold on Sunday and its advertisement was not enough. It would be nice to have a workshop on Stanford campus on weekdays. Also better to send more notices to each natural science departments on campus. This may invoke the interest of the future SSRL users who is not familiar with synchrotron radiation techniques and strengthen the relationship between SSRL and Stanford university; lack of training for graduate students regarding data analysis

The xas short course for structural molecular biology applications was the best course; The current program of periodic XAS workshops focussing on biologically relevant aspects is good, given staffing/funding constraints, moreso in view of the increasing focus of the corresponding NSLS workshop on materials science.

very favorable for microfocused techniques workshop

The last years users meeting had too many workshops (parallel)  which made it somewhat hard to attend all the interesting talks.

very useful but the workshop could be more extensive and well prepared: softwares compatibility with Mac

I attended a Biological Small-angle X-ray Scattering Workshop which was an excellent experience.

SAXS portion of summer school could have used a section on using pre-existing pdbs with SAXS data

The SSRL Scattering Workshop this past year was excellent, and I plan to attend again if the event is held. I hope that even more detail in experimental techniques and their applications, and data analysis and interpretation can be given.

several times I wanted to attend sessions that were simultaneous and had to make hard choices about which ones to go to.







User Advocacy





Sending an Email to your Representative (224 contacts)


50%


19%


20%


11%


Yes


Maybe


No


N/A


Material Science/Chemical Sciences


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Macromolecular Crystallography


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


averageN/A


Administrative User support by facility staff 3.7914%


Experiment related user support by beamline staff 3.7813%


Accelerator/Beamline performance 3.6113%


Email Notifications (Deadlines, Forms) 3.5815%


Online User Resources 3.5413%


Shift Duration/Scheduling 3.4115%


Frequency of Scheduled Fills 3.2318%


Stanford Guest House 2.6239%


Lab Prep Space 2.5630%


On-site Food Resources 2.3223%


Stockroom Inventory 1.9343%


Photoemission Spectroscopy


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Current and Past User Science:


averageN/A


Structural Molecular Biology/Life sciences 3.1119%


Material Science/Chemical Sciences 2.9423%


Nanoscience Science 2.5627%


Molecular and Environmental Interface Science 2.1631%


Ultrafast Science 1.8136%


Current and Past Experimental Technique:


averageN/A


X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 3.2416%


X-ray Scattering 3.1617%


Macromolecular Crystallography 2.6923%


Time Resolved Techniques 2.4825%


Spectromicroscopy/Imaging 2.3430%


Detector/Instrument/Beamline Component Development 2.3028%


Photoemission Spectroscopy 1.8337%


Spectromicroscopy/Imaging


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Time Resolved Techniques


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


X-ray Scattering


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


 Email Notifications (Deadlines, Forms)


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


Shift Duration/Scheduling


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


Accelerator/Beamline performance


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


Select the beamlines you have used before at SSRL


0%


5%


10%


15%


20%


25%


30%


01-
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01
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01


10-
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01
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01


05-


02


05-


04


11-


01


11-


02


11-


03


04-


01


04-


02


04-


03


13N/A


averageN/A


Improved Facilities for X-ray Scattering and Diffraction 3.4714%


Multi-Element, High Count Rate, Energy-Dispersive Detector 3.2819%


X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 1.5-15 keV 2.2834%


Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line for Materials Science 2.0932%


Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced Spectroscopy Beam Line 2.0338%


X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 200-1500 eV 1.9836%


Undergraduate Research Initiatives 1.7435%


High Resolution Photoemission Beam Line 1.6246%


Reorganization/Optimization of Scattering Facilities 1.4647%


Heating Laser, Time Resolved/Materials Dynamics Facilities 1.4647%


Online User Resources


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


Primary affiliation:


14%


10%


64%


4%


6%


2%


government lab


research institute


research intensive


academic institution


undergraduate


academic institution


industry


Other or not specified


Experiment-related user support by beamline staff


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


Administrative User support by facility staff


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


Frequency of Scheduled Fills


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


Lab Prep Space


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


Stockroom Inventory


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


On-site Food Resources


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


Stanford Guest House


N/A


1 (very dissatisfied)


2 (dissatisfied)


3 (neutral)


4 (satisfied)


5 (very satisfied)


Small-angle X-ray scattering (biological/material focus) 48%


NEXAS/EXAFS data analysis 39%


Specialized macromolecular crystallography workshops 35%


Time-resolved facilities 30%


XAS sample prep and data collection 30%


Instrumentation/automation/software development 23%


Beam time proposal writing workshop 22%


High-resolution photoemission spectroscopy 22%


RIXS and advanced spectroscopy 18%


STXM microscopy 18%


Synchrotron radiation techniques for undergraduates 17%


Detector improvement, energy dispersive detector 14%


Scientific advocacy 11%


High-pressure experiments and related techniques 8%


Detector/Instrument/Beamline Development


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


High Resolution Photoemission Beam Line


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced Spectroscopy 


Beam Line


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Improved Facilities for X-ray Scattering and Diffraction


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Nanoscience Science


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Ultrafast Science


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)
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Date


survery 


open 01/17/08


closed 02/12/08





total number of responses 392


(in three announcements)


77 responders did not


specify name


Structural Molecular Biology/Life Sciences


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Improved Detectors, Multi-Element, High Count Rate, 


Energy-Dispersive Detector


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Molecular and Environmental Interface Science


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Material Science/Chemical Sciences


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line for Materials 


Science


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Heating Laser, Time Resolved/Materials Dynamics Facilities


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Reorganization/Optimization of Scattering Facilities


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Undergraduate Research Initiatives


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 200-1500 eV


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 1.5-15 keV


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Future Beam Line Upgrades


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Automation of/Remote Data Collection


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Upgrades to Beam Line Control and Data Acquisition 


SoftwareN/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


New Instrumentation (CCD, Multi-element Fluorescence 


Detector)N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


User Support after 5pm, during off-hours, weekends, 


holidays


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Beam Line Staffing


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Increasing beam stability from accelerator


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Improve brightness


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Online/Off-site Safety Training


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Top-off Injection


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


500 mA Operation


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Report oversubscription and average rating or cut-off rating 


per beamline


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


More detailed comments from reviewers on proposals


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Timing Mode


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


averageN/A


Upgrades to Beam Line Control and Data Acquisition Software 3.4016%


Future Beam Line Upgrades 3.3320%


Automation of/Remote Data Collection 3.3018%


New Instrumentation (CCD, Multi-element Fluorescence Detector) 3.2322%


User Support after 5 pm, during off-hours, weekends, holidays 3.0918%


Beam Line Staffing 3.0424%


Increasing beam stability from accelerator 2.8126%


Improve brightness 2.5130%


Top-off Injection 2.4938%


Online/Off-site Safety Training 2.3824%


500 mA Operation 2.0946%


Oversubscription and average rating or cut-off rating per beamline 1.8840%


More detailed comments from reviewers on proposals 1.7338%


Timing Mode 1.2255%


Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice (113)


8%


26%


53%


13%


Yes


Maybe


No


N/A


Arranging a Group Visit to your Local Congressional Office (86)


4%


22%


61%


13%


Yes


Maybe


No


N/A


Participating in Advocacy Activities in Washington, D.C. (93)


6%


23%


58%


13%


Yes


Maybe


No


N/A


Mailing a Letter to your Representative (186)


29%


28%


30%


13%


Yes


Maybe


No


N/A


Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced 


Spectroscopy Beam Line


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)


Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line 


for Materials Science


N/A


1 (low)


2


3 (medium)


4


5 (high)
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Who are the SSRL users?
Primary affiliation:

14%

10%

64%

4%
6% 2%

government lab

research institute

research intensive
academic institution

undergraduate
academic institution

industry

Other or not specified



Who are the SSRL users?
221 identified out of 392

47 other institutes with 1 response

45% in-state institute

2 California Institute of Technology
2 Cornell University
2 Johns Hopkins University
2 Louisiana State University
2 MD Anderson
2 North Carolina State University
2 Texas A&M University
2 The Ohio State University
2 U.S. Geological Survey
2 University of Colorado
2 University of Kentucky
2 University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
2 University of Nebraska - Lincoln
2 University of Oklahoma

43 UC Berkeley(11) Davis(7) LA(3) SF(6) SB(5) SC(4) Merced(4) Irvine(3) 
29 Stanford University
9 SSRL
9 University of Texas at El Paso
6 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
6 The Scripps Research Institute
6 Vanderbilt University
5 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
5 University of Arizona
5 University of Michigan
4 Montana State University
4 The Pennsylvania State University
4 University of Kansas
3 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
3 Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute
3 University of Illinois
3 University of Utah
3 University of Washington



Current and Past Science Focus:
Nanoscience Science

Ultrafast Science

Structural Molecular Biology/Life Sciences Material Science/Chemical Sciences

Molecular and Environmental Interface Science
N/A

1 (low)

2

3 (medium)

4

5 (high)



Current and Past Experimental Technique:
Macromolecular Crystallography

Photoemission SpectroscopySpectromicroscopy/Imaging

Time Resolved TechniquesX-ray Absorption Spectroscopy X-ray Scattering

etector/Instrument/Beamline Development N/A

1 (low)

2

3 (medium)

4

5 (high)



Current and Past User Science:
average N/A

Structural Molecular Biology/Life sciences 3.11 19%
Material Science/Chemical Sciences 2.94 23%
Nanoscience Science 2.56 27%
Molecular and Environmental Interface Science 2.16 31%
Ultrafast Science 1.81 36%

Current and Past Experimental Technique:
average N/A

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 3.24 16%
X-ray Scattering 3.16 17%
Macromolecular Crystallography 2.69 23%
Time Resolved Techniques 2.48 25%
Spectromicroscopy/Imaging 2.34 30%
Detector/Instrument/Beamline Component Development 2.30 28%
Photoemission Spectroscopy 1.83 37%

5: high           4            3: medium           2            1: low



Current and Past Experience at SSRL:
Select the beamlines you have used before at SSRL
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Other Scientific Interest:
microphase separation transition of a biomedical model of segmented 
polyurethane block copolymers; dynamic state of protein structures; Enzyme 
structure and mechanism; Membrane protein crystallography; metallobiochemistry
and metal site structure protein function connections;zinc compounds that mimic 
the active site of zinc metalloproteins; structure of proteins that take part in the 
platelet aggregation in human blood; development of artificial photosynthetic 
systems
semiconducting polymers; structural characterization of catalysts on amorphous
supports; in-situ phase change/chemical reaction studies of material structure; air 
sensitive in situ experiments in inert or reactive atmosphere; imaging of integrated 
circuits with x-ray microscope; transition metal oxides -- d-state splitting and Jahn-
Teller effects
surface science, environmental science; environmental science, oceanography, 
low-temperature geochemistry, environmental quality, civil and environmental 
engineering; environmental transport and speciation of metal contaminants
liquid crystals
fossil energy



Other Experimental Technique:
automatically move the sample, fluorescence detectors on both sides of the cryostat; low 
energy XAS; using various spectroscopic methods (IR, NMR) and TEM in concert with EXAFS 
and XANES characterization; XAFS, XANES, Partial Fluorescence Yield; photon-in/photon-out 
X-ray spectroscopy; time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to 
milliseconds; X-Ray fluorescence; Electron spectroscopy
SPPS user; LCLS; FEL; photocathode development for LCLS and nanolithography 
applications; Ultrafast x-ray measurements, microscopy on nanomaterials, general 
characterization of materials.
beam line development; area detectors;  electrical signals from BPMs
development of beamlines for large unit cell crystals (ribosomes); 3D-single crystal 
microspectrophotometer; microfocus XRD beamline
Diffraction from Liquids; SAX of liquid crystals; X-ray fiber diffraction; Time-dependent small 
angle x-ray scattering 
X-ray emission spectra of zinc compounds at beamline 6-2. High enough flux to look at actual 
zinc metalloproteins using this technique, but that would require about 10^4 times the flux in 
order to get comparable signal/noise. Therefore, I'd be interested in any effort to either increase 
the incident flux or to improve the focusing optics.
TXRF, "x-ray microprobe with u-XRF, u-XAS, STXM"
C NEXAFS studies at ALS and NSLS, STXM at NSLS, and SAXS at ANL
GIXS
experiments in 1000 to 2000 eV



Proposed Scientific Facilities/Initiatives
Improved Facilities for X-ray Scattering and Diffra Improved Detectors, Multi-Element, High Count R

Energy-Dispersive Detector N/A

1 (low)

2

3 (medium)

4

5 (high)

X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 200-1500 eVX-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 1.5-15 keV Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced 
Spectroscopy Beam Line

Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line 
for Materials Science



Proposed Scientific Facilities/Initiatives

High Resolution Photoemission Beam Line
N/A

1 (low)

Heating Laser, Time Resolved/Materials Dynamics
Reorganization/Optimization of Scattering Facilitie

Undergraduate Research Initiatives

2

3 (medium)

4

5 (high)



Proposed Scientific Facilities/Initiatives

average N/A
Improved Facilities for X-ray Scattering and Diffraction 3.47 14%
Multi-Element, High Count Rate, Energy-Dispersive Detector 3.28 19%

X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 1.5-15 keV 2.28 34%
Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Beam Line for Materials Science 2.09 32%
Inelastic X-Ray Scattering and Advanced Spectroscopy Beam Line 2.03 38%
X-ray Microscopy Beam Lines 200-1500 eV 1.98 36%

Undergraduate Research Initiatives 1.74 35%
High Resolution Photoemission Beam Line 1.62 46%
Reorganization/Optimization of Scattering Facilities 1.46 47%
Heating Laser, Time Resolved/Materials Dynamics Facilities 1.46 47%

5: high           4            3: medium           2            1: low



Proposed Scientific Facilities/Initiatives
directly investigate the structure of protein radicals; implement electronic spectroscopy at the 
macromolecular crystallography beam lines; microfocus x-ray source for macromolecular crystallography; 
high energy single crystal diffraction in order to decrease protein crystal damage; microfocus for small 
crystals
BL 6-2 detangled to become dedicated to ONE thing only; have additional spectroscopic components such 
as EPR, resonance Raman spectroscopy interface at the beam line; new-generation x-ray detector from 
Fermilab and Swiss synchrotron
controlled environment sample stages; Improve biological sample preparation facilities; Further facilities 
and capabilities for in-situ studies of material reactions and phase changes; Automation of Mat Sci beam 
lines; improvements in energy dispersive detectors (count rates) to speed up data collection; improved 
detectors for PX
more time for basic XAS experiments; spatially-resolved XAS measurements, at low and high energies; 
time-resolved XANES and EXAFS spectroscopy in from ultrafast to milliseconds; photon-in/photon-out X-
ray spectroscopy; XAS line for low energies say 800-2500 eV
improved facilities for time-resolved SAXS of biological samples in the millisecond time domain that use 
minimal quantities of sample; automatic SAXS beamline for biological sciences
analysis related to art manufacture and deterioration

not enough papers result from the time allocated to users. This makes it very difficult for me to petition 
Congress for more resources for SSRL.



Interest in SSRL Operations/Initiatives
Future Beam Line Upgradespgrades to Beam Line Control and Data Acquis

Software
Automation of/Remote Data Collection

w Instrumentation (CCD, Multi-element Fluore
Detector)

er Support after 5pm, during off-hours, weeke
holidays

Beam Line Staffing Increasing beam stability from accelerator

N/A

1 (low)

2

3 (medium)

4

5 (high)



Interest in SSRL Operations/Initiatives
Improve brightness Online/Off-site Safety TrainingTop-off Injection

500 mA Operation port oversubscription and average rating or cu
per beamline

ore detailed comments from reviewers on propo Timing Mode

N/A

1 (low)

2

3 (medium)

4

5 (high)



Interest in SSRL Operations/Initiatives
average N/A

Upgrades to Beam Line Control and Data Acquisition Software 3.40 16%
Future Beam Line Upgrades 3.33 20%
Automation of/Remote Data Collection 3.30 18%
New Instrumentation (CCD, Multi-element Fluorescence Detector) 3.23 22%
User Support after 5 pm, during off-hours, weekends, holidays 3.09 18%
Beam Line Staffing 3.04 24%
Increasing beam stability from accelerator 2.81 26%

Improve brightness 2.51 30%
Top-off Injection 2.49 38%
Online/Off-site Safety Training 2.38 24%

500 mA Operation 2.09 46%
Oversubscription and average rating or cut-off rating per beamline 1.88 40%
More detailed comments from reviewers on proposals 1.73 38%
Timing Mode 1.22 55%

5: high           4            3: medium           2            1: low



Interest in SSRL Operations/Initiatives
I would like to encourage finer-grained scheduling on the crystallography lines. Since remote-access works so well, it should 
be possible to request for instance "4 hours of beamtime whenever a slot opens up;  I need XX hours advance notice"
Perhaps sharing of short-time slots ? Sometimes 2-4 hours are enough for a project, so when people ship crystals in 
cassettes and they can stay for say 2-3 weeks at SSRL (hoping for some extra beamtime) one could perhaps jump onto a 
beamline during daytime hours. This would be beneficial when the previous users ran out of crystals and the beamline sits 
idle from midnight to 2 pm before the next users show up. One could have a webpage where the current users would 
indicate when they are done with their experiments, then an email is send out automatically to the person(s) responsible for 
storing crystals and they could call up people who requested to be alarmed when extra beamtime shows up. Just an idea, it 
surely would demand quite some effort from staff at SSRL to maintain a database with contact information etc. But it might 
be useful. Alternatively, one could sign an agreement letter, that crystals may be collected by beamline staff whenever time 
is available. Then the PI would be notified "you have a new dataset". For this to work, one would need to supply SSRL with 
details on what and how to collect your particular crystal, but that also would be doable.
In order to keep up with the progress in macromolecular crystallography, not only does SSRL require additional funding, but 
also more detailed comments from reviewers on the proposals submitted.  Cursory or incomplete comments are seldom 
useful in making changes.
Blu-Ice + SAM desperately needs automation.
Why are we still waiting for 500 mA??
Adding more servers for remote data processing and structure determination would help a great deal. 
SSRL should focus on advances in sensitivity/resolution of its spectroscopy beamlines.
"Increasing beam stability from accelerator" would be my definite #1 interest. Our group lost about two shifts during our last 
visit, with one beam dump lasting ~5 hours. As you can imagine, this is very frustrating to users who get maybe 2 trips per 
year and have to travel halfway across the country!
usually the beamline performance is great, but we were collecting data before the holiday shutdown and there was a pretty 
significant problem (since fixed) with the ring stability
equipment is useless if there are no people to maintain it



Interest in SSRL Operations/Initiatives

Things work really well at SSRL, so it's hard to imagine many improvements.

Wonderful - first class

The equipment and the support staff at SSRL are the best I have ever seen at a 
synchrotron facility.  I have pretty much been to all the synchrotron sources in the planet 
and have collected data.  In my opinion, none of the other sources can match the 
enthusiasm and competence I have observed at SSRL. I have also been tremendously 
pleased at the ability of SSRL to keep up with emerging methodologies in X-ray 
crystallography.  Mike Soltis has done a phenomenal job of staying at the cutting edge.  I 
would also comment on the computational aspects available to the users.  Thomas 
Eriksson has been superb in establishing servers for remote data processing and structure 
determination.

Our experience with SSRL operations is extremely positive.  It is an outstanding facility.

The beamline staff are great!

My experience with the beamline staff and other personnel at SSRL has been excellent.

The comments that I have received on proposals have been useful and sufficiently detailed 
to help in the preparation of other proposals

Our experience in terms of operation has been extremely positive. 



Degree of Satisfaction with User Resources
 Email Notifications (Deadlines, Forms)Accelerator/Beamline performancexperiment-related user support by beamline stafAdministrative User support by facility staff

Online User Resources Shift Duration/Scheduling Frequency of Scheduled Fills N/A

1 (very dissatisfied)

2 (dissatisfied)

3 (neutral)

4 (satisfied)

5 (very satisfied)



Degree of Satisfaction with User Resources
Stanford Guest House On-site Food Resources Lab Prep Space

Stockroom Inventory N/A

1 (very dissatisfied)

2 (dissatisfied)

3 (neutral)

4 (satisfied)

5 (very satisfied)



Degree of Satisfaction with User Resources
average N/A

Administrative User support by facility staff 3.79 14%
Experiment related user support by beamline staff 3.78 13%
Accelerator/Beamline performance 3.61 13%
Email Notifications (Deadlines, Forms) 3.58 15%
Online User Resources 3.54 13%
Shift Duration/Scheduling 3.41 15%
Frequency of Scheduled Fills 3.23 18%

Stanford Guest House 2.62 39%
Lab Prep Space 2.56 30%
On-site Food Resources 2.32 23%

Stockroom Inventory 1.93 43%

5: very satisfied   4: satisfied   3: neutral   2: dissatisfied 1: very dissatisfied



Degree of Satisfaction with User Resources
The SMB web pages are really badly organized! The SSRL web site is horrible to navigate. Poorly intuitive organization.
SSRL needs a modern proposal system; I've been chastised for not using proper online forms that don't exist.  Perhaps an 
online schedule would be useful that allows for detector changes and so on.
the guest house is becoming too expensive; it is often difficult to get a room at the guesthouse; unable to get guest house time
because it's full of people who are not associated with SLAC; Rooms at the Guest House are more elaborate and more 
expensive than we would like; As fas as the Guesthouse goes: there should be rooms with multiple SINGLE beds so that 
people in different can share a room. The reservation experience has been very frustrating, with rudely asked questions beyond 
what should be necessary to divulge; There needs to be more double rooms at the Guest House; The Guest House has been a 
very major convenience when running experiments around the clock.  I can not say enough how Guest House has boosted the 
productivity and effectiveness of my use of beamlines when visiting from out of town; Guest House was sold out; Stanford 
Guest House prices are high; The guest house rarely have vacancies; Regarding the Guest house Beamline guests should 
have a priority versus Football Game or other Stanford events - at least one room per group should be blocked to allow 
somebody for quick access close to the beamline; Guest house is great, but occasionally it is hard to get a reservation. Perhaps
some additional rooms could be reserved for SSRL use on busy weekends. Alternatively a SSRL wait list could be developed to 
give users preference for filling cancelled reservations.
it would be nice if there were a cafeteria that had better hours; Weekend and evening food service would be an additional 
convenience; Food in cafeteria is quite good. I just wish it were open longer hours so we would not have to waste time going 
off-site to obtain food at night (dinnertime) or on weekends; Should try to make it so that a car is not necessary ; food times and 
choices are too limited for that to happen. 
different glove sizes in the clean room would be great; I think the scale of user honor bar can be expanded a bit; Wish you had 
more reliable support regarding cylinder gas ordering and storage; Stockroom equipments are often broken, and not fixed for a 
long time.
assistance for first time EXAFS users for getting access to curve fitting software. It has not been easy for us to get the best 
combination of programs from  data reduction to final fit.
One thing that I do appreciate that it is possible to show up the morning of when the time starts and you can be ready to go as 
soon as the beamline is ready, if you are an experienced user.  An inexperienced user should probably show up the day before, 
and I think you might think about some formal program to go through things with the inexperienced user before his/her 
beamtime starts (for example, could you walk through how to setup an experiment without actually being on the beamline).
Our experience on BL 9-3 is much better than our experience on BL 7-3.
Too much time is being allocated to groups that don't produce very much.



Degree of Satisfaction with User Resources
Support by the administrative staff (Knotts/Dunn/Robleto) has been excellent.

Both the administrative and user support staff here have been extremely helpful 
in solving problems and making our beamtime run smoothly. They should be 
commended for their commitment.

Lisa Dunn is always very helpful.

Notably, Lisa Dunn has done a magnificent job of running the administration 
aspects, including beam time notification, assignment, orchestration, etc.  This is 
an incredibly important achievement and she needs to be commended for this.

I am really impressed by the efficient management by  facility staff (Kathy, 
Michelle, Jackie) as well as beam line scientists (Donghui, Rob).

This is the best facility to collect data

The staff is wonderful and very helpful.



SSRL Users’ Meeting: interest in workshops
Small-angle X-ray scattering (biological/material focus) 48%
NEXAS/EXAFS data analysis 39%
Specialized macromolecular crystallography workshops 35%
Time-resolved facilities 30%
XAS sample prep and data collection 30%
Instrumentation/automation/software development 23%
Beam time proposal writing workshop 22%
High-resolution photoemission spectroscopy 22%
RIXS and advanced spectroscopy 18%
STXM microscopy 18%
Synchrotron radiation techniques for undergraduates 17%
Detector improvement, energy dispersive detector 14%
Scientific advocacy 11%
High-pressure experiments and related techniques 8%



SSRL Users’ Meeting: interest in workshops
More hands on workshops; Hands on operation; Procedures on crystallographic data reduction/processing using 
various software on data collected at SSRL; macromolecular crystallography workshops (theory and practice) 
between June and August (not Sept-Oct); high-throughput, automated structure determination; data analysis 
workshop on a more regular offering throughout the year or in the summer - I'd send students; microfocus; ultrahigh 
resolution X-ray crystallography

Workshops on NEXAS/EXAFS data analysis; very interested in an EXAFS group or workshop.

Time-resolved studies and inelastic spectroscopy; ultrafast imaging; LCLS related workshop; future use and power of 
the free electron X-ray laser

Accelerator physics

synchrotron related techniques for undergraduates

science based workshops: catalysis research using synchrotron techniques 

Assessment of samples while being heated; Workshop on in-situ experiment and cell design and execution would be 
nice to see.

on effects of focused beams and high beam intensity on detector linearity and the effective repeatability for EXAFS 
and other spectroscopies.

encourage more mixing of speakers and attendees during mixers

Also, my personal opinion is for newcomers to be paired with someone who is experienced; workshops to me are not 
worth the investment of time or money.  It is much better to just do your samples, and have someone right there (one 
to one) who shows you what to do or not what to do.

maybe the work shop online (or web conference or online live conference) might help further facilitate people who 
are interested in the work shop but live far away.

It is too expensive for me to come to a workshop; you are looking at (with food/lodging etc.) $1000 or so.



Last Year SSRL Users’ Meeting
I liked the format of highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of each beam-line and the capabilities 
available on each beam-line to get more information about the materials.  Simple and concise.

Comment on the workshop 'Introduction to the synchrotron radiation techniques' last year: The audience 
was very limited partly because it was hold on Sunday and its advertisement was not enough. It would be 
nice to have a workshop on Stanford campus on weekdays. Also better to send more notices to each natural 
science departments on campus. This may invoke the interest of the future SSRL users who is not familiar 
with synchrotron radiation techniques and strengthen the relationship between SSRL and Stanford 
university; lack of training for graduate students regarding data analysis

The xas short course for structural molecular biology applications was the best course; The current program 
of periodic XAS workshops focussing on biologically relevant aspects is good, given staffing/funding 
constraints, moreso in view of the increasing focus of the corresponding NSLS workshop on materials 
science.

very favorable for microfocused techniques workshop

The last years users meeting had too many workshops (parallel)  which made it somewhat hard to attend all 
the interesting talks.

very useful but the workshop could be more extensive and well prepared: softwares compatibility with Mac

I attended a Biological Small-angle X-ray Scattering Workshop which was an excellent experience.

SAXS portion of summer school could have used a section on using pre-existing pdbs with SAXS data

The SSRL Scattering Workshop this past year was excellent, and I plan to attend again if the event is held. I 
hope that even more detail in experimental techniques and their applications, and data analysis and 
interpretation can be given.

several times I wanted to attend sessions that were simultaneous and had to make hard choices about 
which ones to go to.



User Advocacy
Sending an Email to your Representative (224 contacts)

50%

19%

20%

11%

Visiting your Local Congressional Ofice (113)

8%

26%

53%

13%

Arranging a Group Visit to your Local Congressional Office (86)

4%

22%

61%

13% Yes

Maybe

No

N/A

Participating in Advocacy Activities in Washington, D.C. (93)

6%

23%

58%

13%

Mailing a Letter to your Representative (186)

29%

28%

30%

13%
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